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Abstract
Millions of people interact and share interesting information every day in the So-
cial Web. From daily conversations to comments about products in e-commerce
sites, the content generated by people in these sites is huge and diverse. Among
the wide diversity of user-contributed content on the web, there is a particular
kind that has the potential of being put to good use by intelligent systems: hu-
man experiences. People very often use other people’s experiences before making
decisions, and when these kind of human experiences are expressed and recorded
on the web, they can be shared with by large number of people.
Nevertheless sometimes this content is not easily accessible, so a person trying
to book a hotel may read a few reviews over a few hotels –but cannot possibly
read them all. There is a clear need for an in-depth analysis of this kind of
information, based on textual expressions of human particular experiences
Our approach, in the framework of the Web of Experiences, aims at acquiring
practical knowledge from individual experiences with entities in the real world
expressed in textual form. Moreover, this knowledge has to be represented in a
way that facilitates the reuse of the experiential knowledge by other individuals
with different preferences. Our approach has three stages: First, we extract the
most salient set of aspects used by the individuals to describe their experiences
with the entities in a domain. Second, using the set of extracted aspects, we
group them in concepts to create a concept vocabulary that models the set of
issues addressed in the reviews. Third, using the vocabulary of concepts, we
create a bundle of arguments for each entity. An argument bundle characterizes
the pros and cons of an entity, aggregating practical knowledge from judgments
written by individuals with different biases and preferences. Moreover, we show
how argument bundles allow us to define the notions of user query and the
satisfaction degree of a bundle by a user query, proving that argument bundles
are not only capable of representing practical knowledge but they are also useful
to perform inference given a set of user preferences specified in a query.
We evaluate the argument bundles of our approach with the Amazon score
ratings and the camera characterizations of Dpreview. We show that pro and
con arguments are very close to those listed in Dpreview. Evaluating entity
rankings, we show that Dpreview and our approach give congruent rankings,
while Amazon’s is not congruent neither with Dpreview’s or ours.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The social web, with forums, review sites, networking sites and social media, of-
fers a platform where millions of people interact, share interesting information,
and socialize every day. The amount of social content and information gener-
ated by people in these sites is huge and diverse: from daily conversations to
comments about products in e-commerce sites. In this work, we are interested in
user-generated content expressing people’s experiences while acting in the real
word, i.e. expressing their experiences while traveling, hiking, watching movies,
taking photos or meeting with friends.
People very often use other people’s experiences before making decisions: it
is a common behavior to ask a friend for some hotel or restaurant, or what to
visit in a city that a friend has already visited. When deciding to buy a new
digital camera, we may ask friends which camera are they using and what is
their experience: is the price fair? Do they enjoy shooting with that camera
more than with the old one? Is there anything they particularly dislike about
it?
We constantly reuse other people’s experiences in our daily activities for
our own personal purposes. Nowadays, we have textual records of experiences
by other people —granted, people we do not know and whose trust may be a
concern. However, strength in numbers may compensate for debatable trust,
since taking into account hundreds or even thousands of recorded experiences
about entities in a domain (e.g. hotels or cameras) is likely to help us discover
well supported pros and cons for each one of the entities.
Nevertheless, the web is now captured by the “search and browse” paradigm,
so a person trying to book a hotel may read a few reviews over a few hotels —
but cannot possibly read them all! That is why in practice we, individually,
can only use 5-star scoring or similar rankings that summarize this plethora of
information. The particular experiences of the people writing reviews are largely
ignored and substituted by asking them to evaluate a few fixed topics with a
numeric score. There is a clear need for an in-depth analysis of this kind of
information, based on textual expressions of human particular experiences, that
goes beyond the 5-star scoring system. However, this is not an easy task since
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it would mean a global agreement about how to represent all different kinds of
user-generated content we might find in the web.
A new approach, called “The Web of Experiences” [Plaza, 2008] was pro-
posed in the context of the International Conference on Case-based Reasoning
(ICCBR). This approach proposed to enlarge the paradigm of Case-based Rea-
soning (CBR), based on solving new problems by learning from past experiences,
and include all forms of experiences about the real world expressed in the web
as user-contributed content [Plaza, 2009]. As other researchers were interested
in exploring these ideas, three workshops were organized in collaboration with
ICCBR in 2009 and 2010 to start up this topic, the WebCBR-09: Reasoning
from Experiences on the Web and WebCBR-10: Reasoning from Experiences on
the Web, and a related workshop in collaboration with ICCBR 2012, the TRUE
Workshop focused in Traces for Reusing Users’ Experiences - Cases, Episodes,
and Stories.
1.1 The Web of Experiences
The core idea proposed by the Web of Experiences approach is that among
the wide diversity of user-contributed content on the web there is a particular
kind of content that has the potential of being put to good use by intelligent
systems: human experiences. This user-generated content does not merely reflect
an opinion or a belief of an individual about a certain fact, but describes (in some
format) practical experiences in the real world.
For instance, when a person has bought a camera p or has experienced a
stand in a hotel h, and writes a review on a web site, the comments of that
person concerning both experiences are not merely expressing general opinions
or beliefs, but facts about his actual dealings with that camera or that hotel.
If the camera has a low quality built-in flash or the hotel’s staff did not attend
the person’s requests, the comments are statements that certain facts occurred.
Furthermore, comments such as “p’s built-in flash is poor” and “h’s staff is
quite unfriendly” are also specific facts that may indicate, if similar comments
are repeatedly expressed by a number of people, a recurring pattern in the
experiences of people when dealing with p and h.
When these kind of human experiences are expressed and recorded on the web,
they can be shared with by large number of people. These recorded experiences
share practical knowledge concerning a wide variety of real world objects and
situations. This practical knowledge is different from theoretical knowledge,
such as that which can be provided by the Semantic Web. For instance, the
Semantic Web approach can offer theoretical knowledge about hotels as in the
statement “Hotel h is three stars, according to European Standards”, which
means that some authority has classified hotel h this way because h satisfies
certain properties adjudicated to that category. Although this knowledge also
provides evidence on the quality and features of hotel h, it is in fact knowledge
about the three star hotel category rather than specifically about the hotel h.
Theoretical knowledge is, by definition, about a category or a class of objects
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Figure 1.1: Cluster of relationships among various experiences with camera p.
or situations — while practical knowledge is mostly about specific instances (of
objects or situations). What is there about instances (that is not in a class)?
One answer is provided by the Case-based Reasoning, that works with a case
base (a memory containing a collection of instances). CBR retrieves, analyzes
and reuses cases from the case base in order to decide the solution or outcome
of a new problem. The question “What is there about instances”, may now be
reformulated as this: What is represented in a case? Basically a case can be seen
as a concrete cluster of relations among a collection of instances (that includes
how people use that object or instance). Most of these relations are outside
the purview of a theoretical/semantic definition of a category. Experiences, on
the other hand, being concrete, are precisely those clusters of relations among
instances.
Human experiences, when expressed, essentially provide a description of how
people have used an object — and therefore a description of relevant relations
of that object with its (physical and conceptual) environment. If we can find
patterns on these clusters of relations among instances originating from a number
of different people, we can gain new, practical knowledge from their experiences
in that domain.
Figure 1.1 shows four clusters of relations describing the experiences of four
persons (Lisa, Ben, John, and Alice) regarding a specific camera p. So, Lisa
particularly disliked the battery and lens of that camera; Ben disliked the battery
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as well as the zoom of camera p; John disliked the battery, the zoom and the
lens; and finally, Alice did not like the battery either. Analyzing these four
experiences about camera p, we may observe a common pattern: they did not like
the battery of camera p. This common pattern is relevant practical knowledge
that will, most likely, be repeated in experiences of other people with the same
camera p.
The web usually organizes people interested in the same domain into websites.
In our approach, those contributing users are considered members of a commu-
nity of practice1. The practical knowledge present in the written experiences
created by a community of practice may be useful for other people interested in
the same domain. Before the Internet, one option was to ask friends and fam-
ily on their experiences concerning the camera they own. Now we have a new
option, that is to say reading user-contributed reviews about cameras in one or
several websites on digital photography.
However, since experiential content is treated as documents in the web, users
typically first need to use a search engine (such as Google or Yahoo), or an
internal search engine (e.g. search inside a forum for the posts that may talk
about the topic of interest), to find a relevant content on that domain. Then,
users need to browse a large collection of found items, perform a cursory read of
them to filter out those (seemingly) irrelevant, and carefully read just a few of
them (seemingly more relevant) to finally take a decision. Moreover, the users
have to reuse this relevant content, that might be dispersed in dozens of pages,
without any support that facilitates their task — the users may need to copy
and paste the information pieces found relevant in those web pages, or print all
those pages and annotate the important issues on them, and finally integrate
that information and take a decision.
This process is inefficient if it is to be manually processed by each individual
user considering the vast number of information available on the Web. Conscious
about the problem of finding relevant content, some websites focus on improving
information in the web by developing better search and retrieve techniques [Spink
et al., 2001]. However, this solution only partially solves the user’s tasks on
identifying relevant content, but it does not solve the problem of how to reuse this
content. Furthermore, this reuse implies that the content the user is interested
in finding directly depends on the purpose of that user.
This retrieval-based approach is called the “Search and Browse” paradigm in
[Plaza, 2009], and the Web of Experiences is intended as a new paradigm that
focuses on the user task:
“ [The Web of Experiences] is not about finding something (in the
Web), it’s about doing something (in the world), taking an action in
the world, and the Web is merely used to take a more informed decision
or action. For this reason my emphasis is on reusing the experiential
knowledge provided by others for the actual purposes of a final user. ”
1By community of practice we mean a group of people who share a concern or a passion
for something they do, and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly. The three key
elements of a community of practice are: the domain, the community, and the practice.
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Figure 1.2: Lisa’s positive and negative experiences with respect to camera p’s
aspects.
How can we help people making a more informed decision based on the experi-
ences of other people? As we will show, A.I. based support can improve both
the user workload and the outcome quality.
1.2 Framing the Problem
As we have seen, the practical knowledge contained in user experiences on a
given domain may be useful for other people interested in taking more informed
decisions in that domain. Buying a new camera, finding a good cycling route
trough the mountains, staying in a nice hotel, or learning how to cook a healthy
meal, are tasks that can benefit from the practical knowledge of other people’s
experiences.
However, an important issue about the Web of Experiences is that expe-
riences are not cases, as in classical CBR, where a case has usually the form
(situation, outcome). In the Web of Experiences, such records of experiences
are a collection of situations without a specifically designated element that is
“the solution” or “the outcome”. That is to say, we have records of individ-
ual experiences that describe certain facts in relation with entities, facts that
can be positive and negative from the individual point of view, but that do not
explicitly express the individual goals, or preferences, or the outcome.
For instance, in Figure 1.2 we show an individual experience description
with camera p. That experience description contains certain aspects of camera
p judged positive or negative, but do not explicitly express the individual goals
or preferences of this individual or how they differ from those of Lisa, Ben, John
or Alice in Figure 1.1. What we have is the result of the individual goals or
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preferences in judging the interaction of Lisa, Ben, John and Alice with specific
aspects or properties of the entity.
Since records of experiences are not simply of the form (situation, outcome),
a valid question is which forms of experience may be found [Plaza, 2008]:
“ How many different forms of experience are there? [. . .] are there a
small collections of forms of experience that could be characterized and
reused? Which are they and how to find them? [. . .] It is essentially an
empirical matter to be settled only after trying to develop systems that
reuse experiential knowledge on the web. ”
We identify four different forms of experiences, one for each class of task
commonly known in Artificial Intelligence: classification, regression, planning
and configuration. These types of tasks are distinguished and characterized by
having solutions of different forms. Classification tasks assume there is an enu-
merated collection of known solutions, and where the goal is, given a problem
description as input, selecting one of the solutions (or equivalently, an ordering
over the collection of solutions). Thus, selecting a camera among a collection of
cameras in a shop, or selecting a hotel in a city, are examples of classification
tasks. Regression tasks are characterized by a numerical attribute understood
as the solution attribute (e.g. price), and where the solution is to predict the
numeric value of the solution attribute given a problem description. Planning
and configuration are synthetic tasks, i.e. the complete set of possible solutions
are not known beforehand, since their number is huge; synthetic tasks, however,
do have a enumerated collection of known solution elements, from which solu-
tions can be constructed. Planning tasks assume there is a set of known solution
elements called actions, where the goal is to create a solution composed by a
sequence of actions (or a partially ordered collection of actions) given a prob-
lem description. Configuration (or design) tasks assume there is a set of known
solution elements that can be composed in a complex structure, and where the
solution is to build a concrete network of interconnected solution elements such
that the requirements of a problem description are satisfied. Case-based config-
uration and design systems have developed techniques for this kind of task.
From Artificial Intelligence we know that methods for each of this kind of
tasks are very different. There are methods adequate for planning and methods
for classification, but there are no general methods for all types of tasks. Nev-
ertheless, Artificial Intelligence methods for classification are expected to work
in different domains that require classification. We assume that each type of
task would require different methods to be developed inside the framework of
the Web of Experiences. Therefore, in this monograph we have to choose one
task in the framework of the Web of Experiences, and we choose the task of
classification.
Assumption 1. A goal of this research is to develop methods for the Web of
Experiences amenable for the task of classification, i.e., we assume the domain
has an enumerated collection of known solutions and, given a problem descrip-
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tion, the method has the goal of selecting one of the solutions (or equivalently an
ordering over the collection of solutions).
It is clear that the focus on user-contributed experiential knowledge also poses
a practical constraint: the form in which experiences are expressed has to feel
easy and natural to the people integrating a community of practice; otherwise, far
less content will be contributed by them. There are types of experiences easier
to express in textual format, such as product reviews, and other experiences
easier to express in other formats such as video, for instance a game replay or a
cooking recipe. Clearly, experiences that are expressed as textual content are the
most widespread mode of sharing experiences on the web nowadays. Therefore,
in addition to focus only on classification tasks, a further assumption is that we
will work with experiences expressed as textual user-contributed content.
Assumption 2. A goal of this research is to develop methods for the Web of Ex-
periences where individual experiences are expressed as user-contributed content
in one or several web resources that can be considered a community of practice,
i.e. where domain, community and practice can each be clearly discerned.
To perform experiments and evaluate our approach we need to choose a
domain with a large quantity of textual user-contributed content in which au-
thors express their practical experiences about real-world entities. Furthermore,
user-contributed content needs to be easily accessible. Therefore, we experiment
with the domain of digital photography, using the practical experiences of users
contributed to Amazon.com in the form of product reviews.
Assumption 3. A goal of this research is to experiment with the methods we
develop for the Web of Experiences for an specific domain, for which we select
digital photography, and a community of practice, for which we select the reviews
of digital cameras available from Amazon.com.
Digital photography is a domain with a large number of textual user-
contributed content and big communities of practice (i.e. Amazon’s), where
people freely express their personal experiences with digital cameras. Differ-
ently from user reviews we can find in other domains, digital camera reviews
tend to be detailed. Users express their experiences with respect to the numer-
ous aspects of a camera; we find reviews that describe user personal experiences
with issues like battery life, lens quality, image sharpness, or high definition video
mode. Furthermore, this knowledge is interesting and reused on a daily basis by
other people, for instance those interested in buying a new digital camera.
These assumptions are stated to clarify the limits of the problem we want to
address inside the framework of the Web of Experiences. Given these assump-
tions, we turn now into the way we intend to tackle the problem of (1) analyzing
and acquiring practical knowledge from user-contributed textual descriptions of
individual experiences (in particular, reviews on digital cameras), and (2) struc-
turing this practical knowledge in such a way that can be used in a classification
task where, given a problem description from a concrete user, a solution to that
problem is yielded (as a ranking of digital cameras adequate for the problem
description).
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1.3 Approach
We have seen that every textual experience is unique and provides a particular
description of how someone has used an entity and what he has experienced with
that entity. As such, different users may have different experiences with the same
entity. In Figure 1.1, Lisa, Ben, John, and Alice, had different experiences with
various aspects of a digital camera p; John and Ben have had a poor experience
with the zoom of the camera p, while Lisa and Alice enjoyed it. In order to
effectively reuse this experiential information, there is a need to find a way to
acquire the practical knowledge implicitly present in the texts and based on
people’s interactions with an entity. For this purpose we introduce now the
notion of issue.
Issues. Issues are the most salient properties of the entity as described in
the textual reviews of people’s experiences. In our approach issues are not
inherent properties of the entity, they are rather conceived of as arising from the
interaction of an individual person with an entity by which an experience of usage
is incorporated in the mind of that person, and later it is expressed in textual
form.2 An issue can be expressed by a wide variety of textual descriptions,
because different lexical items3 can refer to the same issue (i.e. have the same
semantic content or meaning).
A clear example of two words usually referring to the same issue are syn-
onyms. For instance, ‘picture’ and ‘pic’ are two lexical items often used as
synonyms to describe the same issue of the camera. Consequently, these two
sentences “the pictures taken with this camera are great” and “the pics taken
with this camera are great” have the same intended meaning. It would not make
sense to consider both ‘picture’ and ‘pic’ as different issues, because they are, in
fact, referring to “the image taken by a photographic camera”.4
Now consider the words ‘resolution’ and ‘megapixel’ in the context of the next
two sentences: “the resolution of the camera will meet your needs” and “with
12 megapixels, you will get detailed pictures”. Although those words are not
synonyms, both ‘resolution’ and ‘megapixel’ are used to describe the issue “the
detail an image holds”. Despite those two individuals used different words to
describe their experiences, both words are, in fact, referring to the same camera
issue as well.
2Our notion of issue is related to the notion of affordance, but is different in that affordance
is applied to just those action possibilities that are readily perceivable on an entity by an
actor. Affordances are more related to a good interface design that facilitates human-machine
interaction. Issues may be affordances, but not necessarily: e.g. in the domain of digital
cameras, if battery life is perceived as too short by an individual, this is an issue for us, but it
is not an affordance in the traditional sense.
3A lexical item, or lexical unit, is a single word, a part of a word, or a chain of words that
forms the basic elements of a lexicon or vocabulary.
4The process where lexically different concept representations are judged to have the same
meaning receives the name of semantic unification in philosophy, linguistics, and computer
science [Hagoort et al., 2009].
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Therefore, to discover the issues described in the reviews of a product is
equivalent to the task of identifying all semantically equivalent lexical items.
Judgments. Individuals usually describe their experiences concerning differ-
ent issues of an entity by means of sentences with positive or negative polarity.
For instance “the camera lens is outstanding”, describes a positive experience
with respect to the camera ‘lens’ issue. So, to deal with this crucial factor, we
introduce now the notion of judgments. We call a sentence that expresses a
positive or negative experience on a particular issue a judgment on that issue.
We call those sentence judgments because they are considered determinations
or sensible conclusions made by the users, based on their experiences, about the
various issues of an entity.
Therefore, our hypothesis is that, for each textual description of an indi-
vidual experience, we should be able to discover a set of positive and negative
judgments, related to the different issues of the entity being discussed or eval-
uated. Thus, we assume that every user experience will have a set of positive
and negative appreciations as experienced by interacting with that entity, and
that the more salient appreciations will be reflected in the text written by each
individual in a set of positive and negative judgments.
Arguments. We will now introduce the notion of argument applied to an
entity. By analyzing the recurring patterns between the sets of user judgments
about the various issues of an entity, we expect to discover those issues that play
a positive and a negative role for that entity, as experienced by the users. Thus,
our next hypothesis is that, for any entity, aggregating the judgments from the
experience-based texts about that entity, we will be able to determine for which
issues there are recurring patterns among the individual experiences. Whenever
a recurring pattern about an issue of an entity is found, we consider that we
may create an argument about the issue of that entity. Thus, an argument is a
knowledge structure created by aggregating the knowledge found in the recurring
patterns of user judgments concerning a specific issue. Moreover, if a recurring
pattern is found over a set of positive judgments, we consider this to be a pro
argument. Otherwise, if the recurring pattern is found over a set of negative
user judgments, we consider this to be a con argument.
An argument about an entity can be seen as a reason in favor (pro argument),
or against (con argument) preferring that entity over others on account of the
issue of the argument. For instance, consider the experiences of Lisa, Ben, John,
and Alice presented in Figure 1.1. They all disliked the battery of camera p.
Suppose we analyzed the written judgments of those four users with respect to
the issue ‘battery’ of camera p, together with other people’s written judgments,
and found this recurring pattern: 90% of them dislikes the battery of camera
p. With this analysis, it would be reasonable to create a con argument on the
‘battery’ of camera p (that expresses the said recurring pattern).
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Bundle of Arguments. Next, we will introduce the notion of bundle of argu-
ments of an entity. A bundle of arguments of an entity characterizes that entity
in terms of the recurring patterns of (positive and negative) judgments. Thus,
the bundle of arguments of an entity will be build by grouping all arguments
that can be created from recurring patterns of judgments found in the textual
descriptions of user experience concerning that entity. Therefore, a bundle of
arguments of an entity is the collection of arguments (positive and negative)
for preferring that entity over others, embodying the practical knowledge of the
textual expression of individuals experiences, to the degree that our methodol-
ogy will be able to ascertain the salient issues, identify sentences that express
judgments, estimate the degree of their positive and negative polarities, and ac-
curately aggregate this knowledge in the form of argument bundles. Section 1.4
will explore these challenges in more detail.
1.4 Challenges
Related to the analysis and reuse of user experiences in textual form and its
applications, there are many challenges that can be addressed. In this section,
we introduce the specific challenges to be tackled in this thesis.
Challenge 1. Identify the set of salient terms, in a given domain, used by people
while writing about their experiences with a concrete entity of that domain.
Specifically, since our experiments focus of the domain of digital photography,
we are interested in identifying the most salient terms used by individuals when
describing their experiences while using digital cameras. For instance, do people
write a lot about the ‘lens’ of the camera? Or instead they focus in the ‘image
quality’ of pictures? Do they often use ‘pic’ instead of ‘picture’?
The set of salient terms (or lexical units) more often used by people while
writing their experiences within a domain will constitute for us a vocabulary
of that domain. Currently, literature on text analysis and mining calls these
terms either ‘aspects’ or ‘features’, and more recently this task has been often
been dubbed ‘aspect extraction’. Therefore, from now one we will refer to these
salient terms as aspects and our goal, given a domain with a corpus of texts,
will be to create an aspect vocabulary (see Chapter 3).
The vocabulary used by people while describing their experiences does not
need to be the same that can be found in the classical feature lists present in
product catalog descriptions published by the companies selling the cameras.
That is to say, camera reviews created by people may focus on a limited subset
of the list official and technical features describing the camera by its manufac-
turer; moreover, camera reviews created by people may also focus on aspects
not considered “features” in the classical sense.
For instance, in user reviews, people usually uses the word ‘pic’ to describe
the photographic image obtained with a camera, while ‘pic’ is not usually found
in the camera feature lists. Even the use of acronyms varies between professional
and non-professional vocabularies. The word ‘evf’ (electronic viewfinder), for
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instance, is often found in user reviews while is not used to describe cameras in
the common camera feature lists. Thus, we cannot simply use a pre-existing set
of features (like camera features lists) to build an aspect vocabulary. Our goal
in creating an aspect vocabulary is to identify the aspects actually used while
describing the experiences of the users .
Challenge 2. Identify user judgments and their polarity.
As we have discussed in Section 1.3, users write judgments about the different
issues of a product arising from their experiences while actually using a camera.
When, for instance, a user writes a sentence saying that he or she likes the
‘picture’ taken by a camera, he is doing a positive judgment about the issue
‘picture’.
Judgments are found within sentences that express a polarity, positive, or
negative, with respect to an entity’s issue. The given polarity, positive or nega-
tive, depends on the individual preferences, bias and expectations, and therefore
a variety of responses concerning a specific issue on the same entity can be large.
However, as we previously discussed, even if we do not know the individual vari-
ety of preferences, bias and expectations, we can analyze whether for particular
issues of particular entities there are recurring patterns or not. Therefore, judg-
ments are important constructs that express the experiential knowledge of the
individuals in user reviews, and being able to identify and assess their polarity
is an important challenge to be addressed.
However, we do not have explicitly defined the entity’s issues in the text, we
just have the aspects that are related to the entity. Therefore, our approach is
that judgments can be identified by searching, in the user reviews, for sentences
with a positive or negative polarity that refer to one or more aspects from the
aspect vocabulary. Thus, the challenge is to adequately identify those sentences
that refer to aspect vocabulary words by analyzing the semantic structure of a
sentence (see Chapter 3), and then accurately assess its polarity value, by means
of sentiment analysis techniques (see Chapter 4).
Challenge 3. Discover the main issues addressed by people when writing their
experiences and create a concept vocabulary.
Issues are addressed in user reviews by means of judgments, but they can be
expressed using a wide variety of words (aspects from the aspect vocabulary).
Each aspect does not need to be an individual issue, but several aspects can
refer to the same issue of a camera. For instance, consider the next sentences:
• “The electronic viewfinder of the Canon T3i is great.”
• “Canon T3i features a new evf, improved from the previous Canon.”
Both ‘electronic viewfinder’ and ‘evf’ are important aspects belonging to the
digital camera domain. Aspect ‘evf’ is an acronym of ‘electronic viewfinder’,
often used in camera reviews. Therefore, both sentences are expressing judg-
ments with respect to the same issue of a camera: the viewfinder (that in this
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model happens to be electronic and not optical). It would not make sense to
consider both words as different issues, because both words refer to the same
concept “a camera viewfinder where the image captured by the lens is projected
electronically onto a miniature display”.
Acronyms and dictionary synonyms are clear examples of how different as-
pects from the aspect vocabulary can refer to the same issue in the reviews.
Identifying that ‘electronic viewfinder’ and ‘evf’ refer to the same issue does
not suppose much of a problem, since we can use a dictionary or an acronym
dictionary to learn that both words are related. However, since we are working
with user experiences, people use their own vocabulary. And it is a challenge to
identify that two or more non-dictionary related aspects refer to the same issue.
Moreover, there are optical viewfinders and electronic viewfinders: should
they be considered as different or as a single issue? From a certain viewpoint,
the issue is “the viewfinder”, since it is the same affordance of the entity with
respect to the user. There is no predefined solution to this dichotomy, since
some individuals may treat them as two distinct objects while other individuals
may consider them two modalities of the same object. The challenge is thus
deciding, beyond mere synonymy, which aspects are considered to be part of
the same issue, and thus indistinguishable at our level of analysis of experiential
knowledge.
Our approach is to create a vocabulary of concepts, where a concept models
an issue addressed in the textual descriptions of experiences. Creating such vo-
cabulary involves deciding, after analyzing the textual corpus, which aspects are
treated as interchangeable or indistinguishable (at the level of user judgments).
Those aspects that are indistinguishable, or very close, will be deemed to refer
to the same issue (i.e. to have the same meaning, at least for our purposes
in analyzing judgments). Consequently, those aspects will belong to the same
concept in our model. Therefore, from a computational point of view, creating
a vocabulary of concepts means determining a partition of the vocabulary of
aspects, where every aspect is assigned to one concept only and each concept
gathers those aspects whose meaning is very similar or indistinguishable.
In order to partition the aspect vocabulary, we need to analyze how people
use those aspects in the reviews. Are two aspects often used together in similar
sentences? Is the polarity of those two aspect’s judgments correlated over the set
of reviews of an entity? Those questions can help elucidate the main concepts
referred by people when writing their experiences about digital cameras, in order
to identify the most important issues described in people’s experiences.
Challenge 4. Create the arguments and the bundle of arguments of an entity.
The vocabulary of concepts partitions aspects into clusters, each of which refers
to a specific issue. Moreover, while the judgment analysis detects the aspect
involved in a judgment and its polarity, now we can group together the judgments
addressing the same concept (i.e. the same issue). Thus, a positive or negative
judgment of an individual is now interpreted as referring no longer to an aspect,
but as a judgment on a concept.
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Since concepts model the important issues found in a set of user experiences,
it makes sense to characterize an entity based on the practical knowledge with
respect to those concepts. Therefore, we focus first in searching all judgments
about a certain concept, for a given entity, in order to obtain a collection of
positive and negative judgments created by various individuals. By analyzing
this set of user judgments, we will find when there is a recurring pattern among
the individual judgments with respect to that concept of that entity.
Arguments are created by aggregating the polarity of user judgments related
to an entity’s concept in which a recurring pattern is found. We talk about
pro arguments when the aggregated polarity of the judgments that form those
recurring patterns is positive, and we talk about con arguments if it is negative.
The intuition here is that a pro argument suggests than an entity should be
preferred over other entities considering that all other arguments are equal, while
a con argument suggests the opposite.
Aggregation introduces a new challenge in this monograph: when sound ar-
guments can be created from sets of judgments. For instance, a sound argument
cannot be created when the set of user judgments of a concept is too small.
Moreover, since experiences may be biased towards individual preferences we
may find judgments of opposite polarity on the same concept and entity. The
challenge here is that having a “recurring pattern” is not a dichotomy, but rather
a matter of degree. For instance, if the positive polarity judgments about an
entity’s concept outnumber by far the negative polarity judgments, we would
create a pro argument by aggregating these judgments — but this argument
should have a strength that is lesser than the strength of another argument
where the judgments are unanimously positive. Our challenge, therefore, is as-
sessing the strength of an argument while aggregating a set of judgments, the
intuition being that a high dispersion of polarity values will be reflected in an
argument with lower strength than an argument based on a set of judgments
whose polarity values are clustered together. Moreover, the more user judgments
about a certain concept, the less bias towards the individual user preferences
will be present in the acquired knowledge. In Chapter 5 of this monograph we
present three different types of arguments created using different aggregation
measures over the polarities of user judgments. The three aggregation measures
determine the strength of an argument by assessing, in different ways, the dis-
persion/concentration tradeoff in the distribution of polarity values over a set
of judgments. Since the aggregation measures are different, the sets of pro and
con arguments for any given entity also vary depending on the argument type.
Now consider all arguments pertaining to an specific entity. We have now a
bundle of arguments that characterizes that entity by means of the arguments
created on the concepts that were found more salient. Therefore, if an argument
could be seen as a reason, related to a concept, about why to prefer (or not) an
entity, a bundle of arguments can be seen as a collection of reasons, over the set
of salient concepts described in user reviews, about why to prefer (or not) an
entity over others.
However, arguments have a particular strength, in addition to being pro or
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con. Therefore, a new challenge is, for any given entity, how to select those
arguments that are strong enough to be part of the bundle, in such a way
that they constitute an adequate characterization of that entity, as we show
in Chapter 5.
The bundles of arguments are the structures that embody the practical
knowledge acquired, using our approach, from individual textual expression of
their experiences. In order to support the reuse of this practical knowledge, we
introduce the notion of user query. Moreover, the notion of query satisfaction re-
lates a query with a bundle of arguments. A user query expresses the individual
preferences of a user, while the degree of query satisfaction estimates to which
extent an entity’s bundle satisfies the preferences expressed in a query. For in-
stance, considering a user whose preferences are ‘HD video’ and ‘zoom’; then in
a given domain with a collection of entities (cameras) characterized by argument
bundles, the query ranks the cameras by their degree of query satisfaction, and
the one with higher degree is the one that better satisfies the preferences of that
user.
1.5 Additional Remarks
In this dissertation, all experiments are performed over three corpora obtained
from Amazon.com5 during April 2014, and a public dataset used to evaluate the
unsupervised aspect extraction methods over a set of entity reviews containing
manually marked-up entity aspects [Ding et al., 2008; Hu and Liu, 2004a]. The
Amazon corpora corresponds to three datasets formed by user reviews about
entities of three digital camera categories: Digital Single Lens Reflex (DSLR),
Compact (COM), and Point & Shoot cameras (P&S).
These category distribution do not exist anymore in the actual digital photog-
raphy categorization of Amazon, as Compact and Point & Shoot camera types
are joined together under a new category named Mirrorless cameras. During the
evaluation sections of the first chapters of this work, we analyze if there exist
clear differences in vocabulary among the three camera types (DSLR, Compact,
and Point & Shoot) in order to consider them as three separate corpora, or
just one single corpus. As we show in Chapter 3, the differences between the
aspect vocabularies of the three domains are clear, and as such we consider the
three Amazon camera types as three different corpora. Therefore, we talk about
DSLR corpus (KD), Compact corpus (KC), and Point & Shoot corpus (KP ).
1.6 Structure of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2 we discuss the research work related to this thesis. This the-
sis is related to information retrieval, aspect extraction and sentiment analysis
techniques applied to social networks and the Web of Experience. The literature
5https://www.amazon.com/
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related to those subjects is large. Therefore, we introduce some of the most rel-
evant and related work in these areas, while describing the differences between
their and our work.
Challenge 1 is addressed in Chapter 3, where we analyze user experiences
in textual form to identify the salient words used in product reviews to create an
aspect vocabulary. We present four complementary methods of aspect extraction
from a corpus, combining an unsupervised aspect extraction method with the
knowledge extraction from two digital camera webresources and WordNet6 in
Sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. The unsupervised aspect extraction method is
evaluated against a set of manually tagged reviews containing manually marked-
up product aspects [Ding et al., 2008; Hu and Liu, 2004a] in Section 3.2.2.
Each one of these aspect extraction methods generates an aspect set, and their
union builds the aspect vocabulary for that corpus as described in Section 3.6.
In the same section three aspect vocabularies are created from three different
corpus formed by user reviews. The three aspect vocabularies are compared and
evaluated, to decide whether is better to work with one general photography
domain (one general aspect vocabulary), or three domains (three distinct aspect
vocabularies). The conclusions of this chapter are presented in Section 3.7.
In Chapter 4 we address Challenge 2 and Challenge 3. We identify the is-
sues addressed in product reviews expressing people’s experiences on using those
products, and create the concept vocabulary of a corpus from the aspect vocab-
ularies created in previous chapter. To do so, we first introduce the notion of
basic level concepts in Section 4.2. The concepts of the concept vocabulary are
created by clustering the aspects of the aspect vocabulary using a bottom-up
hierarchical clustering approach. The clustering is based on a similarity measure
that considers the way aspects are used by people when expressing their personal
experiences in product reviews, explained in Section 4.3. The hierarchical clus-
tering returns a set of possible partitions, and each partition determines the set
of concepts that model the collection of issues that are used in a review corpus.
The problem of selecting one partition is addressed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 by
choosing, among all possible partitions resulting from the hierarchical cluster-
ing, the partition with the highest sentiment coherence. The selected partition
is considered to describe the set of basic level concepts that form the concept
vocabulary of each corpus. Section 4.6 analyzes the concept vocabularies created
from the three camera corpus. Finally, Section 4.7 summarizes the conclusions
and contributions of the chapter.
Challenge 4 is addressed in Chapter 5, where we introduce the bundles of
arguments and methods to allow their reuse. Bundles of arguments are knowl-
edge structures created by aggregating the knowledge from user experiences,
with respect to the set of concepts of a concept vocabulary. Bundles of argu-
ments are created by analyzing the practical knowledge from user experiences
with respect to a product, and are formed by arguments, presented in Section
5.2. In the same section, three different types of arguments, created by using
different aggregation methods, are presented. Section 5.3 presents the notion
6https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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of bundle of arguments of a product, which is the collection of arguments cre-
ated over the set of concepts defined in the concept vocabulary considering the
reviews of a product. To facilitate the reuse of the experiential knowledge con-
tained in the bundles of arguments, we introduce the notion of user query and
the query satisfaction based on fuzzy logic in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 presents an
evaluation of the quality of the bundles of arguments by comparing the product
bundles with the product descriptions and rankings of Dpreview and Amazon.
Finally, Section 5.6 summarizes the conclusions.
The conclusions of this dissertation are presented in Chapter 6, where we
summarize the work presented in this thesis, the contributions of the thesis, the
related publications and a discussion of some future lines of research and final
remarks, in Sections 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4, respectively.
Appendix A presents the notation and equations used in this dissertation.
In Appendix B we present a study about how the vocabulary of aspects used in
the individual experiences about digital cameras changes over time. Appendix
C presents the aspect vocabulary of the DSLR, Compact and Point & Shoot
cameras, created as described in Chapter 3. Appendix D presents the con-
cept vocabularies of the three camera types, created as described in Chapter
4. Appendix E presents a selection of bundles of arguments in detail. Finally,
Appendix F presents a comparison between the Gini, agreement and cardinality
bundles of arguments of DLSR, Compact and Point & Shoot cameras.
Chapter 2
Background and Related
Work
In this chapter, we present some related works on the various tasks faced in this
dissertation related with the analysis, extraction and creation of knowledge from
experiences expressed in user-generated reviews. This dissertation uses various
state of the art techniques related to natural language processing and information
extraction. Furthermore, those topics are experiencing great improvements year
by year, and the quantity of relevant papers and references keeps growing. In
this chapter, we present a collection of the topics and related work most relevant
to this monograph.
First, we introduce general background and relevant work about the Web of
Experiences in Section 2.1.We review some common natural language processing
techniques to extract important words, named features or aspects in the liter-
ature, in Section 2.2. Then, in Section 2.3, we summarize some relevant work
on sentiment analysis, and present different approaches used to determine the
polarity of sentences. We discuss some related work on topic identification and
semantic unification in Section 2.4. Finally, Section 2.5 presents some related
work concerning arguments and argumentation, argument detection, argumen-
tation schemes, and the creation of pro and con arguments presented in this
monograph.
2.1 Web of Experiences
The Web of Experiences (WoE) [Plaza, 2008] is built upon some emerging con-
tent on the Web that offers an opportunity and a challenge for the Artificial
Intelligence community: people’s experiences. These experiences, ranging from
client reports on hotels to small explanations on how to do certain things, con-
tain knowledge that is searched for and reused by thousands of people everyday
in forums and blogs, normal websites and in specialized services like Question-
Answer web pages. The objective of the Web of Experiences is to build systems
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capable of creating and organizing the knowledge of user experiences, and to
facilitate the reuse of this knowledge in order to help other people make more
informed decisions.
The Web of Experiences proposed to enlarge the paradigm of Case-based Rea-
soning (CBR), based on solving new problems by learning from past experiences,
to include all forms of experiences expressed in the Web as user-contributed
content [Plaza, 2009]. Three workshops were organized in collaboration with
the International Conference on Case-based Reasoning ICCBR: the WebCBR-
09 (ICCBR 2009), the WebCBR-10 (ICCBR 2010), and the TRUE Workshop
(ICCBR 2012).
As we discussed in Chapter 1, experiences are a very special kind of user-
contributed content. They differ from other knowledge sources (e.g. semantic
or conceptual knowledge), in that experiences are memories of autobiographical
events that can be explicitly stated or conjured up on one’s mind.
The notion of episodic memory was introduced by Tulving [Tulving, 1985,
1986], where episodic memory is considered to be the collection of past personal
experiences that occurred at a particular time and place. Therefore, human ex-
periences do not merely reflect beliefs or opinions, but describe facts occurred in
the real world. Moreover, Tulving introduced another type of memory, the se-
mantic memory [Tulving, 1986]. Semantic memory is a highly structured network
of concepts, words and images capable of making inferences and comprehend-
ing language. The difference between the two types of memories, episodic and
semantic, is similar to the distinction between remembering something that has
happened (episodic memory) and knowing something’s meaning (semantic mem-
ory). As such, we can say that the web of experiences focuses on episodic memory
(experiences), while the semantic web focuses on semantic memory (exemplified
in the development of organized collection of concepts called ‘ontologies’).
When an individual describes personal experiences, for instance explaining
his interaction with an entity and writing a “review” of those interactions, judg-
ing them good or bad, he is able to do that by recalling a set of relevant memo-
ries. This recall, this remembering process, is done by means of a human ability
named autonoetic consciousness. Autonoetic consciousness allows us to men-
tally place ourselves in the past, and to be able to examine our own thoughts as
if we were really at that time frame [Baddeley, 1992]. As such, when a person
is writing, for instance, a review about a camera, he is using the autonoetic
consciousness to place himself in the exact moments of those episodic memories
to remember a set of experiences he had while dealing with that camera.
Experiences, stored in episodic memory, consist a special kind of content
that, at the same time, provides a specific form of knowledge, the experiential
knowledge. The goal of the various implementations under the Web of Experi-
ences framework is to extract this practical knowledge and reuse it to help other
people taking more informed decisions.
In that sense, both CBR and the Web of Experiences are based on the same
notion of episodic memory and on using knowledge of the world contained in
memories. Case-based reasoning is a computational model where episodic mem-
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ory is modeled by the case base, and solves new problems based on the practical
knowledge of those cases (past experiences). However, CBR only deals with one
individual’s memory, contained in the case base. On the other hand, the Web
of Experiences enlarges this approach to deal with the experiences of others.
People’s experiences can be found and reused in various formats (i.e. tex-
tual, video, music), depending on the domain and the reuse task. For instance,
Freyne et al. [Freyne and Smyth, 2009] described a novel case-based reason-
ing application to help users visualize complex datasets utilizing the Many Eyes
online visualization platform. The application learns from other users’s graphs
and decisions, called visualization experiences, about how to visually represent
a given dataset, to recommend visualization configurations for new users with
new data sets.
Another example is the Poolcasting system, that focused on creating musical
playlists from existing playlists. In this approach, a playlist was interpreted as
a human musical experience that put certain songs in a specific playlist because
“played well together” [Baccigalupo and Plaza, 2006, 2007; Plaza and Bacci-
galupo, 2009]. Musical playlists were used to generate new playlists for a set
of persons that formed the audience of the Poolcasting system. The songs in
the final playlist were chosen from songs available in the final user own musical
library, but the selection and the ordering of the songs into a new playlist was
generated by the system based on the analysis of a set of people’s musical expe-
riences, those who were part of the audience of Poolcasting at a specific moment
in time.
On the other hand, [Ihle et al., 2009] focused in cooking recipes shared in
textual format. They extracted ingredients and comments from online recipes
created by people, and analyzed their experiences in order to reuse this knowl-
edge for future recipes. GhostWriter [Bridge and Waugh, 2009] also focused on
textual records of experiences. GhostWriter is a case-based reasoning system
that makes content authoring suggestions using feature-values extracted from
Amazon.com reviews. Later on, GhostWriter-2.0 [Bridge and Healy, 2012; Healy
and Bridge, 2010] was an improved version that participated in the WebCBR-10
challenge organized by the ICCBR 2010 conference.
2.2 Aspect Extraction
Aspect extraction is a key task of natural language processing (NLP) that aims
to extract salient words from text. Aspect extraction has experienced rapid
advances in recent years due to the increase of textual user-generated content
in the web, and the interest of the scientific community and retail companies in
this domain [Han et al., 2011; Kao and Poteet, 2007].
The salient words obtained when applying aspect extraction techniques
are usually entity properties (also called aspects or features) [Andersen, 2007;
O’reilly, 2005]. For instance, in sentence “In hotel h the room was alright but the
bath was not OK”, aspect extraction aims to extract ‘room’ and ‘bath’, words
that can be considered attributes of the hotel. Aspect extraction is a challenging
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task, because text data is typically unstructured (in the sense that this informa-
tion does not usually adhere to any predefined data model). Therefore, the most
usual scenario when applying aspect extraction techniques to textual documents
is that no common structures can be leveraged apart from the natural structures
of the language.
Aspect extraction techniques can be applied to extract information from all
kinds of text documents, such as legal documents or stories. Relevant to this
monograph are user reviews, a particularly interesting type of text documents
where the author expresses his experiences with respect to an entity or product
[Petz et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2010]. User reviews about products represent an
extremely valuable source of information for retail companies, and an interesting
domain for the scientific community.
In general, text extraction is related to entity identification, in the sense
that the set of extracted aspects from the text is usually utilized to identify the
entity or categorize the text as belonging to a certain domain [Dumais et al.,
1998]. However, this poses no problem for our approach, since using reviews of
products the relationship of each review to a specific entity is a given. Thus,
our focus is extracting the salient aspects described in user experiences in order
to understand what an individual considered important to describe about the
entity they are reviewing.
The literature on aspect extraction techniques is extensive, the approaches
can be divided into two main classes: unsupervised and supervised aspect ex-
traction.
2.2.1 Unsupervised Aspect Extraction
Unsupervised aspect extraction approaches are typically based on frequency
counts of words and in exploiting the semantic structure of sentences to detect a
set of candidate aspects. Usually, unsupervised approaches aim at constructing
a vocabulary of salient aspects from a given corpus of texts about a domain.
Frequency approaches are based in an observation: a limited set of words is
used much more often than the rest of the vocabulary, and these words are more
likely to be aspects. Frequency-based aspect extraction approaches usually focus
their search in common nouns and compound nouns that are often repeated in a
corpus of texts. This is because some studies indicate that 60-70% of the aspects
are nouns [Liu, 2007]. Moreover, further studies found that the quantity of noun
aspects was almost 90% [Spina et al., 2012] in microblog posts.
This straightforward approach has some downsides, since not all frequent
nouns in a corpus of texts can be considered aspects. For instance words like
‘daylight’ or ‘Photoshop’ are often mentioned in digital camera reviews, but
cannot be considered aspects of the digital camera. Furthermore, other specific
aspects not discussed by most people may be missed by frequency-based meth-
ods. Nevertheless, frequency methods are simple and they generally achieve
good results.
Specific aspects not discussed by most people (and thus with lower frequency)
may be identified by using the term frequency - inverse document frequency (tf-
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idf) approach. The statistical measure tf-idf is used to evaluate how important a
word is to a document in a collection or corpus. The importance increases with
the word frequency in the document, and is offset by the total word frequency
in the corpus. Therefore, specific aspects not discussed by most people can be
identified by using tf-idf, if those aspects are characteristic of a small subset
of documents and not of the entire corpus [Gupta and Manning, 2011]. The
tf-idf technique yields good results if the objective is to determine the most
informative words of every document with respect to a whole corpus. That is
to say, those words that better define a document considering a whole corpus of
documents. For this reason, it is not always suited to perform aspect extraction
tasks in order to create an aspect vocabulary.
The ealier and more referenced implementations of the frequency-based as-
pect extraction are [Hu and Liu, 2004a,b], which only consider single nouns and
compound nouns as possible aspects. After computing the frequency of the se-
lected aspect candidates, Hu and Liu set up a threshold to filter out those noun
combinations that occur in less than 1% of the sentences in the corpus. In order
to reduce the quantity of false positives, Hu and Liu introduce two pruning rules
in [Hu and Liu, 2004a]: the first rule removes combinations of nouns that do not
appear often together in the reviews, and the second rule prunes those single
nouns that also form part of a compound noun.
In [Li et al., 2009; Scaffidi et al., 2007], a part-of-speech pattern filter is also
applied on top of the frequency filtering in order to only consider as aspects
those nouns and compounds followed by an adjective. Furthermore, to remove
false positives, they compare the frequency of candidate aspects with a frequency
dictionary of words generated from a corpus of 100 million English words. For
a word to be considered an aspect, it has to appear more often in the set of
reviews than is likely given in the baseline frequency of the dictionary.
Some other relevant work in aspect extraction based on frequency filtering
was made by Popescu and Etzioni [Popescu and Etzioni, 2007], Yi et. al. [Yi
et al., 2003], Titov et. al. [Titov and McDonald, 2008a] and many others [Blair-
Goldensohn et al., 2008; Dong et al., 2013b; Hu and Liu, 2004a; Huang et al.,
2012; Moghaddam and Ester, 2010; Ronen et al., 2013; Zha et al., 2014]. Some
of the aforementioned work use a combination of different techniques, such as
frequency-based and syntax-based techniques, in order to identify words with
sentiment associated. The relation between aspect extraction and sentiment
analysis is further explained in Section 2.3.
Syntax-based methods, instead of focusing in word frequency to select the
set of aspects, find aspects by means of syntactical relations between words
[Grishman, 1997]. A very common and effective syntactic relation exploited to
extract aspects is the adjectival modifier relation between a sentiment word and
an aspect. For instance in the sentence “I think the lens is fantastic”, ‘fantastic’
is an adjective that applies to ‘lens’. As such, ‘lens’ would be considered an
aspect. Many other syntactic relations can be defined to extract aspects, such
as those between a verb and the subject. In Chapter 3 of this monograph, we
explore some of them to create the aspect vocabulary. Using this technique, low
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frequency aspects can be found. However, many specific syntactical relations
need to be described in order to get a good coverage of aspects.
Moghaddam et al. [Moghaddam and Ester, 2012] propose a set of gram-
matical extraction rules to extract aspects from product reviews. The gram-
matical extraction rules proposed operate on the dependency relations of the
pre-processed and POS tagged sentences. Wu et al. [Wu et al., 2009] extend tra-
ditional dependency parsing to phrase level to extract relations between product
features and expressions of opinions. Their work is related to sentiment anal-
ysis, and aspects are identified by leveraging the syntactical relations between
nouns and adjectives, among others. Similarly, [Hai et al., 2011] guides the as-
pect extraction by means of association rules that consider only those nouns
and compounds associated with some predefined sentiment words. On the other
hand, [De Marneffe et al., 2006] present a system for extracting typed depen-
dency parses of English sentences by searching for specific patterns applied on
phrase structure trees. This system is used in the Stanford parser [Klein and
Manning, 2003]. A dependency parse represents dependencies between indi-
vidual words, while a phrase structure parse represents nesting of multi-word
constituents. The selection of grammatical relations included in their work is
based on the set of grammatical relations defined in [Carroll et al., 1999] and
[King et al., 2003].
In our work, we combine frequency counts with a set of grammatical extrac-
tion rules, among other techniques such as frequency filtering, to extract aspects
and create an aspect vocabulary in an unsupervised way [Chen et al., 2014; Fer-
rer et al., 2014]. As we will see in Chapter 3, we further improve the recall of
the aspect vocabulary extracted by combining the aspect extraction task with a
taxonomy created from two photography web resources.
2.2.2 Supervised Aspect Extraction
Supervised aspect extraction approaches are generally more accurate than un-
supervised aspect extraction approaches. However, they need domain specific
labeled training data in order to obtain good results. As such, supervised ap-
proaches for aspect extraction are less transferable across domains.
Supervised aspect extraction techniques often use conditional random fields
(CRF), hidden Markov models (HMM), or support vector machines (SVM), to
detect aspects at the phrase level [Sebastiani, 2002].
Conditional random fields (CRF) [Lafferty et al., 2001; Peng and McCallum,
2006] have been successfully applied to information extraction tasks previously.
CRF are used in [Jakob and Gurevych, 2010] to label each word of a sentence
with a corresponding part-of-speech tag. By considering the context of a word,
orthographic features of the sentence, its part-of-speech tag, and dependency
relations between the word and the phrase (among other features), they train a
CRF model, that is then used to estimate the probability of the various part-of-
speech tagging sequences for a new input sentence. [Zhuang et al., 2006] present
a supervised algorithm for the extraction of aspects considered opinion targets.
They train the system using a combination of dependency rules and part-of-
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speech paths relevant to opinion targets (aspects on which the reviewers express
their opinions), learned from an annotated dataset.
A similar approach is used by [Kessler and Nicolov, 2009], which focus on
identifying which opinion expression is linked to which opinion target using sup-
port vector machines (SVM). SVM are also used by [Kobayashi et al., 2006]
to extract tuples formed by a subject, an aspect, and an evaluation, using an
iterative semi-automatic approach which requires human input at every itera-
tion. [Jin et al., 2009] presents a machine learning approach built using hidden
Markov models (HMM) to identify opinion expressions. They propose a hybrid
approach integrating POS information with the lexicalization technique under
the HMM framework, similar to the approaches of [Lee et al., 2000] and [Fu and
Luke, 2005].
Other approaches are based on classifying a sentence or paragraph as referring
to one or more predefined aspects. [Ganu et al., 2009] trained various support
vector machine classifiers over manually labeled data about restaurants. They
identify six different categories (food, service, price, ambience, anecdotes, and
miscellaneous), and classify each sentence in the reviews as belonging to one of
those categories. [Blair-Goldensohn et al., 2008] used maximum entropy models
[Berger et al., 1996; Malouf, 2002] to summarize opinions expressed in reviews,
by combining a dynamic aspect extractor (where aspects are determined from
the text of the review), and a static extractor (where aspects are pre-defined)
trained on a set of labeled data.
In this monograph we aim to create a system that is able to work in different
domains related with classification tasks. For this reason we do not use a su-
pervised aspect extraction approach, but instead we focus in extracting aspects
from text in an unsupervised way. As we present in Chapter 3, our methodology
is further enhanced by using domain knowledge extracted from two websites of
digital photography.
2.3 Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis is a field of study related with natural language and compu-
tational linguistics that addresses the application of techniques to automatically
identify and analyze affective states and subjective information in natural lan-
guage texts. The goal is to determine the (positive, negative or neutral) polarity
of a sentence, or about a specific topic, as expressed by the author in a text.
The subjective information in texts is usually expressed as judgments or evalu-
ations, with different levels of granularity: for instance, sentiment polarity can
be determined within individual text passages, or at a higher granularity, like
ascertaining the general (positive or negative) tone of a document. Further-
more, sentiment expressions can be associated with different types of semantic
categories such as polarity, strength, or type of emotion.
Sentiment analysis is widely applied in reviews and social media, and it is
used in a variety of applications, ranging from marketing to customer services.
The first works in this direction date back to the 1980s [Wiebe and Rapaport,
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1988; Wilks and Bien, 1983], however the prominence of the research problem
started to raise a decade ago, with the works of [Pang et al., 2002; Turney,
2002]. Since then, we can observe a steady increase in the number publications
year after year. For instance, Google Scholar1 shows more than 100,000 paper
entries related with “sentiment analysis” in 2016. This increase in scientific
publications related to sentiment analysis is a direct consequence of the rise of
the Web 2.0 and the social media, among other factors such as the improvement
in natural language processing techniques that simplify the processing of user
judgments. People share their opinions and experiences online more than never,
and this increase of sentiment data opens a lot of opportunities for researchers
and companies interested in user opinions and experiences. For instance, if a
company knows what people disliked about their product, they can easily take
countermeasures and improve that specific part of the product to increase sales.
Sentiment analysis is a wide field of study, with various challenging tasks be-
ing addressed by the scientific community. Determining if a text is subjective or
objective [Jiang et al., 2011; Riloff et al., 2005], or identifying irony and sarcasm
in natural language texts [Bosco et al., 2013; Carvalho et al., 2009; Maynard
and Greenwood, 2014] are some of those challenges. But the most prominent
one and relevant to this dissertation is the sentiment polarity classification task,
which consists in determining the general polarity (positive or negative) of a text
passage in natural language . This sentiment polarity task may be extended to
an ordinal regression problem where the goal is to classify a text according to
a rating scale, usually defined from -1 to 1, where -1 expresses the maximum
negative polarity and 1 the maximum positive polarity.
Extracting sentiment from natural language passages is a challenge. Sen-
timent lexicons are often used to ascertain the polarity (positive or negative)
and strength of sentiment expressed at word-level [Baccianella et al., 2010; Esuli
and Sebastiani, 2006]. Sentiment lexicons are also used to assess the polarity
of words for multilingual sentiment analysis [Denecke, 2008]. However sophisti-
cated methods are needed to aggregate these scores at the sentence, paragraph
and document level to account for negation and other forms of sentiment mod-
ifiers [Muhammad et al., 2013]. Furthermore, sentiment lexicons are usually
created for being used in general texts, not taking into account domain-specific
nuisances. This methodology has some problems, as some lexicons might assess
the polarity of some domain specific texts incorrectly. For instance, adjective
‘small’ usually carries a negative polarity. However, in the domain of photog-
raphy, a ‘small camera’ can carry a positive polarity depending on the context
(e.g. if most people prefer a small camera to a bulky one). [Wilson et al., 2005]
refer to the polarity of a term in a sentiment lexicon as its prior polarity, sug-
gesting that it may vary with the context. [Ceci et al., 2015] propose a form
of contextual polarity that is purely context-dependent by analyzing the text
with regular expressions and linguistic patterns, thus adapting the polarity of
the sentiment lexicon words based on context.
Since the distribution of a user’s sentiment in user-generated content is typi-
1https://scholar.google.com/
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cally mixed and expressed over the aspects of an entity, the polarity is estimated
at the aspect level. For instance, next sentence “I love the color but I’m not
too fond of the size” expresses a positive polarity with respect to aspect ‘color’,
but a negative polarity with respect aspect ‘size’. It is clear that the polarity
of the whole sentence does not correspond with the specific polarity of the as-
pects ‘color’ and ‘size’. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the polarity of
the various sentiment targets per separate. This method receives the name of
aspect-oriented sentiment analysis (also named aspect-level sentiment analysis
or feature-based opinion mining [Ding et al., 2008; Pang and Lee, 2008; Popescu
and Etzioni, 2007]), and assesses the polarity of a given aspect in a text by ana-
lyzing the surrounding words and natural language structures of the sentences in
which the aspect appears [Dong et al., 2014]. Thereafter sentences are grouped
by these aspects and sentiment scores assigned to each aspect.
In this work we will not use the term opinion, since we consider that the term
is not accurate to describe the content of user reviews. From our point of view,
user reviews contain descriptions of past experiences, and they may have an
implicit polarity or an explicit judgment of some aspects. However, differently
from opinions, they are based on facts experiences by users. In that sense, we
consider that using the term opinion may lead to confusion, ans we prefer calling
them judgments.
Aspect-oriented sentiment analysis is usually combined with aspect extrac-
tion techniques to identify aspects in the reviews [Hu and Liu, 2004a; Turney,
2002; Zha et al., 2014]. Afterwards, these aspect sentiment pairs extracted from
the reviews can be used to characterize products to create, for instance, a rec-
ommender system [Chen et al., 2015a; Dong et al., 2013a,b].
Relevant to this monograph is the work presented in [Dong et al., 2013b;
Dong and Smyth, 2016], where the authors extract aspects from TripAdvisor.
com user-contributed reviews to generate user and product profiles. Product
profiles are created by extracting the aspects from the reviews of the product.
User profiles are created based on the aspects extracted from that particular
user reviews. Aspects are extracted from user reviews by means of two co-
location patterns – an adjective followed by a noun (AN) or a noun followed
by a noun (NN)– combined with sentiment analysis, eliminating nouns that are
rarely associated with sentiment words. Therefore, given a certain hotel, their
system returns a set hotels with similar characteristics. That is, if the product
profile of a given hotel is characterized by a set of aspects such as ‘swimming pool’
and ‘wi-fi’, their system returns other hotels with product profiles characterized
by ‘swimming pool’ and ‘wi-fi’. User profiles are used in a similar manner. Given
a user profile, also characterized by a set of aspects, their system returns hotels
with similar characteristics as the ones of that specific user profile.
Notice that in our work, we do not use sentiment analysis to select the set
of aspects, but instead we analyze the context and the dependency structure
of the sentences, among other techniques described in Chapter 3, to create the
aspect vocabulary. Furthermore, in this monograph, we introduce the notion of
query where the user can specify his or her preferences in order to support the
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reuse of the practical knowledge extracted from user-generated content, instead
of recommending similar entities previously liked by the user as presented in
[Dong and Smyth, 2016].
Finally, in this work we use the SmartSA [Muhammad et al., 2013] senti-
ment analysis system to assess the polarity of user reviews and judgments. The
SmartSA system obtains the sentiment score of sentiment-bearing words from
SentiWordNet [Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006] and uses contextual information to
adapt the sentiment score to modify prior polarities of the sentiment lexicon.
2.4 Semantic Unification
In Chapter 4 of this monograph, we focus in identifying the issues used by
individuals when describing their experiences. As explained in the Introduction,
we aim at creating a concept vocabulary that models the most relevant issues
used in a corpus of user-generated reviews. Issues are conceived of as arising from
the interaction of an individual person with an entity, and can be expressed by
a wide variety of textual descriptions because different lexical items (that have
the same semantic content or meaning) can refer to the same issue.
The process of identifying the issues found in user reviews can be viewed
as a special case of the general problem of semantic unification: The process
where lexically different concept representations are deemed to have the same
meaning [Hagoort et al., 2009]. Therefore, we are interested in unifying the set
of lexically different aspects that are deemed to have the same semantic content
(i.e., meaning), in order to identify the issues addressed by the individuals in
the reviews of a corpus.
In this Section we describe two different approximations to solve this prob-
lems: 1) probabilistic topic models, and 2) basic level concepts.
Topic models (also referred to as probabilistic topic models) are a type of
statistical models used in natural language processing and Artificial Intelligence
for discovering the latent semantic structures of an extensive text body, and they
are frequently used for text-mining and information extraction. The idea behind
topic models is that, given that a document is about a particular topic, one would
expect particular words to appear in the document more or less frequently. For
instance, ‘room’ and ‘staff’ will appear more frequently in documents about
hotels, and ‘wheel’ or ‘engine’ will appear more frequently in documents about
cars. Topic modeling is based in the idea that documents typically concern
multiple topics in different proportions. Therefore, a document that is 25%
about hotels and 75% about cars will probably contain 3 times more words
related to cars than to hotels.
Topic models capture this intuition in a mathematical way, discovering, based
on the frequency of the words in each document, what the topics might be and
what each document’s balance of topics is. In the context of user reviews, the
topics ideally cover the mentioned product aspects. Differently from supervised
aspect extraction methods, topic models do not rely on training corpora, allowing
topic models to be transferable between domains.
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Currently, the most prominent approach for topic modeling is the latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [Blei et al., 2003]. LDA is similar to probabilistic
latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [Hofmann, 1999], and to latent semantic analy-
sis (LSA) [Dumais, 2004; Landauer, 2006], but considers a Dirichlet distribution
for the topics instead of a uniform distribution. Central to LDA (and to topic
modeling) is the requirement to find a global maximum of a likelihood function
characterized by numerous local maxima. LDA assumes that each topic is char-
acterized by the probabilities of usage of a set of words, and that every document
in the corpus is generated from a mixture of topics. As such, documents with
different topics will have different word probability distributions, because the
probability of using a given word depends on the topic.
The objective of the LDA approach is to estimate the topic structure of the
documents, which is defined by the probabilities of a topic given a document
and the probabilities of a word given a topic. The results obtained from LDA
can be difficult to interpret, since the generated topics are unlabeled. Moreover,
the aspects included in a topic do not forcibly need to be semantically related,
hindering the interpretation of results.
LDA was initially created to operate at a document level, and adapting it to
extract aspects is not straightforward, since the topics obtained from applying
LDA at a document level are too general. On the other hand, trying to apply
LDA solely at a lower level (such as a sentence level) in order to identify more
precise aspects does not yield good results, because the bag of words used to
define topics results too small [Jin et al., 2011].
To solve this problems, an extension to LDA was introduced: multi-grain
LDA (MG-LDA). MG-LDA approaches model topics on two levels, global and
local. Global topics are formed by a fixed set of topics usually computed at
a document or domain level, while the dynamic local topics are extracted by
modeling each document as a set of overlapped sliding windows that cover some
adjacent sentences of the document [Lu et al., 2011; Titov and McDonald, 2008b].
Other approaches to topic modeling using LDA include the use of hidden Markov
models in order to distinguish between aspect words and background words
[Lakkaraju et al., 2011]. This distinction is achieved by analyzing syntactic
dependencies between aspects and sentiments. Syntactic dependencies were also
used combined with LDA in [Zhan and Li, 2011] to create two vocabularies, one
composed by only nouns and the other with noun modifiers such as adjectives and
verbs. Their intuition is that adjectives provide useful context for noun features,
and that this context information can improve the topic modeling task.
Some research in topic modeling combines the task of aspect extraction with
sentiment analysis. Titov et al. (2008a) and Moghaddam et al. (2012), respec-
tively, improve their previous model presented in [Titov and McDonald, 2008b],
by including aspect sentiment analysis to determine the polarity of the selected
topics. The method assumes to be working upon a collection of user-contributed
reviews, where each review has a rating value. They assume that the text and
the rating of the reviews are related, in the sense that a low rated review will be
accompanied with a text that expresses a negative polarity, and vice versa. Then,
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a polarity value is aggregated considering the ratings of the aspects grouped in
each topic, and a polarity value is assessed for every topic. Although Titov et
al. obtain good results, user ratings cannot always be considered a valid ground
truth of the user’s taste because users are inconsistent in giving their feedback
[Amatriain et al., 2009; Ferrer and Plaza, 2016]. Other works related with topic
extraction and LDA are [Jo and Oh, 2011; Moghaddam and Ester, 2011; Sauper
and Barzilay, 2013; Wang et al., 2011].
Relevant to this monograph is the work in [Lancichinetti et al., 2015], that
questions the validity of LDA optimization algorithms for inferring topic models
[Wallach et al., 2009]. Lancichinetti et al. demonstrate that the current imple-
mentations of latent semantic analysis have low validity to define topic models
for documents, because the standard techniques for likelihood optimization are
unlikely to infer the best model for the data due to the high degeneracy of the
likelihood landscape. Due to this reason, standard techniques for likelihood will
likely infer different models for different optimization runs [Blei, 2012; Wallach
et al., 2009]. As such, Lancichinetti et al. propose to modify algorithms devel-
oped for community detection in networks to define the parameter values in the
latent generative model, obtaining high-accuracy for automated topic classifica-
tion.
A second way of identifying lexically different concept representations that
have the same meaning is using the notion of basic level concepts (BLC) from
cognitive linguistics presented in [Rosch, 1973; Rosch et al., 2004]. Basic level
concepts (BLC) are those that strike a tradeoff between two conflicting principles
of conceptualization: inclusiveness and discrimination. Rosch et al. found that
there is a level of inclusiveness that is optimal for human beings in terms of
providing optimum cognitive economy. This level of inclusiveness is called the
basic level, and concept or categories at this level are called basic-level concepts.
Basic level concepts are described in detail in Chapter 4, where we model the
set of issues used in the user-generated reviews by applying the notion of basic
level concepts. Succinctly, we select a set of basic level concepts by evaluating
the coherence of the polarity of the judgments whose issues are assembled in a
given BLC. The intuition behind this criteria is that if two (or more) aspects
are considered to reference the same issue (the same BLC), then the polarity of
the judgments about those two aspects over the set of user-generated reviews of
a product should be similar [Ferrer and Plaza, 2016].
Basic level concepts were applied to word sense disambiguation by [Izquierdo
et al., 2007, 2015]. Izquierdo et al. select, from a set of concepts, a subset that
are considered basic level concepts (BLC). They do so by using the structural
properties of WordNet (WN), following a bottom-up approach, using first the
chain of hypernym relations, and second all types of relations encoded in WN.
For each synset in WN, Izquierdo et al. selects as its BLC the first local max-
imum according to a threshold that specifies the relative number of relations
between that synset and the rest of elements in WN. After a certain number of
BLC are obtained, the process stops. Afterwards, they set a second threshold
parameter to generalize those BLC that do not represent enough concepts; the
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generalizations of BLC is performed by selecting the next local maximum fol-
lowing the hypernym hierarchy of WordNet. The final set of BLC are concepts
that are representative for a set of other concepts, and are used to word sense
disambiguation.
In this monograph we unify lexically different aspects by means of a clus-
tering algorithm that considers the semantic, syntactic and lexical similarities
between aspects with the objective of identifying the issues used in a corpus
of user-generated reviews. We analyze how aspects are used in the reviews of
products, and cluster those aspects considered semantically similar into concepts
that model the set of issues described in the reviews.
In our work, differently from [Izquierdo et al., 2007], we use the practical
knowledge derived from our analysis of recorded experiences to decide what are
the most important issues for the persons referring to an entity. We do not select
a set of BLC from an already existing ontology such as WordNet, but from those
issues more often discussed in the texts that describe people’s experiences. This
distinction is important: when we create the BLC from our set of aspects, we
are not using theoretical knowledge obtained from an external source such as,
in the case of cameras, a list of features defined by the manufacturer that are
supposedly significant in characterizing that camera. Instead, we focus on the
interaction of individual people in the use of that camera, and then analyze their
explanation of those experiences when dealing with those features, and the issues
they choose to mention and judge, positively or negatively. As such, the set of
basic level concepts used in this monograph depends on the usage, by the authors
of the reviews, of the different words used in the textual reviews of experiences.
2.5 Arguments and Argumentation
There are three areas of research related to our use of judgments and arguments
in this monograph: (1) argumentation theory, (2) deductive and inductive argu-
ments, and (3) argumentation frameworks in artificial intelligence. As we shall
see, the notion of inductive argument is the most relevant to our approach.
Argumentation theory is the interdisciplinary study of how conclusions can
be reached through reasoning, and includes the study of civil debate, dialogue,
conversation, and persuasion in humans and in artificial intelligence settings.
Argumentation is a key human skill, utilized and studied in various domains
and activities: in philosophy, in courtrooms, and even in science by scientists
positing new theories.
Stephen E. Toulmin’s contributions to Argumentation Theory are the most
influential, specially on the study of human use of argumentation in real world
settings [Loui, 2005]. Toulmin introduced the concept of argument fields in [Toul-
min, 2003], stating that some aspects of arguments vary from field to field, and
are hence called field-dependent, while other aspects of arguments are the same
throughout all fields, and are hence called field-invariant. Toulmin attempts
throughout his work to develop standards for assessing the worth of ideas based
on the combination of field-dependent and field-invariant aspects of arguments.
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Furthermore, in [Toulmin, 1972], he proposed an evolutionary model of concep-
tual change, involving innovation and selection. Toulmin stated that innovation
accounts for the appearance of conceptual variations, while selection accounts
for the survival and perpetuation of the soundest conceptions.
In philosophy and logic, an argument is a set of statements typically used to
persuade someone of something or to present reasons for accepting a conclusion
[Johnson, 2012]. Arguments are formed by one or more premises (in support of
a claim or conclusion), a method of reasoning, and a conclusion. Arguments are
structures from where conclusions are derived; therefore, arguments supporting
a conclusion need to be consistent and valid, otherwise the conclusion drawn will
also be inconsistent.
There are two basic types of arguments in logic: deductive arguments and
inductive arguments [Goel et al., 1997]. In a deductive argument, the premises
guarantee the truth of the conclusion. That is, a deductive argument asserts that
the truth of the conclusion is a logical consequence of the premises. Deductive
arguments are either valid or invalid. Therefore, if a set of deductive arguments is
true, the conclusion drawn from those arguments will also be true. On the other
hand, inductive arguments asserts that the truth of the conclusion is supported
to some degree of probability by the premises, but does not entail it. Inductive
arguments can be strong or weak. Strong arguments give more support to the
conclusion than weak arguments. Therefore, a conclusion supported by strong
arguments is more likely to be true than one supported by weak arguments.
As we will see in Chapter 4 of this monograph, we interpret the judgments
contained in the experiences of individuals as evidence in order to create in-
ductive arguments, that is, reasons that support (or not) selecting a product
over others. Each entity review describes judgments with respect to the various
aspects of that entity, based on an individual experience. By analyzing and
aggregating those judgments we create inductive arguments that support the
decision of selecting this particular entity over others. Furthermore, our argu-
ments also have different strength, depending on the analysis of the data found
in the user-generated reviews of a particular entity. Stronger arguments provide
stronger support in favor or against selecting an entity over others.
An Argumentation framework is a system or methodology that draws con-
clusions from arguments. Argumentation frameworks can be represented with
directed graphs, the nodes being the arguments and the edges between nodes
the attack relations. Argumentation frameworks are mostly modeled after the
Dung’s fundamental model, Dung’s abstract formalism for argumentation-based
inference, one of the most relevant work that established the basis of the actual
AI argumentation theory [Dung, 1995]. Dung studied human argumentation
mechanisms in order to explore ways to implement this mechanism on comput-
ers. Dung showed that argumentation can be viewed as a special form of logic
programming with negation as failure, being a conclusion believable if it can
be successfully defended and supported, by means of the arguments, against
attacking arguments. Citing Dung:
“ [. . .] whether or not a rational agent believes in a conclusion de-
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pends on whether or not the argument supporting this statement can be
successfully defended against the counterarguments. ”
Bondarenko et al. [Bondarenko et al., 1997], in collaboration with Dung,
extended the work of Dung et al. [Dung, 1995] and introduced the assumption-
based framework (ABF), an abstract framework for default reasoning where an
assumption can be defeated if the contrary assumption can be proved.
Dung’s formalism for argumentation-based inference was an important work
that draw near argumentation and AI, leading to a bloom of new subjects that
combined logic and deductive reasoning with Artificial Intelligence techniques
on argument analysis [Bench-Capon and Dunne, 2007]. Scheuer et al. defines
two categories of argumentation analysis approaches in [Scheuer et al., 2010]:
argument analysis and discussion analysis. Argument analysis approaches fo-
cus on the construction of sound and syntactically valid arguments, usually by
means of checking domain-specific structures at a syntactic level [Pinkwart et al.,
2006; Suthers, 2001; Thagard, 2006]. On the other hand, discussion analysis ap-
proaches are mainly concerned with the social and interaction aspects of discus-
sions, in line with argumentation theories that emphasize the relation between
dialog and argumentation [Walton, 2008]. Discussion analysis approaches auto-
matically analyze the textual content to identify the intention and interaction
patterns of discussions. Is this contribution arguing for or against and argument?
Does this contribution have one or more counterarguments? Some related work
was published in [Sierra et al., 1997], where they proposed a general framework
for negotiation in which agents exchange proposals backed by arguments in order
to persuade other autonomous agents in the context of multi-agent systems.
With the advance of the Web 2.0, there had been attempts to bring together
various strands of this work and to produce a standard for representing and ex-
changing arguments, the Argument Interchange Format (AIF) [Chesn˜evar et al.,
2006; Rahwan et al., 2007]. Arguments can be found in text reviews and in on-
line forums [Janssen and Kies, 2005], where individuals express their arguments
and discuss other people’s arguments to prove their conclusions.
Another focus is identifying the sets of aspects with higher positive/negative
polarity to give insights into the reason why items have been chosen [Muhammad
et al., 2015]. Kim et al. [Kim and Hovy, 2006] automatically identify pro and
con sentences in online reviews by training a maximum entropy model with a
labeled set of pros and cons. Then, each sentence in online reviews is classified
either as a pro or a con sentence based on the trained model. The sets of pros
and cons of some websites are also used for the task of aspect extraction by Hu
an Liu [Liu et al., 2005]. Hu et al. use a supervised form of association mining
to extract aspects by targeting pros and cons that are separately specified on
some Web sites, because pro and con sentences are known to be rich in aspect
descriptions.
In Chapter 5 of this monograph, differently from these websites that explicitly
present pro and con reasons introduced by authors, we automatically identify
pro and con arguments by leveraging the practical knowledge found in user
experiences. We consider the practical knowledge from people’s experiences (in
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plural), as arguments in favor, or contrary, selecting an entity over others. This
way, if the overall polarity of user experiences with respect to a feature (or issue)
of a camera is positive, we consider this specific feature a positive argument (pro
argument) with respect to selecting that product over others. On the other
hand, if the overall polarity with respect to another feature is usually negative,
we consider it a con argument.
Therefore, by analyzing all arguments found in the set of reviews of an entity,
we characterize that entity with a set of pro and con arguments created from the
practical experiences of people with the different features of that specific entity.
Chapter 3
Aspect Vocabulary Creation
from User Reviews
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we analyze user experiences in textual form to identify the im-
portant issues that define product experiences. Specifically, we are interested in
identifying the issues found by users through their own experiences with respect
to photographic cameras. The main goal of this section is to discover the vocab-
ulary that people use, which need not be the same as the classical feature list
describing the different aspects of a camera (e.g. 12 Megapixels).
In this process, we are not interested in performing so called “opinion min-
ing”. Opinions are a views or considerations formed about something not neces-
sarily based on fact or knowledge. Instead, we prefer to talk about finding user
judgments about product issues, where a judgment is understood as a “consid-
ered decision or sensible conclusion”. In our approach, judgments expressed by
users are based on facts encountered while they were actually using a product
or a service, since this is the kind of textual content we are interested in ana-
lyzing in the web of experiences. In our view, opinion analysis on any kind of
text is a more general and less focused task that the one we are interested in:
analyzing and discovering the issues and judgments appearing in text expressing
actual experiences of users. This chapter addresses the methodology to identify
the collection of issues or concepts that the users deem relevant to express in a
text describing his or her experiences. The polarity of these judgments (positive
or negative sentiment) is not addressed in this chapter but later, when we ag-
gregate large numbers of judgments from a corpus of users experiences to build
argument bundles for each product under consideration.
Since we are dealing with textual content, an issue (or concept) can be ex-
pressed in a variety of ways in text, and this chapter is focused on finding them.
The literature usually calls the issues aspects, and the process is called aspect
extraction. However, in our approach, aspects in themselves are not proper con-
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cepts, instead we consider several aspect may refer to a basic level concept. For
instance, in the sentence “the video dial, menu button and video shutter are
not easily accessible”, the user is making a negative judgment over the concept
‘button’ of the camera, as we will show later in Chapter 4. Thus we take a
two phases approach: In this chapter we first analyze and create a vocabulary of
aspects appearing in a corpus of user reviews, and then, in Chapter 4 we develop
a method to find the matching between aspects and basic level concepts.
We intend to create an aspect vocabulary, specifically in the domain of digital
photography. This aspect vocabulary will be created using two different sources:
a corpus of user product reviews and, ancillary, two professional photography
web resources.
User reviews. The main source from where the aspect vocabulary is created
are user reviews of products. We are interested in the salient words used
by individuals to describe their experiences, and as such we use product
reviews as our main source to populate the aspect vocabulary. The unsu-
pervised aspect extraction method is described later in this chapter.
Photography web resources. We use the technical camera descriptions
present in two photography web resources to generate a set of possible
aspects. These aspects differ from the one extracted from the product
reviews in three ways: 1) they tend to be more technical and specialized
than the average vocabulary used in user reviews, 2) they do not include
misspellings, and 3) they are created by experts in photography.
By combining those two sources of information we are able to extract the salient
aspects that people use when they describe their experiences with a product,
and create the aspect vocabulary.
To test the approach, we have created a corpora of user reviews, extracted
from three different camera types in Amazon.com: Digital Single Lens Reflex,
Compact and Point & Shoot. We create an aspect vocabulary for each one of
the three corpora, first presenting the methods to extract aspects and select the
most relevant aspects, and later analyzing, comparing and evaluating the three
aspect vocabularies. Finally, in view of the similarities and differences between
the three aspect vocabularies corresponding to the three Amazon camera types,
we decide whether we should either consider the three camera types as separate
camera (sub)domains, each one with its own vocabulary, or as a unique domain
with the a unique and global aspect vocabulary.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We present four different but
complementary methods of aspect extraction from a corpus; each one generates
an aspect set and their union builds the aspect vocabulary for that corpus. Sec-
tion 3.2 presents an unsupervised aspect extraction method that extracts a set
of aspects from a corpus. Section 3.3 explores two photography web resources
to extract important camera related aspects and generate a new domain-specific
photography taxonomy. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 combine both previous aspect sets,
together with the photography taxonomy, to identify more salient aspects from
the reviews. The aspect vocabulary creation is described in Section 3.6. In the
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same section, three aspect vocabularies are created from user reviews of three
camera types, experimentally setting threshold values to eliminate less frequent
or important aspects. We also analyze, compare, and evaluate, the results de-
pending on the threshold values, the contribution of the 4 aspect extraction
methods, and we finally decide on whether is better to work with one general
photography domain (one aspect vocabulary) or three domains (three aspect
vocabularies, one for each camera type). Finally, Section 3.7 summarizes the
contributions and draws the conclusions of this chapter.
3.2 Unsupervised Aspect Extraction
In this section we present an unsupervised method to extract a set of aspects
from a corpus of user reviews. We are interested in finding the most salient
lexical items used by users to describe their experiences with products.
For this purpose, we present an unsupervised aspect extraction method that
combines part of speech POS tagging, frequency filtering and WordNet match-
ing, among other techniques. Since user reviews do not need to cope with any
format requirements, users can write their experiences the way they want. That
means that spelling mistakes, abbreviations, punctuation errors and slang lan-
guage are commonly found in the reviews. Moreover, a user can use the word
‘pic’ or ‘picture’ indistinctly, and our system should be able to identify both
of them as aspects (even if they are not accepted dictionary words). As such,
the aspect extraction method needs to be robust enough to overcome the mis-
spellings and grammatical errors in order to extract an interesting set of aspects
to create an aspect vocabulary.
The aspects extracted using the unsupervised aspect extraction method are
the most prominent product features present in the corpus reviews, understand-
ing prominent as commonly and widely used by the authors of the reviews.
These form the aspect set A1, that will later form part of the aspect vocabulary
A, together with the 3 other sets of aspects that will be introduced later.
Figure 3.1 presents an overall view of the unsupervised aspect extraction
method. To ensure the text consistency, the first step in the unsupervised as-
pect extraction method is the sentence pre-processing and part of speech tagging
presented in Section 3.2.1. In this step, the sentence consistency is ensured by
removing special characters, stop words and lemmatizing the sentence before
applying the set of grammatical extraction rules that identify aspect candidates.
Then we perform an evaluation of the aspects extracted by the grammatical
extraction rules with other state of the art aspect extraction techniques in Sec-
tion 3.2.2. Finally, in Section 3.2.3, aspect candidates are filtered out based on
frequency, word lexicons, and WordNet, to ensure that only the most salient
aspects form part of the aspect vocabulary.
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Figure 3.1: Unsupervised aspect extraction process.
3.2.1 Pre-processing and POS tagging sentences
The first step of the unsupervised aspect extraction method is to ensure the
text consistency of the sentences by removing entity names (brand, company or
product names), stop words and special characters, and lemmatizing the sen-
tence before applying the grammatical extraction rules to extract the candidate
aspects.
This step is important since there is no specific format for users to follow when
reviewing a product, and as such those reviews contain abuses of exclamation
and question marks (such as ‘??!!!’), special characters (such as ‘$’) or even
smileys (such as ‘:-)’ or ‘<3’). Those special characters and stop words can
suppose a problem for the part of speech tagging algorithm, and therefore are
removed.
The text pre-processing algorithm also removes sentences that do not refer
to the camera that is the object of the review. We do so because we are only
interested in finding the salient aspects that refer to the products of our corpus,
and considering aspects that were meant to describe the author’s experiences
with other cameras would introduce noise in our data. This behavior is quite
common in our corpus of user reviews: authors tend to start their reviews by
introducing their experiences with their previous cameras. A name entity camera
lexicon (NE) was created for this purpose by exploring Wikipedia1 and Imaging
Resource2. We extracted all camera brands and camera models of each brand,
and automatically assigned every camera model to a manufacturer. This way,
every time we found the word ‘D200’ (or any other camera model) in the reviews,
we knew the author was talking about a Nikon camera.
Figure 3.2 presents an overall view of the text pre-processing process that
consists of four steps, applied as a pipeline. The inputs of the process correspond
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of digital camera brands
2www.imaging-resource.com
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Figure 3.2: Pre-processing process.
to the reviews of the corpus and the camera name entity dictionary. After the
pre-processing, we obtain a set of part of speech tagged reviews. That is, a set of
reviews where each word is identified as a noun, verb, adjective, adverb, pronoun,
preposition, conjunction, interjection or determiner. Those POS tagged reviews
are then used by the grammatical extraction rules in Section 3.2.2 to select the
candidate aspects.
A short description of the pipeline steps is the following:
1. Filter out sentences that refer to other cameras. The first step is
to filter out the sentences from the reviews of a camera that refer to other
cameras. Camera name entities are identified by using the name entity NE
lexicon presented before.
2. Remove stop words. Such as ‘the’, ‘a’, ‘or’.
3. Remove special characters. Such as symbols ‘$’ or ‘?’ not filtered
in previous step. Furthermore, we replace the character ‘-’ with a blank
space.
4. Lemmatization. Using the Standford parser3, we find the lemmas of all
words in a sentence. This step is performed at a sentence level, sentence
by sentence.
5. POS tagging. Using the Standford part of speech (POS) tagger4, we tag
every word in each sentence as noun, verb, adjective, adverb, pronoun,
preposition, conjunction, interjection or determiner.
At the end of the pipeline, we obtain a group of pre-processed and POS
tagged sentences for each camera review in our corpus. Those sentences are the
input for the grammatical extraction rules introduced in Section 3.2.2 .
3http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
4http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
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3.2.2 Grammatical Extraction Rules
After pre-processing and POS tagging the reviews, we use the set of grammatical
extraction rules presented in [Moghaddam and Ester, 2010] to identify the set of
candidate aspects. These rules operate on the dependency relations of the pre-
processed and POS tagged sentences. A dependency relation is the notion that
words are connected to each other by directed links. The verb is the structural
center of the clause structure, and all other words are either directly or indirectly
connected to the verb in terms of directed links, named dependencies. In this
work we are specially interested in the dependency relations between nouns and
adjectives, as we will see later.
DP {
dp1 : amod(N,A)→ 〈N,A〉,
dp2 : acomp(V,A) + nsubj(V,N)→ 〈N,A〉,
dp3 : cop(A, V ) + nsubj(A,N)→ 〈N,A〉,
dp4 : dobj(V,N) + nsubj(V,N
′)→ 〈N,N ′〉,
dp5 : 〈h,m〉+ nn(h,N)→ 〈N + h,m〉,
dp6 : 〈h,m〉+ nn(N,h)→ 〈h+N,m〉
}
Figure 3.3: Grammatical extraction rules. DP is the set of dependency pattern
rules used in this work.
Figure 3.3 lists the rules that we have employed in this work, where N is a
noun, A an adjective, V a verb, h a noun head term, m an adjective modifier,
and 〈h,m〉 is a candidate phrase. The first dependency rule, dp1, searches for all
adjectives modifying a noun. If any of the pre-processed sentences matches this
criteria, the resulting pair 〈N,A〉 is selected as a candidate phrase and stored
for later use. The second rule, dp2, searches for adjectival complements, and at
the same time, looks for the subject of the verb. Similarly, if any of the pre-
processed sentences matches the criteria, the adjective and the subject form a
new candidate phrase. dp3 searches for copulas, which are the relation between
the complement of a copular verb and the copular verb. At the same time looks
for the subject of the sentence, with relation to the verb, to form a candidate
phrase. dp4 searches for nouns performing as direct objects of a verb and for
the subject of the same verb. If found, a candidate phrase is formed with the
noun of the direct object and the subject of the verb. dp5 and dp6 are used to
identify noun compound modifiers between the candidate phrases selected with
rules dp1 to dp4. If any of the pre-processed sentences matches the criteria, the
resulting pair, formed by a compound noun and a modifier, is also added as a
candidate phrase.
The aspect candidate selection procedure is presented in Algorithm 8. S
is the set of pre-processed sentences, and g corresponds to the grammatical
relations of the pre-processed sentence s. For every sentence in S, the algorithm
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Algorithm 1: Aspect Selection by Dependency Pattern Rules
Input: pre-processed sentences S;
Output: candidate aspects;
1 candidatePhrase := Ø;
2 for sj ∈ S do
// For each sentence in the pre-processed sentences
3 g := grammaticalRelations(sj);
4 for dpi ∈ DP and 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 do
// If grammatical relations of sj match dp1, dp2, dp3 or dp4
5 if g.matches(dpi) then
6 candidatePhrase.add(dpi.candidatePhrase);
// Apply dp5 and dp6 to those candidate phrases containing nn
7 candidatePhrase.applyIf(nn, dp5, dp6);
// Select nouns (N) and compounds (NN)
8 return candidatePhrase.select(N,NN);
first starts obtaining the grammatical relations of the sentence and then searches
for matches of the dependency pattern rules from 1 to 4. If any of the rules
applies, we obtain a candidate phrase. Next, if the pre-processed sentence where
a candidate phrase was found contains a noun compound modifier, then rules 5
and 6 are applied, obtaining a new candidate phrase. Finally, for each candidate
phrase, non noun (N) words are eliminated. Thus, the output is a set of candidate
aspects Ac formed by single nouns or compound nouns.
Table 3.1 shows four examples of how these rules apply to several sentences.
Consider the first example sentence “The camera lens is good”, which according
to Algorithm 8 applies to rule two:
dp2 : acomp(is, good) + nsubj(is, lens)→ 〈lens, good〉.
Next, if a noun compound modifier (nn) exists in the sentence, rules 5 and 6
apply. In this example rule 5 applies resulting in the following candidate aspects:
dp5 : (lens, good) + nn(lens, camera)→ 〈camera lens, good〉.
Finally, after removing all non noun words from the candidate phrase
〈camera lens, good〉, we are left with the candidate aspect camera lens. Fig-
ure 3.4 show the dependency parser tree of the previous sentence.
Comparative Study of 4 Aspect Extraction Methods
We turn now to compare the precision and recall of the grammatical extraction
rules with three other widely used state of the art aspect extraction methods.
Note that here we are not evaluating the precision and recall of the aspect
vocabulary, but only the set of extracted aspects using the unsupervised aspect
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Figure 3.4: Dependency parse tree for the sentence.
Example Dependencies
The camera lens is good
nsubj(good, lens)
acomp(good, is)
nn(lens, camera)
The screen has nice colors
amod(colors, nice)
nsubj(has, screen)
dobj(has, colors)
She looks amazing acomp(looks, amazing)
I like the image
dobj(like, image)
nsubj(like, I)
Table 3.1: Example of dependencies using DP rules.
extraction with grammatical extraction rules. However, it is useful to know
the performance of the grammatical extraction rules before continuing with the
creation of the aspect vocabulary in next sections.
To evaluate the set of aspects extracted using the grammatical extraction
rules, we use a public dataset of product reviews containing manually marked-
up product aspects [Ding et al., 2008; Hu and Liu, 2004a], considering only phone
category products with at least hundred reviews. Precision and recall is used
to compare manually labeled aspects with aspects extracted using the following
four extraction algorithms:
• FqItems uses shallow NLP to identify single nouns as candidate aspects
that are then pruned using a frequency cut-off threshold [Hu and Liu,
2004a].
• FqPos uses Part-of-Speech(POS) extraction patterns that are then pruned
using sentiment informed frequency cut-off threshold [Dong et al., 2013b].
• DPrules uses the grammatical extraction rules in Figure 3.3.
• FqDPrules is the same as DPrules but prunes candidate aspects using
a frequency cut-off equal to the 1% of the the total frequency of the most
frequent aspect among the reviews [Moghaddam and Ester, 2012].
Precision of the two frequency based extraction approaches are significantly
better than DPrules (see Table 3.2). We also confirm that FqPos improves
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Approach Precision Recall
FqItems 0.60 0.34
FqPos 0.71 0.11
DPrules 0.28 0.66
FqDPrules 0.76 0.25
Table 3.2: Results for aspect extraction pilot study.
over FqItems. As expected, the best precision is that of FqDPrules (that
combines deep NLP semantics is combined with frequency pruning). Here we
observe a 26% and 7% improvement in precision over FqItems and FqPos
respectively. The recall values of FqDPrules are low, so this fact suggests
that FqDPrules must have many false negatives and so FqDPrules misses
more extraction opportunities than FqItems and DPrules. However, a lower
precision is more damaging as it is likely to introduce aspect sparsity problems.
Note that in this evaluation we used a simple frequency filtering to increase
the precision of the candidate aspects extracted by means of the FqDPrules
rules, obtaining the best precision among the state of the art aspect extraction
techniques evaluated. In Section 3.2.3, we present a refined candidate aspect
filtering method with the objective of further increasing the precision of the
grammatical extraction rules by filtering out more false positives using lexicons,
WordNet, and the already used frequency filtering.
3.2.3 Aspect Filtering with Lexicons and WordNet
In this section we increase the precision of the grammatical extraction rules
by combining frequency filtering with lexicons and WordNet. The three new
filtering steps are motivated by the false positives of the aspect candidate list
obtained in the grammatical extraction rules evaluation from previous section.
Even though our method scored the best precision over the state of the art aspect
extraction algorithms presented, we observed some problems related to the part
of speech tagging and name entity recognition of the candidate aspects. Some
verbs, adjectives and adverbs were tagged as nouns by the Stanford part of speech
tagger and then selected as candidate aspects by the grammatical extraction
rules. Those elements were then evaluated as false positives, since they were
not phone related aspects. Similar problems were identified when applying the
unsupervised aspect extraction method to our camera corpus, indicating that
those problems were not domain dependent.
Another problem we found when using the grammatical extraction rules with
the reviews in our camera corpus was that not all candidate aspects extracted
were related to the photography domain. We found many candidate aspects,
such as ‘month’ or ‘time’, that are commonly used in the reviews but are not
interesting for our purposes, since they are not camera-related terms. While
many of them were filtered after applying the frequency cut-off filter, the most
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Figure 3.5: Aspect filtering process.
frequent were still selected as candidate aspects.
To address these problems, we now present 3 additional criteria to filter out
candidate aspects. Since we increase the filtering process by adding more steps,
the process of filtering out candidate aspects becomes more strict. This allows us
to have more room to relax the frequency cut-off in the first step. Furthermore,
we propose a method that combines the frequency filtering with part of speech
filtering and name entity filtering. This way we can remove candidate aspects
mistakenly tagged as nouns from our lists of aspects, resulting in an improvement
of the precision of our method. To deal with the candidate aspects not related
to the photography domain, we use WordNet5 lexical database. We explore
the interlinks that relate all WordNet synsets to determine whether or not a
candidate aspect is related to the photography domain in WordNet.
Finally, remember that the aspect vocabulary will be created uniting 4 dif-
ferent aspect sets extracted using different techniques, so even if an important
aspect is filtered out in one of the steps described in the filtering process, it can
be selected in the next aspect sets presented later. Figure 3.5 presents an overall
view of the aspect filtering pipeline process:
1. Frequency filtering. Filter out candidate aspects with an occurrence
frequency, considering the set of reviews of a corpus, lower than a frequency
threshold. If the frequency threshold is very strict, the frequency filtering
5https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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could ignore important candidate aspects that are not used by the majority
of the reviewers, resulting in a low recall value of the final candidate aspect
set. Furthermore, we differentiate two frequency filtering thresholds, one
for uni-gram aspects δs, and another one for bi-gram aspects δc.
2. POS filtering. To identify mistakenly tagged nouns between the candi-
date aspects, we created a lexicon of verbs, adjectives, adverbs and preposi-
tions (theVAAP lexicon), using the lists of the most common verbs, adjec-
tives, adverbs and prepositions of TalkEnglish website6. Using the VAAP
lexicon, we filter out those candidate aspects that were mistakenly tagged
as nouns by the Standford POS tagger.
3. Name entity filtering. Similarly, we remove camera name entities among
the candidate aspects tagged as nouns, using the camera NE lexicon in-
troduced in Section 3.2.1.
4. WordNet filtering. We use WordNet lexical database to identify inter-
esting aspects related to the photography domain by exploiting the in-
terlinks that relate all WordNet synsets. If the candidate aspect is not
related to any of the camera-related terms in WordNet, or it does not exist
in WordNet, we remove it. This filter is explained in more detail later in
this section.
The first, second and third aspect filtering steps are easily explained: we look
for words that we know should not be in the candidate aspects lists, and remove
them. However, the WordNet aspect filtering needs further explanation.
WordNet (also referred as WN in this work) is a large lexical database of
English. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive
synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct concept. Synsets are interlinked
by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations. In this filtering step, we
explore the WordNet 3.1 interlinks in order to identify candidate aspects related
to the photography domain. If a candidate aspect is related to the photography
domain, then we keep it in the candidate aspect set. Otherwise, if the candidate
aspect is not related to the photography domain, the candidate aspect is removed
from the set of candidate aspects.
The relatedness (or similarity) between the synsets of two candidate aspects
is estimated by means of WordNet’s path similarity measure [Meng et al., 2013].
Path similarity measures the semantic relatedness of word senses by counting the
number of nodes along the shortest path between the senses in the ‘is-a’ hierarchy
of WordNet. If two WordNet synsets are close in the WordNet hierarchy, it means
that they are semantically related.
However, there exist some issues we need to consider before using WordNet.
First, WordNet is a general lexical database, and as such it does not contain
some domain specific words. This means that some words that are important in
the photography domain, such as ‘cmos sensor ’ or ‘macro lens’, are not present
6http://www.talkenglish.com/vocabulary/
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in WordNet. As such, since we cannot determine the relatedness of those words
with the photography domain domain because they do not exist in WordNet,
those words are removed from the aspect candidate set. However, to overcome
this shortcoming, these domain-specific aspects will be included in the aspect
vocabulary later in this chapter, using the method presented in Section 3.5.
Moreover, there is no direct relation between a word and a WordNet synset.
Every word can be related to several synsets, one for every different meaning
of the word in WordNet. However, only one of the synsets of a word may be
relevant to our photography domain. For instance, consider the word shutter.
WordNet defines two synsets for shutter: 1) “a mechanical device on a camera
that opens and closes to control the time of a photographic exposure” and 2)
a “hinged blind for a window”. Clearly, the first one is the relevant synset to
photography domain.
Identifying the relevant synsets of each aspect candidate is an issue that we
need to address before computing WN word similarities, and has been long stud-
ied under the topic word sense disambiguation [Meng et al., 2013]. In this work
we perform a brute force word sense disambiguation by selecting, for each of the
top 10 most frequent candidate aspects, the closest synset (using path similarity)
to all other synsets of those top 10 candidate aspects. Once the synsets of the
top 10 most frequent candidate aspects are determined, we estimate the path
similarity between each synset of the rest of the aspect candidates and the top
10 synsets. If the similarity of any of the synsets of an aspect candidate is above
a threshold, we consider that it is a related candidate aspect to the photogra-
phy domain. Otherwise, the candidate aspect is removed. Algorithm 2 shows
the procedure for filtering the candidate aspects. Syns are the selected synsets
for the top 10 most frequent candidate aspects, and PathSimAvg returns the
average path similarity between synset syn and the set of synsets of the top 10
most frequent candidate aspects Syns.
At the end of the candidate aspect filtering pipeline, we obtain a set of
salient aspects employed by the users when describing their experiences with
cameras. The aspect extraction method (text pre-processing, aspect extraction
and aspect filtering), is performed in an unsupervised way and can be applied
to other domains, since we do not use any domain specific lexicon. This set of
unsupervised extracted aspects obtained from the reviews is named A1, and is
a part of the overall aspect vocabulary A that will be created in this chapter.
3.3 Aspect Set A2 and PhotoDict
As we noticed in previous Section 3.2.3, WordNet is not rich in content related
to photography. Many frequent aspect candidates extracted by the unsupervised
aspect extraction method do not exist in WordNet, and as such we are not able to
assess their relations with the photography domain. As a result, some interesting
camera related aspects were discarded in the process of creating aspect set A1,
because we were not able to determine if they were interesting aspects or noise.
In this section we propose the creation of a new aspect set A2, created by
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Algorithm 2: Candidate Aspect Filtering with WordNet
Input: Candidate aspects Ac, Selected synsets set Syns;
Output: A1;
1 A1 := Ø;
2 for ac ∈ Ac do
// Check if ac exists in WordNet
3 if ExistsInWordNet(ac) then
// Retrieve all synsets of ac
4 Sync := WNSynsets(ac);
5 for syn ∈ Sync do
// Average path similarity between synsets syn and Syns
6 pathSim := PathSimAvg(syn, Syns);
7 if pathSim ≥ α then
8 A1.add(ac);
9 break;
// Return the aspect set A1
10 return A1;
using Dpreview7 and Snapsort8 web resources. These two web resources con-
tain camera related words used to describe photographic cameras organized in
“categories”. Since the aspect set A2 is created from the photographic content
of Dpreview and Snapsort web services, there is no need to apply the Word-
Net filtering presented in previous section to determine if the selected aspects
are related to the photographic domain. Instead, we select interesting aspects
by analyzing in the reviews of our corpus the usage of words also occurring in
Dpreview and Snapsort. Furthermore, we create a domain taxonomy related
to photography, PhotoDict, to overcome the domain limitations of WordNet in
Section 3.3.3. We do so by exploiting the categories present in Dpreview and
Snapsort web resources. PhotoDict taxonomy relates a set of different photo-
graphic terms using ‘is-a’ relations. This way, we know that ‘pixel’ is related
with ‘sensor’, and ‘frame’ is usually related with ‘sensor size’.
This section explains the process of creating the second aspect set A2: in
Section 3.3.1 we generate a set of candidate words based on the photography
keywords found in Dpreview and Snapsort. The candidate words are selected
and evaluated against the corpus of reviews in Section 3.3.2. The output is a
selected subset of words from Dpreview and Snapsort that constitute the aspect
set A2. Next, using this new aspect set and the category information from
Dpreview and Snapsort, we create a photography taxonomy we call PhotoDict.
PhotoDict is a taxonomy of camera related uni-grams and bi-grams formed by
the aspects in the aspect set A2. An overall view of the process of the creation
7www.dpreview.com
8www.snapsort.com
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of the aspect set A2 is shown in Figure 3.6, while Figure 3.7 shows the creation
of the PhotoDict taxonomy, detailed later in Section 3.3.3.
3.3.1 Generating Word Candidates Wc
The first step to create A2 is to generate a list of candidate words using the
photography keywords found in the web resources of Dpreview and Snapsort.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show a small set of the keywords from both web resources.
For instance, in Figure 3.8, we observe that ‘raw’, ‘gps’ and ‘hdr’ are grouped in
a ‘features’ category. A similar situation can be observed in Figure 3.9, where
‘iso’ and ‘white balance’ are grouped in the ‘image’ category.
Following the category structure present in both web resources, we define
three category levels H, H ′, and H ′′ for the Dpreview website, and two category
levels H, H ′ for Snapsort. During the process described next, we will generate
two separate lists of candidate words Wc, one for each website, that will then
be joined and filtered together to form A2, and afterward, PhotoDict. Since the
process to populate the category levels for the two websites is similar, we will
only describe it once.
H is populated with the top category elements h ∈ H, such as ‘features’
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Figure 3.8: Photography terms from Snapsort.
or ‘image’. H ′ with subcategory elements h′ ∈ H ′ such as ‘hdr’ or ‘gps’, and
H ′′ with third level elements h′′ ∈ H ′′, such as ‘cmos’ or ‘sRGB’. We say that
a h′ ∈ H ′ is a subcategory of h ∈ H if there exist an is-a relation between
h and h′, represented in the websources by the different nested categories. In
Dpreview and Snapsort websites, this is represented by a change in font color
and size. Similarly, a h′′ ∈ H ′′ is a subcategory of h′ ∈ H ′, if there exist an
is-a relation between h′ and h′′ elements. Notice however that Snapsort does
not have a H ′′ level. In Figure 3.9, ‘cmos’ (h′′) is a subcategory of ‘sensor type’
(h′), and ‘sensor type’ is a subcategory of ‘sensor’ (h).
To generate all word candidates Wc, we first create the sets H,H
′ and H ′′
from Dpreview and Snapsort websites. We further enrich H and H ′ by including
the synonyms of their category and subcategory keywords by using WordNet.
To do so, we identify the most relevant WordNet synset for each h ∈ H with the
algorithm introduced in Section 3.2.3. Once the most relevant synset for each h
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Figure 3.9: Photography terms from Dpreview.
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is identified, we obtain the synonyms by searching other WordNet synsets with
the highest WordNet path similarity. This process is also repeated for all words
h′ ∈ H ′. The synonyms found in WordNet are included in the same set as their
respective synonym, H or H ′.
After this first step, we lemmatize all words in H,H ′ and H ′′. Furthermore,
if a word in H or H ′ contains the character ‘-’ we replace it for an empty
space. Similarly, if a word is a compound (e.g. ‘white balance’), we create a
copy splitting it in two new words, each new word a single noun (e.g. ‘white’
and ‘balance’, separately). We also add those new nouns to their respective
categories H or H ′. Notice that we do not perform any of the previous steps for
the words belonging to the lowest level H ′′ to avoid adding unnecessary noise,
since H ′′ words often contain numbers, sizes or proportions.
After finishing the pre-processing, we generate a list of single and compound
word candidates by combining all keywords within a category H with their
subcategories H ′ and H ′′. The procedure is described in Algorithm 3. The
idea behind the algorithm is to generate all possible combinations of keywords
considering the category-subcategory relations present in Dpreview and Snapsort
websites. For instance, consider the words ‘sensor’, ‘sensor type’, ‘processor’,
and ‘cmos’ in Figure 3.9. The word ‘sensor’ is a category, ‘sensor type’ and
‘processor’ are subcategories of ‘sensor’, and ‘cmos’ is a subcategory of ‘sensor
type’. With this words, Algorithm 3 generates candidate words such as ‘sensor’,
‘cmos sensor’, ‘sensor type’ and ‘sensor processor’, among many others.
Algorithm 3: Domain Candidate Word Generation
Input: Web resource categories H,H ′, H ′′;
Output: Word candidates Wc;
1 Wc := Ø;
2 for h ∈ H do
// Include categories and synonyms as candidate words
3 Wc.add(h);
4 Wc.add(Synonyms(h));
5 for h′ ∈ H ′ do
// Include subcategories and synonyms as candidate words
6 Wc.add(h
′);
7 Wc.add(Synonyms(h
′));
// Combine category names and synonyms to generate new
dictionary candidate words
8 Wc.add( Combine(h, h
′, h′′) );
9 return Wc;
In the algorithm, Wc is the list of candidate words generated, and function
Combine combines the words considering:
• Each subcategory word in H ′ is split and combined only with its category
wordH. Using the previous example with h= {image} and h′ = {iso, white
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balance presets} and supposing those words have no WordNet synonyms,
Combine will generate bigrams such as: {image iso, image white, image
balance, image presets, white image, . . . }. Combine also reverses the word
order of the compound candidate words generated, as in ‘image white’ and
‘white image’.
• A similar approach is taken when combining H ′ with H ′′. However, here
we ignore all non noun words in H ′′ before combining them with H ′ words.
This is done to reduce the amount of noise created, since a lot of words in
H ′′ are not interesting to our purposes of creating a camera vocabulary,
such as sizes ‘36 x 24’, proportions ‘3:2’, or boolean values. Furthermore,
notice that Snapsort does not contain any H ′′ category.
After applying Algorithm 3 with the photography keywords found in the web
resources of Dpreview and Snapsort, we obtain two lists of word candidates that
are joined together to form Wc. The resulting list of word candidates Wc is large
and contains noise and duplicates. Therefore, this word candidate set is filtered
and evaluated against product reviews in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.2 Filtering Word Candidates to Create A2
In this Section we select those word candidates that will be part of the aspect
set A2. This is no trivial task, since the candidate words generated in previous
section contain numerous false positives as the result of the brute-force candidate
word generation approach. The filtering process presented in Figure 3.10 consists
of 5 steps, each one filtering out word candidates on different criteria.
The first step consists in removing duplicates from the set of candidate words
Wc. Then, we remove single or compound candidate words formed by only 1
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character. This step removes candidate words such as ‘pixels p’ or ‘lens $’ or
‘p’, generated in previous step by combining category names with subcategories.
Next we remove all those candidate words that are among the top 5000 most
common English words, in order to remove noise created from the brute force
candidate word generation. Most common English words are identified by means
of a lexicon created from WordFrequency9 website. Notice that this filter may
remove interesting camera related aspects. However, since the possibly removed
aspects are among the most frequent English words, those aspects are likely to
be present in the first aspect set A1. Similarly as in previous aspect candidate
filtering presented in Section 3.2.3, we remove those word candidates that are
uniquely formed by adjectives, prepositions, adverbs, conjunctions or verbs us-
ing the VAAP lexicon presented in previous Section 3.2.3. We also filter out
candidate aspects formed by company names and camera models with the NE
lexicon. As a final step, we evaluate the set of remaining candidate words against
our corpus reviews. We are only interested in candidate words used by people
in their experiences, because later in this work we need to determine the polar-
ity of the sentiment associated with each aspect and camera model. As such,
we count the frequency of occurrence of the candidate words in the reviews in
our corpus and filter out those below the uni-gram frequency threshold δs, or
bi-gram frequency threshold δc, as we did in the previous section for A1. This
procedure removes candidate words not often used, together with non occuring
words generated by the brute-force approach.
After the word candidate filtering process, we obtain the set A2, generated
using the camera keywords and exploiting the category structures extracted
from the two specialized photography websites. This new aspect set differs from
aspect set A1, because it contains specialized camera aspects that were selected
without using WordNet as a filtering approach to remove candidate words not
related with the photography domain.
3.3.3 Creating the PhotoDict taxonomy
We turn now to the creation of PhotoDict, a photography-related domain tax-
onomy intended to overcome the inaccuracy and domain limitations of WordNet
we have seen in the previous Section 3.2. PhotoDict will be used in next sec-
tions to estimate the relations between photography related aspects, and in next
chapters of this work to create the concepts and the bundles of arguments.
The PhotoDict taxonomy organizes the large set of aspects related to the
photography domain A2 by creating an aspect hierarchy of categories based on
the categories present in Dpreview and Snapsort. This way, using the PhotoDict
taxonomy, we know that ‘raw’ is an aspect related to ‘picture’, and that ‘mem-
ory stick’, a non-existing compound word in WordNet, is related to ‘storage’.
PhotoDict taxonomy will be used in Section 3.4 to discover new aspects from
user-generated reviews, and later in Chapter 4 to create the concept vocabulary.
To create the PhotoDict taxonomy, we first extract all top category words H
9http://www.wordfrequency.info/
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and synonyms, among other aspects, are subcategories of aspect ‘sensor’.
of both Dpreview and Snapsort websites. Since the two websites use a different
set of categories to describe the important aspects of a camera, we perform a
simple category alignment by comparing the names of the categories of the two
websites, together with their WordNet synonyms, using the Jaro-Winkler string
distance [Winkler, 1999]. If a category in Dpreview has a similar category name
of a category in Snapsort, as happens with ‘Image quality’ and ‘Image’, both
categories are mapped together into the same PhotoDict category. This way,
all aspects from A2 generated from ‘Image quality’ Snapsort category and their
corresponding subcategories, and all aspects generated from Dpreview ‘Image’
category and its subcategories, will be grouped in the same branch of the Pho-
toDict taxonomy. On the other hand, if a Dpreview category does not have a
Snapsort equivalent category or viceversa, those categories are added to Photo-
Dict as separate categories. The same procedure is applied to the subcategories
H ′ of Dpreview and Snapsort, and to the H ′′ sub-categories of Dpreview, un-
til all categories and subcategories are instantiated in the PhotoDict taxonomy.
At this point, a manual evaluation is performed to ensure the consistency of
the PhotoDict taxonomy category structure, manually modifying the mappings
between Dpreview and Snapsort categories if necessary. Table 3.3 shows the
mappings created between Dpreview and Snapsort for H categories, and the
resulting PhotoDict categories.
Once the PhotoDict structure is created, we populate the PhotoDict taxon-
omy with all aspects from the aspect set A2. Remember that every aspect in A2
was generated in Section 3.3.1 as a result of combining Dpreview and Snapsort
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Dpreview H cat. Snapsort H cat. PhotoDict
Viewfinder - viewfinder, view finder
Screen Screen screen
Focus - focus, focal point
Optics Lens lens, optics
Connectivity - connectivity
Sensor Low light sensor
Price - price, cost
- Shutter shutter
Videography features Movies video, movie
Storage Storage storage
Physical - battery
Photography features, Features Features feature, characteristic
Image Image quality photograph, image, picture
Table 3.3: Mapping between Dpreview and Snapsort top categories to PhotoD-
ict.
H,H ′ and H ′′ category names and synonyms. As such, we add each aspect in A2
to the corresponding PhotoDict category from where it was generated. Figure
3.11 presents the PhotoDict tree of aspect sensor.
The PhotoDict taxonomy contains 182 aspects organized in 13 main cate-
gories.
3.4 Aspect Selection Using PhotoDict
In this section, we build a new aspect set A3 by filtering out the aspect candidate
set Ac using PhotoDict taxonomy instead of WordNet. Remember that Ac was
created with the unsupervised aspect extraction method presented in Section 3.2,
and then filtered out using WordNet to create the aspect set A1. The WordNet
filtering removed all candidate aspects that were not found in WordNet, and as
a consequence, some interesting camera related aspects were removed. Here we
repeat the aspect candidate filtering process to filter the aspect candidates Ac,
but using the new PhotoDict taxonomy instead of the WordNet approach used
in Section 3.2.
To create the aspect set A3, we first select a set of salient aspects from Ac
using PhotoDict taxonomy instead of using the aspect filtering method presented
in Section 3.2.3. To do so, we first lemmatize all reviews of our corpus and
create the set of lemmatized sentences Ls. Afterwards, we search the set of
lemmatized sentences Ls for single words and bi-grams that contain any of the
top category aspects H that form the PhotoDict taxonomy. The selected set of
nouns and compound nouns is then filtered by frequency based on the frequency
threshold δs and δc, similarly as in previous section, to remove spurious content.
However, the quantity of spurious content removed is lower than in section 3.2.3,
although the frequency thresholds δs and δc are the same, because the selected
set of nouns and compounds of this section are more frequent. This seems to
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be related with the fact that the selected set of nouns and compounds have a
common lemma with the top category aspects of PhotoDict, and as such tend
to be more frequent.
Notice that, with this method, we do not filter out candidate aspects using
WordNet as we did in previous Section 3.2.3, therefore resulting in a different
set of selected aspects than A1. For instance, one of the top level categories
in the PhotoDict taxonomy is ‘sensor’. With this approach, we search in all
the user reviews from our corpus for single or compound words formed with the
word ‘sensor’. By exploring the reviews, we realize that users quite often talk
about the ‘ccd sensor’ of certain cameras, and as such ‘ccd sensor’ is selected
as a compound aspect. This new compound aspect ‘ccd sensor’ is included into
the new aspect set A3, although it was filtered out in previous aspect set A1
because it did not exist in WordNet, and was not generated as a candidate word
in aspect set A2 because it was not present in the web resources. Figure 3.12
shows the aspect candidate selection process using PhotoDict, and the creation
of the new aspect set A3.
3.5 Identifying More Compound Aspects
By observing the aspect sets A1, A2 and A3 created until this point, we found
that the quantity of compound aspects was low with respect to single word
aspects in all of the three aspect sets. Analyzing the unsupervised aspect ex-
traction pipeline presented in Section 3.2, we realized that the problem was in
the aspect filtering process, specifically with the WordNet filtering. Many of the
candidate compound aspects in Ac were filtered because they were not found in
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WordNet. As a result, the final quantity of compound aspects in A1 is low.
In this section we present an aspect selection method oriented to identify
compound aspects bi-grams). Since compound aspects, such as ‘zoom lens’, are
usually formed by joining two single aspects (uni-grams), we search for all uni-
gram aspects selected until now in the three aspect sets of the set of lemmatized
sentences Ls introduced in previous Section 3.4. Once all uni-gram aspects of
a sentence are identified, we create compound aspects by joining them in pairs,
finally only keeping those above a certain frequency threshold. The process
is presented in Figure 3.13. Let s be a sentence that belongs to the list of
lemmatized sentences Ls, A
′ the union between all single aspects from the aspect
setsA1, A2 andA3, and F (A′, s) a function that identifies all aspects from aspect
set A′ found in sentence s. Then, ∀ai, aj ∈ F (A′, s), we create all pairs (ai, aj)
and (aj , ai), forming compound aspect candidates. Those compound aspect
candidates are then evaluated against the user reviews of our corpus, similarly
as we did in previous section, only keeping those above a frequency cut-off δc.
The resulting set of compound aspects forms a new aspect set of compound
aspects named A4.
3.6 Aspect Vocabulary Creation
The creation of the aspect vocabulary of a corpus is the union of the four aspects
sets we have developed so far:
A = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3 ∪ A4 (3.1)
Figure 3.14 shows the creation of the aspect vocabulary from the aspect sets.
Notice that all four aspect sets were created after applying two frequency filters:
δs for the uni-gram aspects, and δc for the bi-gram aspects or compounds. The
objective of the frequency filters is to filter out spurious content and aspects not
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frequently used in the reviews. The reason of using separate frequency thresholds
for single and compound aspects is because single aspects are more frequent
in the reviews than compound aspects. If we were to use only one frequency
threshold for both uni-gram and bi-gram aspects, the resulting aspect vocabulary
would almost only contain uni-gram aspects. Furthermore, when we say we apply
the two frequency thresholds to generate different aspect vocabularies, we are in
fact applying both frequency thresholds to all four aspect sets. In this section
we will also analyze the effect of different values of frequency thresholds, in order
to select the best δs and δc, which will be then used in creating the final aspect
vocabularies for the three camera types that will be used in the rest of this work.
An aspect vocabulary contains all identified salient lexical items (uni-grams
and bi-grams) used by people when expressing their experiences about a prod-
uct in textual form. All words present in an aspect vocabulary were obtained
from and evaluated against the set of user reviews that form one review corpus.
Furthermore, all four sets of aspects were selected using automatic and unsu-
pervised methods, with the exception of the PhotoDict taxonomy (although we
also show how can it be generated automatically). This means that the methods
presented in this chapter are transferable to other product-related domains, as
we present in the evaluation performed over phone reviews in Section 3.2.2. The
only domain dependent part is the PhotoDict taxonomy, which obviously can-
not be used to assess the relations between aspects not related to photographic
cameras. However, the creation of the PhotDict taxonomy is detailed in Section
3.3, and is easily replicable to other domains with publicly available resources.
In order to create our review corpora, we extracted camera reviews from
Amazon.com belonging to three different camera types. The camera types de-
fined by Amazon are: Digital single lens reflex or DSLR, Compact system cam-
eras or Compact, and Point & Shoot or P&S. The reviews were grouped in 3
corpora, one corpus for each camera type. A brief description of these camera
types is the following:
• Digital Single Lens Reflex cameras or DSLR: Digital cameras that
combine the optics and the mechanisms of a single-lens reflex camera with
a digital imaging sensor. The reflex design scheme is the primary difference
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between a DSLR and other digital cameras.
• Point & Shoot cameras or P&S: Point & Shoot cameras are designed
primarily for simple operation. Most use focus free lenses or autofocus
for focusing, automatic systems for setting the exposure options, and have
flash units built in. Point-and-shoots are by far the best selling type of
separate camera. They are popular with people who do not consider them-
selves photographers but want easy-to-use cameras for snapshots of vaca-
tions, parties, reunions and other events.
• Compact cameras or COM: Compact cameras, also named bridge cam-
eras, are a trade-off between the features of DSLR and Point & Shoot
cameras. They are usually smaller in size than the DSLR cameras and
may have interchangeable lenses, allowing more user customization and
specific configurations that are not possible with the simple configurations
permitted with a Point & Shoot camera.
From the extracted reviews organized in three corpora, and after evaluating the
frequency thresholds, we create three camera aspect vocabularies, one for each
camera type. We analyze the quantity of uni-gram and bi-gram aspects that
form each aspect vocabulary in order to understand the boundaries that define
each camera type. We are also keen to study the contribution of the four aspect
sets to the aspect vocabulary of each of the three camera types. Specifically,
we want to compare the set of aspects extracted using the unsupervised aspect
extraction method A1 with the rest of aspect sets A2, A3 and A4.
This section is structured as follows. We first describe our corpora of user
reviews in Section 3.6.1. Section 3.6.2 studies the impact that different frequency
thresholds have in the creation of an aspect vocabulary; the comparison is made
against a a “ground truth” formed by manually tagged user reviews. Then, after
selecting the frequency thresholds that perform best, we describe in detail the
aspect vocabularies of the three camera categories, analyzing the contribution of
the 4 aspects sets that form each vocabulary in Section 3.6.3. We finally compare
the aspect vocabularies of the three Amazon camera categories DSLR, Point and
Shoot and Compact, presenting the most interesting aspect differences between
camera types.
3.6.1 Review Corpora
During September 2015, we extracted more than 100,000 reviews of 2,264 Ama-
zon digital cameras from three different camera Amazon.com categories: Digital
SLR, Compact System Cameras, and Point & Shoot. We filtered out those
products that were older than 1st January 2010 and had less than 15 different
user-generated reviews. Then, we united all synonymous products leaving us
data for 102 products in the DSLR category, 95 in Compact category, and 599
products in Point & Shoot category. Finally, we grouped the resulting products
in three corpus: KD for DSLR category, KC for Compact category, and KP for
Point & Shoot category. Each corpus is formed by a set of product-reviews pairs
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Category KD KC KP
No. of Products 102 95 599
No. of Reviews 7,552 6,334 84,138
Table 3.4: DSLR, Compact and PAS Camera Corpus.
{(pi, Rev(pi)}, where pi is a digital camera and Rev(pi) is the set of reviews
about camera pi.
Table 3.4 shows the quantity of products and reviews that form each corpus.
Notice that the set of products in KP is much larger than KD and KC .
3.6.2 Frequency Threshold Evaluation
Before creating the aspect vocabularies that will be used in next chapters, we
need to select the frequency thresholds to filter the spurious content. To do
so, we take the aspect vocabularies A created by the methodology presented
in Section 3.6 and we apply different frequency thresholds δs and δc. These
results in a number of filtered aspect vocabularies, that we will note Aδcδs . Then,
we will evaluate each Aδcδs using the measures of precision, recall and f-score.
The objective is to identify which are the δs and δc that create the best aspect
vocabulary and to assess how useful the aspect vocabulary is to our purposes
of reusing other people’s experiences. The evaluation is performed against a
manually tagged subset of reviews from KD, that we consider the “ground truth”
corpus against which the measures of precision, recall and f-score are applied.
Every review in the ground truth corpus is tagged by three different annotators.
The annotators searched and marked aspects that are interpreted to be related
to the photographic domain. Then, for different δs and δc frequency threshold
values, we compare how many of the manually tagged aspects are found in an
aspect vocabulary A, and how many aspects of a vocabulary aspect A are not
manually tagged as aspects by the annotators.
The frequency thresholds for uni-grams δs and for bi-grams δc play a very
important role in the creation of the final aspect vocabulary. Depending on
those two frequency thresholds, the resulting vocabularies may drastically vary
in size, an as a consequence, the precision and recall obtained in the evaluation
may be affected. Figure 3.15 shows the frequency distribution of the top 1000
most frequent aspects of the three aspect vocabularies. The x-axis corresponds
to the aspects in a vocabulary, ordered by frequency, and the y-axis corresponds
to the number of occurrences of an aspect in the reviews (presented using a
logarithmic scale).
Notice that, among the top 1000 aspects, most of them have less than 1000
occurrences. Moreover, the frequency of the aspects decreases exponentially:
the accumulated occurrences of the top thirty aspects in each corpus is greater
than all occurrences of the rest of aspects added together. That explains why
small changes on the frequency threshold may result in very different aspect
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Figure 3.15: Aspect frequency of the top 1000 most frequent aspects for the
three aspect vocabularies, ordered by frequency.
vocabularies, and the significance of analyzing the various filtered vocabularies
Aδcδs .
Remember that δs and δc are frequency thresholds relative to the most fre-
quent aspect in an aspect vocabulary. For this reason, we write δs and δc as
percentages. For instance, suppose δs = 0.1%. Applying δs as the frequency
threshold to create AD, considering that the most frequent aspect in AD has a
frequency of 7, 770, would be equivalent to filter out all aspects that are used
less than 7 times in the reviews of KD. In fact, since an aspect vocabulary is the
union of the four aspect sets, a filtered vocabulary Aδcδs is created as the union
of the four aspect sets (A1, A2, A3, A4) filtered using the frequency thresholds
δs and δc.
We proceed as follows: first we present the selection and annotation of the
ground truth reviews, and then we analyze the filtered aspect vocabularies gen-
erated with different frequency thresholds δs and δc.
Manual Tagging of Reviews
The first step is to select a subset of reviews from the DSLR corpus KD that
will be tagged by human annotators, since manually tagging 7,552 reviews is not
feasible. The annotators, as instructed, will read the subset of reviews; for each
review, they will tag the lexical items they consider are aspects relevant to the
photographic domain.
The subset of KD reviews should contain as many different aspects belonging
to AD as possible. Moreover, the subset of reviews should to be rather small to
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Figure 3.16: Average number of aspect occurrences compared to review length
in words.
facilitate the tagging task to the annotators. Thus, we analyzed which reviews
contained more aspects, and found a strong correlation between the quantity of
words of a review and the average quantity of aspects it contains, presented in
Figure 3.16. We see that, on average, the reviews that have between 1 and 1000
words contain a small quantity of aspect occurrences, while the reviews that
have 5,000 or more words contain 3,500 aspect occurrences on average.
Since longer reviews contain more aspects, we sorted all KD reviews from
longest to shortest review length. First, we selected the 5 longest reviews to be
in the ground truth corpus. Then, iteratively until 70 reviews were selected, we
added to the ground truth corpus those review that included more new aspects
considering the aspects already present in the selected reviews. Finally, we
randomly added 10 more reviews from KD to complete the ground truth corpus.
Thus, the ground truth corpus has 80 reviews of the DSLR corpus KD,
and contains more than 65,000 words, an average of approximately 900 words
per review. Our aspect extraction approach approach identified 1,484 different
aspects in the ground truth corpus, an average of 18 unique aspects per review.
Among those 1,484 identified aspects, 94 belong to the top 100 most frequent
words of the DSLR corpus KD, and 184 to the top 200. This means that, within
the 80 reviews that will be tagged by the three human annotators, we can find
a representative set of the most frequent aspects of the DSLR corpus KD.
Finally, this set of 80 reviews is given to three annotators, with instructions
to tag all existing uni-gram or bi-gram aspects related with the domain of dig-
ital photography. To facilitate the annotation task, we developed a supporting
program that allows the annotator to double click the text to tag or remove
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Figure 3.17: Tagging helper and a tagged comment.
an already tagged aspect, and save the review tagging progress so it can be re-
sumed later. The annotator assistant also allow annotators to assign a polarity,
positive or negative, to each selected aspect. Although we did not ask the anno-
tators to assess the polarity of the selected aspects, this tool can also facilitate
the creation of a sentiment vocabulary in order to evaluate the performance of
sentiment analysis systems. Figure 3.17 presents an screenshot of this program.
The three annotators produced 240 annotated reviews, that we will use in
next section to evaluate the different aspect vocabularies. The three annotators,
Ann1, Ann2 and Ann3, tagged 1,275 aspects in the 80 selected reviews. Table
3.5 presents the number of different aspects tagged. The column Top 100 shows
how many of the tagged aspects belong to the top 100 most frequent aspects
in AD. The row Two annotators shows the number of different aspects tagged
by at least two different annotators, and Three annotators shows the number
of different aspects tagged by the three annotators. Notice that at least two
annotators agreed in tagging 325 aspects, including 71 of the 100 most frequent
aspects in this corpus, while 226 words were considered aspects by the three
annotators. Although we want to keep the aspect set ground truth corpus as
big as possible, we are not prepared to accept as a valid aspect in our ground
truth a aspect only considered by one annotator. Therefore, we have decided to
consider valid aspects for our ground truth those aspects tagged by at least two
annotators; we will note this aspect set as AM .
Table 3.6 shows the Jaccard similarity between the aspect sets tagged by the
annotators. The Jaccard similarity between the tagged sets of aspects of Ann1
and Ann2 is strong, considering that Ann1 tagged only 323 different aspects
compared with the 447 tagged by Ann2. The Jaccard similarity between Ann3
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#Different Aspects
Total Top 100
Ann1 323 75
Ann2 447 70
Ann3 505 67
Two annotators 325 71
Three annotators 226 62
Table 3.5: Ground truth annotation
summary.
Ann1 Ann2 Ann3
Ann1 1 0.524 0.425
Ann2 1 0.382
Ann3 1
Table 3.6: Jaccard similarity be-
tween sets of annotated aspects.
and the rest is a somewhat lower, mainly because of the large number of words
Ann3 considered to be aspects (Ann3 tagged 100 aspects more than Ann1).
Analysis of Frequency Threshold
In this section we use the apect set AM to evaluate the precision and recall
of several aspect vocabularies Aδcδs , created using different frequency thresholds
δs and δc. Recall that AM is set of aspects tagged by at least two annotators
from the selected DSLR partition of 80 reviews. The goal is to identify which
frequency thresholds values for δs and δc create a better aspect vocabulary for a
camera type; therefore our goal is to determine the pair of values δs and δc for
each one of the three camera types. To this end, we selected 8 different value
pairs δs and δc, from which we constructed 8 filtered aspect vocabularies, namely
A00,A0.050.2 ,A0.10.4,A0.150.6 ,A0.20.8,A0.251 ,A0.52 , and A1.255
A0.030.1 means that we used a frequency threshold for uni-gram aspects δs = 0.1%
of the most frequent aspect in A, and a frequency threshold for bi-gram aspects
of δc = 0.03%. A00 means that we did not use any frequency threshold to filter
spurious content. Since uni-gram words were approximately 4 times more fre-
quent than bi-gram words in the corpora reviews, we decided that the threshold
for bi-gram aspects would be set to δc =
1
4δs. Moreover, recall that this process
is performed for each one of the three camera types.
We will now compare each aspect vocabulary Aδcδs against AM . We consider
an aspect vocabulary to be good to the degree that is close to the aspects in
AM . Notice that here we are only interested in finding the frequency thresholds
δs and δc to get rid of the spurious content for the three camera categories. For
this reason, we consider that the tagged ground truth created from KD reviews
suffices for the Compact and P&S camera types, as we will see later in this
section. Recall that, to overcome the annotator’s subjective bias when tagging
the ground truth reviews, we decided to include in AM only those aspects tagged
by at least two annotators. By doing this, we also remove any tagging mistakes
the annotators could have made.
Comparing the different aspect vocabularies Aδcδs with AM we can obtain
the precision, recall and f-score measures. The precision value is the fraction of
retrieved instances that are relevant, or in other words, the ratio of how many
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of the aspects that are in the vocabulary Aδcδs are also in AM . The recall value
is the fraction of relevant instances that are retrieved, that is, the ratio of how
many aspects in AM are also in Aδcδs . The f-score F is a a k-parametric measure
that combines precision and recall:
Fk = (1 + k
2)
precision · recall
(k2 · precision) + recall
Notice that when k > 1 we weight recall higher than precision, and when k < 1
we weight precision higher than recall. In our experiments we used k = 1, since
we consider precision and recall equally important.
Tables 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 show the precision, recall and f-score of 8 generated
vocabularies using the DSLR (KD), the Compact (KC) and P&S (KP ) corpora.
Notice that, in Table 3.7, the recall value keeps decreasing from 0.822 in A00 to
0.221 in A1.255 , while the precision increases from 0.180 in A00 to 0.866 in A1.255 .
The same behavior is observed in Tables 3.8 and 3.9 for Compact and P&S
types. This is because of the frequency filter, that removes less frequent aspects
from the aspect vocabulary. The majority of those aspects are spurious content,
and as such the precision of the aspect vocabulary increases when those aspects
are removed. However, the recall value, decreases indicating that there are also
camera related aspects that were tagged, and then removed by the frequency
threshold. Notice that without applying any frequency filter the system identifies
an 82% of all the words considered aspects by two or more annotators. That
means that there is a 18% of words considered aspects by the annotators not
detected as such by our system. The f-score weights equally both measures, and
the best f-scores are obtained when δs = 0.8 and δc = 0.2 (with a F1 = 0.595)
for DSLR, and δs = 0.6 and δc = 0.15 for both Compact and P&S.
Notably, the best f-scores for the vocabularies of the three camera types are
obtained with A0.150.6 and A0.20.8, that are contiguous. Therefore, we may sensibly
conclude that the best frequency thresholds are obtained when 0.6 ≤ δs ≤ 0.8
and 0.15 ≤ δc ≤ 0.2. Since the ground truth corpus was formed by annotated
reviews from the DSLR KD, and the f-score differences between A0.150.6 and A0.20.8
are not remarkable, we decided that, from this point onwards, we will use δs =
0.8 and δc = 0.2 as the frequency filtering values to create the three aspect
vocabularies AD, AC and AP used in later chapters of this work.
3.6.3 Creating Three Photography Aspect Vocabularies
In this section we create the three aspect vocabularies, AD, AC andAP , from the
three corpus KD, KC , and KP , using the frequency filters selected in previous
section. We explore the quantity of uni-gram and bi-gram aspects that form
each aspect vocabulary and we analyze the contribution of the four aspect sets
to the aspect vocabulary of each of the three camera categories.
In the previous section we determined to use δs = 0.8% and δc = 0.2%.
For the DSLR camera type, this means that the δs threshold is set to 60, ap-
proximately the 0.8% of 7,770, the number of occurrences of the most frequent
aspect (‘lens’) in AD, and the δc is set to 15. Table 3.10 presents the resulting
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DSLR A00 A0.050.2 A0.10.4 A0.150.6 A0.20.8 A0.251 A0.52 A1.255
Precision 0.179 0.369 0.491 0.622 0.713 0.745 0.788 0.866
Recall 0.837 0.680 0.610 0.523 0.511 0.455 0.371 0.221
F1 0.295 0.478 0.544 0.568 0.595 0.565 0.504 0.352
Table 3.7: Precision, recall and f-score of 8 DSLR aspect vocabularies generated
using different δs and δc.
COM A00 A0.050.2 A0.10.4 A0.150.6 A0.20.8 A0.251 A0.52 A1.255
Precision 0.222 0.389 0.510 0.586 0.641 0.693 0.775 0.878
Recall 0.738 0.623 0.539 0.511 0.461 0.430 0.333 0.224
F1 0.341 0.479 0.524 0.546 0.538 0.531 0.466 0.357
Table 3.8: Precision, recall and f-score of 8 COM aspect vocabularies generated
using different δs and δc.
P&S A00 A0.050.2 A0.10.4 A0.150.6 A0.20.8 A0.251 A0.52 A1.255
Precision 0.231 0.393 0.537 0.586 0.616 0.697 0.761 0.852
Recall 0.713 0.619 0.520 0.493 0.454 0.386 0.277 0.215
F1 0.349 0.479 0.528 0.535 0.523 0.496 0.406 0.343
Table 3.9: Precision, recall and f-score of 8 P&S aspect vocabularies generated
using different δs and δc.
δs = 0.8% δc = 0.2%
AD 60 15
AC 70 20
AP 280 80
Table 3.10: Resulting frequency thresholds δs and δc for the three camera cate-
gories.
frequency thresholds of the three camera categories. Figure 3.18 shows the δs
and δc thresholds for the DSLR aspects vocabulary.
Table 3.11 shows the sizes of the aspect vocabularies AD, AC and AP , be-
fore (top) and after (bottom) applying the frequency filtering with δs = 0.8%
and δc = 0.2%. As we can observe, by applying a small frequency filtering we
remove a large quantity of aspects. We noticed that the size of the three filtered
aspect vocabularies is similar: the three vocabularies contain between 190 and
250 aspects. Moreover, the ratio between uni-gram and bi-gram aspects is al-
most equal in the three vocabularies, showing that the two frequency thresholds
δs and δc are balanced with respect to uni-grams and bi-grams for the three
camera types. The three aspect vocabularies, AD, AC , and AP , are presented
in Appendix C.
Aspect Set Contribution
Now we will compare the total amount of aspects contributed by every aspect
set A1, A2, A3 and A4 for the three aspect vocabularies in Figure 3.19. Keep
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Figure 3.18: DSLR aspect vocabulary selected frequency thresholds δs and δc.
Before Frequency Filtering
Corpus Uni-gram aspects Bi-gram aspects Total
AD 8,153 5,526 13,679
AC 14,062 5,869 19,931
AP 13,763 5,360 19,123
After Frequency Filtering
Corpus Uni-gram aspects Bi-gram aspects Total
AD 128 138 266
AC 149 119 268
AP 110 89 199
Table 3.11: Aspect vocabularies for KD, KC , and KP .
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AD AC AP
U-gram B-gram U-gram B-gram U-gram B-gram
Unique in A1 44 21 65 21 18 2
Unique in A2 ∪ A3 ∪ A4 9 31 4 30 21 42
Table 3.12: Unique aspect sets of the aspect vocabularies KD, KC , and KP ,
where ‘U-gram’ means uni-gram and ‘B-gram’ means bi-gram.
in mind that an aspect may belong to more than one aspect set, since the
same aspect may have been selected by more than one method presented in this
chapter. For instance, this is the case of aspect ‘lens’, present in both aspect sets
A1D and A2D, that is A1 and A2 of the DSLR aspect vocabulary AD. As such,
aspect lens is represented in the figure as belonging to both aspect sets A1D and
A2D. The fact that an aspect forms part of more than one aspect group can be
used as a measure of confidence about how relevant that aspect is. In fact, 9
of the top 10 most frequent aspects of AD are found in more than one aspect
set. This aspect confidence measure could be then used to further prune those
aspects that, for instance, were not selected in two or more aspect sets. This
would improve the precision, but at the expense of drastically reducing the recall
of the aspect vocabulary. Therefore, we chose not to implement this measure in
our work.
Next, Table 3.12 compares the quantity of aspects found exclusively by the
unsupervised aspect extraction method in A1, or exclusively with the other
aspect methods that created the other aspects sets A2, A3 and A4. This way we
can assess how useful A2, A3 and A4 are to the final vocabulary, and compare it
withA1, the aspect set that contributes with most aspects to the final vocabulary
as shown in Figure 3.19. As expected, A1 is the aspect set that adds more unique
content to the aspect vocabulary. If the aspect vocabulary AD were to be formed
by only aspects sets A2, A3 and A4, it would contain 44 uni-grams and 21 bi-
grams less. On the other hand, we observe how the aspects sets A2, A3 and A4
are also important to the final vocabulary, in the sense that they also provide
an important quantity of uni-grams and bi-grams that were not extracted by
the unsupervised aspect extraction techniques that created A1. Some aspects
belonging to A2, A3 and A4 but not to A1 are ‘external microphone’, ‘screen
resolution’ and ‘exposure compensation’. Some aspects belonging exclusively to
A1 are ‘lcd display’, ‘lag’ and ‘iso setting’.
Figure 3.19 shows that all three aspect vocabularies AD, AC and AP have
a similar distribution of aspects over the 4 aspect sets, even considering the
difference in the quantity of reviews between P&S and DSLR/Compact types.
This means that all four methods used to construct the four aspect sets are
stable across the three vocabularies.
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(a) DSLR category AD (b) Compact category AC (c) P&S category AP
Figure 3.19: Size of the aspect sets in the three aspect vocabularies.
Comparison between AD, AC and AP
We will now focus on the aspects that form the three aspects vocabularies.
Table 3.13 presents a list of the top 10 most frequent aspects of the three aspect
vocabularies AD, AC and AP . Notice that, even if the aspect vocabularies are
created from three different camera corpora, the top 10 most frequent aspects
of the three types of cameras are similar. We can observe that aspect ‘lens’,
‘video’ and ‘picture’ are between the top 10 most frequent aspects of each aspect
vocabulary. Those aspects seem to be important for users of all kinds of cameras,
no matter their category. Aspect ‘lens’ is ranked 1st for DSLR and Compact
categories, as expected, since both categories possess interchangeable lenses.
However it is ranked 5th in Point & Shoot. Furthermore, seems that the ‘price’
of the camera is a more important factor for those people who bought a Point
& Shoot cameras, while the camera ‘body’ is important for DSLR buyers. We
also observe how ‘battery’ (ranked 4th in PAS) is an important aspect for Point
& Shoot cameras. Finally, aspect ‘zoom’ occupies the 2nd place in the ranking
of most frequent aspects for Point & Shoot cameras, but it is not present in
the top 10 most frequent aspects of the other two camera categories. This can
be surprising, however it can be explained because P&S cameras do not usually
have interchangeable lenses. As such, the optical and digital zoom of the Point
& Shoot cameras are usually commented in the camera reviews.
Next, we are interested in analyzing the similarity between the aspects con-
tained in the three aspect vocabularies. To this end, we use the Jaccard set
similarity coefficient (see Equation 3.2) to perform a pairwise comparison of
vocabularies:
J(Ai,Aj) = |Ai ∩ Aj ||Ai ∪ Aj | (3.2)
where Ai and Aj are two different aspect vocabularies.
The results in Table 3.14 show that the three camera types have clearly
different aspect vocabularies. The camera types that share more aspects are
DSLR and Compact, with a Jaccard similarity of 0.6262. Point & Shoot ob-
tains a lower similarity when compared with both DSLR and Compact aspect
vocabularies (0.5349 and 0.5172 respectively), indicating that Point & Shoot
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Top 10 aspects AD Top 10 aspects AC Top 10 aspects AP
lens lens picture
picture shoot zoom
shoot picture photo
video focus battery
shot photo lens
focus shot video
photo flash shot
feature image feature
image feature quality
body video price
Table 3.13: Top 10 most frequent aspects of the aspect vocabularies AD, AC ,
and AP .
AD AC AP
AD 1 0.6262 0.5349
AC 1 0.5172
AP 1
Table 3.14: Jaccard similarity be-
tween the three aspect vocabularies.
Top 50 AD AC AP
AD 1 0.7544 0.6129
AC 1 0.5625
AP 1
Table 3.15: Jaccard similarity between
the top 50 most frequent aspects of the
three aspect vocabularies.
category has a slightly more different aspect vocabulary than those of the other
two camera types.
Similarly, Table 3.15 shows the Jaccard similarity between the top 50 most
frequent aspects of the three aspect vocabularies. As expected, the similarity
between the aspect vocabularies of the different camera types increases for the
top 50 most frequent aspects. Notice that DSLR and Compact have a Jaccard
similarity of 0.75 (0.13 above the similarity when considering both complete
aspect vocabularies). Also, the similarities between DSLR and Point & Shoot,
and Compact and Point & Shoot increase between 0.05 to 0.09 points with
respect to the results of Table 3.14. We can draw two conclusions from these
results: 1) the most frequently used aspects of the three different camera types
are more similar than less frequent aspects, which tend to vary between camera
types, and 2) the Point & Shoot aspect vocabulary is the most different compared
with the other two.
At this point, we know that the aspect vocabularies are different, specially
considering the top 50 most frequent aspects of the aspect vocabulary of DSLR
and Compact types. Now we want to study how the relative frequency of oc-
currence of those aspects is related to the camera type. To do so, we order
the aspects of each aspect vocabulary by frequency and create three aspect fre-
quency rankings rD, rC and rP , one for each camera type. This will allow us to
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rD rC rP
rD 1 0.8525 0.6374
rC 1 0.5590
rP 1
Table 3.16: Spearman rank corre-
lation between the three frequency
ranked vocabularies.
Top 50 rD rC rP
rD 1 0.8595 0.5614
rC 1 0.6323
rP 1
Table 3.17: Spearman rank correlation
between the top 50 most frequent as-
pects of the three frequency ranked vo-
cabularies.
compare pairs of frequency rankings using the Spearman rank correlation:
Sp(r1, r2) = 1− 6
∑
d2i
n(n2 − 1) (3.3)
where r1 and r2 are two frequency ordered aspect vocabularies, d = r1(ai)−r2(ai)
is the difference between the two ranks of aspect ai in r1 and r2, and n is the
number of common aspects between the two aspect vocabularies.
Tables 3.16 and 3.17 show the Spearman rank correlation between the com-
mons aspects shared by the three different aspect vocabularies: Table 3.16 con-
sidering the whole aspect vocabulary, and Table 3.17 considering only the top 50
most frequent aspects. It it interesting to point the high correlations between rD
and rC (Spearman correlation is 0.8525), and the correlations of both rD and rC
with rP . This result should be considered in the context of the previous results
presented in Tables 3.14 and 3.15. Namely, that the relative importance of the
common aspects shared between the frequency ranked vocabularies of the three
camera categories is similar: 0.8525 Spearman rank correlation between DSLR
and Compact, 0.6374 between DSLR and Point & Shoot, and 0.5590 between
Compact and Point & Shoot. The Spearman rank correlations between cam-
era types obtain similar values when only considering the top 50 most frequent
aspects of the vocabularies.
Next we explore the three frequency ranked aspect vocabularies rD, rC , and
rP , and search for those aspects found between the top most frequent aspects of a
camera type, but not between the top most frequent aspects of other types. Our
goal is to find which aspects better define the boundaries between the aspect
vocabularies of the three camera types. Table 3.18 shows that, ‘live view’ is
an aspect very frequent in the reviews of KD (the 44th most frequent aspect
in DSLR), however ‘live view’ is not that frequent for Compact and Point &
Shoot types (ranked 139th and 159th, respectively). Similarly, we observe that
almost all aspects related to ‘lens’ are deemed important for DSLR and Compact
since they are usually found between the top 50 more frequent aspects in both
camera categories. As expected, those aspects are not very frequent in Point
& Shoot reviews. Finally, among others, we may observe how aspects ‘touch
screen’, ‘charge’ and ‘wifi’ are more frequently found in the reviews of Compact
and Point & Shoot cameras than in DSLR. This result was also to be expected,
since battery and charging speed, together with connectivity, are highly desired
features for this set of all-around cameras. Analyzing the aspects to create this
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rD rC rP
live view (44) 139 159
evf (79) 36 -
hd video (80) 152 67
kit lens (33) 31 -
rC rD rP
touch screen (45) 99 63
wifi (61) 115 56
kit lens (31) 33 -
rP rD rC
wifi (56) 115 61
charger (41) 127 92
memory (69) 105 147
gps (97) 162 -
battery (4) 15 18
waterproof (50) - -
Table 3.18: Difference in aspect ranking for DSLR, Compact and PAS.
table, we found that aspect ‘waterproof’ was the 50th most frequent aspect in
Point & Shoot cameras, but it was filtered out by the frequency filter in both
DSLR and Compact aspect vocabularies. This shows that the interests of the
users that buy a Point & Shoot camera are more oriented to use them in different
types of activities that require an easy-to-use camera, whilst users that buy a
DSLR or a Compact are more interested on the quality of image and lenses.
In this section we have seen that the aspect vocabularies used by people
when describing their experiences about cameras are unique and depend on the
camera type the experience is describing. the three aspect vocabularies, AD,
AC , and AP , contain a different set of aspects. Furthermore, the importance of
the common aspects of each camera vocabulary changes between camera types.
For instance, aspects such as ‘live view’ or ‘lens’ are very frequently used by
people that define product experiences with DSLR cameras. However, those
aspects are rarely used when describing Point and Shoot product experiences.
On the other hand, ‘price’ and ‘battery’ are important aspects related with Point
and Shoot cameras but not with DSLR or Compact. Moreover, some aspects
only occur in the reviews of certain camera types. That is the case of, for
instance, aspect ‘waterproof’ of AP . For a Point and Shoot, being waterproof
is an interesting feature, and as such the P&S experiences frequently contain a
reference to the aspect. However, the same aspect does not frequently occur in
the reviews of DSLR and Compact cameras, because it is not a desired feature
in those cameras.
Because of these differences, we have decided it is better to work with three
different aspect vocabularies AD, AC and AP , each for one camera type, than
to fuse them in one general digital camera dictionary. The res of the Chapters
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will thus work with each one of the aspect vocabularies separately.
3.7 Conclusions
The aspect vocabulary presented in this monograph is created mainly analyzing
user textual experiences expressed as reviews and, ancillary, by analyzing two
web resources about photography. Furthermore, differently from other opinion
mining approaches, we create the aspect vocabulary without taking into consid-
eration (yet) the polarity of judgments, but by exploiting the syntactic structure
of the sentence and the domain knowledge available in two photography websites.
An important factor when creating an aspect vocabulary from user-generated
product descriptions is that it may change over time, because what makes a
product feature interesting now may become the accepted standard in the future.
Therefore, it is important to assess how time influences the aspect vocabularies
used by people when describing products in reviews. Although in this monograph
we considered a fixed time window comprised between 2010 and 2015 to perform
the experiments, we studied the temporal dynamics of the aspect vocabularies
and user preferences of DSLR cameras in Appendix B. The results presented in
Appendix B suggest that better aspect vocabularies are created when considering
the temporal dynamics to model aspect vocabularies.
In this monograph, we present a combination of four methods that create
the vocabulary used by people when explaining important issues that define
product experiences. The four methods used to create the aspect vocabulary
are complementary, in the sense that they discover different set of aspects from
user reviews by using different techniques. First, we use grammatical extraction
rules, combined with part of speech tagging and frequency filtering to select a
set of aspects from user reviews in an unsupervised way. This set of aspects
proved to obtain good precision when compared with other state of the art
techniques, but obtained a low recall due to the frequency filtering applied to
remove spurious content. To improve the frequency filter, we used WordNet
to asses the relation of every aspect with the photography domain, removing
those that were not related enough. This filtering method correctly filtered out
words not related with the photography domain, increasing the recall. However
we realized that some interesting aspects were filtered out by this approach,
because WordNet was missing a lot of content related to photography. That is,
some interesting aspects (mostly compound), did not exist in WordNet, and as
such we were discarding them.
Motivated by the problems found with WordNet, we decided to create our
own photographic taxonomy, PhotoDict. To do so we explored two web re-
sources, Dpreview and Snapsort, and analyzed the categories and vocabulary
they use when describing cameras. From those resources, and after evaluating
their vocabulary against our set of user reviews, we created another aspect set
formed by more technical and specialized vocabulary.
Later we used the PhotoDict taxonomy as a way to filter out the spurious
content extracted by the unsupervised aspect extraction method. That is to say,
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instead of assessing the relatedness of the candidate aspects with the photog-
raphy domain using WordNet, we used PhotoDict. As a result, we created the
third aspect set, which included new candidate aspects not found in WordNet.
We need to clarify that this method is not meant to replace the WordNet filter-
ing, but to be used as a complement. PhotoDict content is specialized in the
photographic domain, and as such, it does not contain the necessary general vo-
cabulary to asses the majority of word relations found in a free-text environment
like user reviews.
The fourth aspect set was created with the goal of finding more compounds
(bi-grams) aspects than what we had acquired with the three previous aspect
sets. The approach is a kind of exhaustive generation and later filtering of
possible bi-grams at a sentence level. Thus, we first generated all combinations
from the uni-gram aspects selected in the previous three aspect sets and then
we checked how many occurrences of them were found in a review corpus. This
created a new aspect set, uniquely formed by compound aspects.
The result of aggregating those aspect sets is a rich aspect vocabulary, created
by the combination of the four methods described, and similar to what can be
created by a human annotator. Using this methods we created the three aspect
vocabularies, one for each of the three corpora extracted from Amazon (KD,
KC , and KP ), that will be used in next chapters.
We noticed that an important step when creating an aspect vocabulary is
the selection of a frequency filter that will remove spurious content and false
aspects. The frequency filter should be carefully selected, otherwise it will also
remove interesting camera related aspects. In this chapter, we found that the
optimal aspect frequency filtering values for the vocabularies of the three camera
types, are found between the 0.6% and 0.8% of the top most frequent aspect for
uni-grams, and the 0.15% and 0.20% of the top most frequent aspect for bi-
grams. Furthermore, filtering the less frequent aspects is also necessary for our
work, since in later chapters we will be performing aspect polarity aggregation
to create the basic concepts that will define the bundles of arguments. If an
aspect does not occur often enough in the reviews, we will not be able to assess
its sentiment polarity with enough confidence.
Furthermore, we observed differences between the aspect vocabularies of
three Amazon camera types, DSLR, Compact and P&S. The reviews of each
camera type contain a different set of aspects, and users define their product
experiences differently. For instance, ‘price’ and ‘battery’ occur more frequently
in the reviews of Point and Shoot cameras than in the reviews of the other two
camera types, while ‘lens’ is of prior interest for users who bought a DSLR or
a Compact camera. Since the difference between camera types is clear when
comparing their aspect vocabularies, we decided to work with three corpora and
three vocabularies instead of conflating them into one general corpus and vocab-
ulary for all types of cameras. This decision is important, since it will affect the
results of future chapters of this monograph.
Chapter 4
Concept Discovery
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we are interested in identifying the issues addressed in product
reviews expressing people’s experiences on using those products, in the domain
of digital cameras. An issue can be expressed by a wide variety of words in text.
The previous chapter has addressed the extraction of aspects from a corpus,
however in our approach each aspect need not be an individual issue. Instead,
we consider that several aspects may refer to the same issue. This is the case
of synonyms: two aspects can be synonymous, and therefore refer to the same
issue. However, there may be aspects that are not strictly synonymous in the
dictionary sense, but may refer to the same issue by the way those aspects
are used in the text. Furthermore, issues are part of user judgments found in
the product reviews, and judgments have a polarity based on the experiences of
people with a product. The coherence of the sentiment polarity of the judgments
present in user reviews can help elucidate those aspects that refer to the same
issue.
Consider, for instance, these three aspects: ‘picture’, ‘pic’ and ‘JPEG’. One
may surmise that people using those aspects in reviews are in fact referring to
the same issue, i.e. the picture obtained by my digital camera, because they
have the same intended meaning. However, although ‘picture’ and ‘pic’ may be
considered synonyms, not so ‘JPEG’ (that is a type of digital format for images).
So, strictly speaking ‘JPEG’ refers to a different concept (digital formats), but
in the text of the reviews it is often used to refer to the picture obtained by my
digital camera. The purpose of this chapter is to find these more subtle relations
in the usage of words, that do not follow the standard definitions in a dictionary.
That is to say, our analysis may decide that in our corpus ‘JPEG’ does not refer
to the concept of digital formats but to the concept the picture obtained by my
digital camera. In practice, this implies that we need to find groups of aspects,
beyond strict synonymy, that belong to the same concept (they refer to same
issue in a review corpus).
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Clustering similar aspects in groups that are considered to belong to the
same concept opens a problem of granularity: how many groups partition the
set of aspects into concepts? On one side we can have a few large groups, or on
the other side, a large number of small groups, or something in between. This
decision on granularity is a tradeoff between having a small number of general
concepts or a large number of specific concepts.
To solve this decision on granularity we use the notion of basic level concepts
(BLC) from cognitive linguistics, explained in detain in Section 4.2. In our
example above, an example of a basic level concept for the digital camera domain
is the picture obtained by my digital camera, rather than ‘picture’ or ‘photo’ in
abstract. Even if we later use one of the aspects to name this concept, e.g.
calling it the ‘photo’ concept, we view this concept ‘photo’ as a model of the
issue addressed by the users writing reviews, that is to say the picture obtained
by my digital camera (even this phrase is never used in practice). In other
words, when we create a group of aspects, we will consider it a concept, but this
concept is considered by us a model of the issue being discussed, instead of a
representation of an abstract concept (e.g. ‘photo’).
Thus, using the notion of basic level concepts we will be able to identify
an adequate granularity for clustering an aspect vocabulary A into a set of
groups. The set of basic level concepts (groups of aspects) will form the concept
vocabulary C for a given corpus. The concept vocabulary models the important
issues used by people when expressing their experiences in product reviews, and
will be used in Chapter 5 to define the bundles of arguments of each product.
This chapter is organized as follows. We first introduce the cognitive lin-
guistics notion of basic level concepts in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 we present
a hierarchical clustering approach that groups aspects based on the aspect us-
age in the user reviews. The hierarchical clustering returns a set of possible
partitions, formed by aspects grouped at different levels of granularity. Each
partition determines the set of concepts that model the collection of issues that
are used in judgments in a review corpus.
Section 4.5 addresses the problem of selecting a single partition of the set
of aspects, and therefore committing to a set of concepts that will be our vo-
cabulary for the rest of our research work. In order to decide which partition is
selected, we define a measure over partitions that explore the degree of coher-
ence of the aspects in a group with respect to the judgments’ sentiment polarity.
The analysis of judgments’ sentiment polarity is explained in Section 4.4. The
selected partition is considered to describe the basic level concepts (BLC) of dig-
ital cameras based on the user-reported experiences in a corpus, and will form
the concept vocabulary C that we will use for such a corpus. Then, Section
4.6 analyzes the three concept vocabularies created for the three digital camera
types. Finally, Section 4.7 summarizes the approach and contributions of this
chapter.
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Figure 4.1: Examples of several levels of categorization on digital cameras.
4.2 Basic Level Concepts
In this section we introduce the notion of basic level concepts (BLC) and its
relation with the basic level categories of cognitive linguistics. Furthermore, we
explain how we use this notion to create adequate groupings of aspects.
In cognitive linguistics, Rosch et al. [Rosch et al., 2004] define two basic
principles that guide the human categorization system: (1) the principle of cog-
nitive economy, and (2) the principle of perceived world structure. These basic
principles state that humans group similar stimuli into categories to maintain
economy in cognitive representation, and that humans rely on the correlational
structure between categories in order to form them. For this reason, Rosch et al.
present the human categorization as having a vertical and horizontal dimension.
The principle of cognitive economy, represented in the vertical dimension, has
implications for the level of inclusiveness with which categories are formed. The
higher up the category is in the vertical axis, the more inclusive it is. On the
other hand, the principle of correlational structure is represented as the horizon-
tal dimension, and has implications for the representativeness of the categories
formed. The horizontal dimension relates to the category distinctions at the
same level of inclusiveness.
Figure 4.1 presents various categories related with the camera domain. For
instance consider the category ‘picture’. Relative to this category, we find ‘image’
higher up the vertical axis. Therefore the category ‘image’ is more inclusive than
the category ‘picture’. Similarly, the category ‘RAW picture’ is more specific
than ‘picture’ and ‘image’. On the other hand, ‘RAW picture’ and ‘battery life’
are distinct categories that occupy the same position in the vertical axis. Hence,
according to Rosch et al., they operate at the same level of detail.
According to Rosch et al. [Rosch, 1973, 1977; Rosch and Lloyd, 1978],
information-rich bundles of perceptual and functional attributes occur that form
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natural discontinuities, and basic cuts in categorization are made in such discon-
tinuities. Following this idea, categories within taxonomies are structured such
as there is one level of abstraction at which the most basic category cuts can be
made; the greater the inclusiveness of a category within a taxonomy, the higher
the level of abstraction. We are interested in identifying the natural discontinu-
ities between the sets of aspects that form the aspect vocabulary, to obtain the
precise level of abstraction that will allow us to reuse people experiences. With
that level of abstraction, we will create the set of basic level concepts, and the
concept vocabulary C.
Basic level concepts (BLC) are those that strike a tradeoff between two con-
flicting principles of conceptualization: inclusiveness and discrimination. Rosch
et al. found that there is a level of inclusiveness that is optimal for human
beings in terms of providing optimum cognitive economy. This level of inclusive-
ness is called the basic level, and concept or categories at this level are called
basic-level concepts. More inclusive concepts, that is, those concepts that give
less details and are found higher up in the vertical axis, are called superordi-
nate concepts. Concepts lower down the vertical axis, providing more detail, are
called subordinate concepts.
In Figure 4.1, the basic level is found at the middle level of the hierarchy,
and the concepts ‘picture’, ‘battery’ and ‘lens’ are basic level concepts. Concept
‘image’ is the superordinate concept for ‘picture’ (as are ‘energy storage’ and
‘optics’ to their respective BLCs), and it is more general: A ‘picture’ is considered
here an image made using a camera, and used in common parlance more often
than the technical term ‘photograph’; on the other hand, ‘image’ is considered
an abstract term, a physical likeness or representation of a person, animal, or
thing, including painted canvases, and sculptures. On the other hand ‘RAW
picture’ is a subordinate concept of the BLC ‘picture’, and it is more specific.
Notice that the BLC concept subordinates are usually formed by combining the
BLC concept name with another word that specifies the nature of the given
BLC. For instance, ‘RAW picture’, or other concepts such as ‘gray-scale picture’
and ‘color picture’ are also subordinate concepts of the BLC ‘picture’, because
they are more specific and can be abstracted to have the same intended meaning
as ‘picture’.
In our approach, we create a collection of basic level concepts in an unsuper-
vised way from the review corpus, where each BLC assembles a set of aspects
that, according to our analysis, are used in a similar way by the reviewers. As
we show in section 4.3, we estimate this similarity by taking into account the
semantic and lexical similarities of the aspects, and analyzing its usage in the
reviews. Furthermore, we evaluate the coherence/incoherence of the polarity of
the judgments whose issues are assembled in a given BLC. The first step towards
the creation of the set of BLCs is to create the categories of aspects included in
the aspect vocabulary. We do so by using a hierarchical clustering algorithm,
described in Section 4.3.
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4.3 Aspects Hierarchical Clustering
The objective of this chapter is to obtain the set of basic level concepts users
deem relevant to express in a text describing his or her experiences. Since in
previous chapter we identified all salient aspects used by people and created
the aspect vocabulary A, here we need to assess the similarity between those
aspects and group them to select the set of basic level concepts we will use in
later sections. We say that two aspects are similar if they are used in similar
ways in the reviews of a product. This approach is detailed later in this section.
To group the aspects in concepts, we use a hierarchical clustering algorithm.
This process returns a dendrogram: a tree diagram used to illustrate the ar-
rangement of the clusters produced by the clustering algorithm. Exploring this
dendrogram, we are able to select the set of basic level concepts, and define our
concept vocabulary C.
We divide the selection of basic level concepts in two parts: First, in this
section we create a dendrogram, using a hierarchy clustering algorithm, where we
cluster the set of aspects in aspect groups by analyzing the aspect usage among
the reviews of the corpus and exploring the semantic and lexical similarities
between them. Once the hierarchical clustering is finished, in Section 4.5 we
explore the resulting dendrogram to select the set of basic level concepts that
will form our basic level concept vocabulary C.
The first step to create the clustering dendrogram, is to identify the synonyms
of the aspects that form the aspect vocabulary. To this end we use WordNet,
a lexical database of English. Every aspect a in the aspect vocabulary A is
mapped to the corresponding WordNet synset with the same noun word form,
if it exists, and is disambiguated by identifying the synset with the shortest
aggregated WordNet Path Distance [Meng et al., 2013] to a set of manually
selected WordNet synsets formed by the top 5 most frequent aspects of the
aspect vocabulary. The aspects that have a synonymy relation among them
are grouped together into aspect groups Gj . Aspects without synonyms form a
group of cardinality 1. This collection of aspect groups G is the input of the
aspect hierarchical clustering that we present in this section.
Next, we iteratively cluster the most similar groups of aspects and create a
dendrogram from where the set of basic level concepts will be selected. To group
the aspects we use an unsupervised bottom-up hierarchical clustering algorithm
that takes the most similar pair of groups at each stage and joins them together
in a higher level aspect group. Joining two aspect groups Gi and Gj results in
a new aspect group Gk formed by uniting the aspects of both Gi and Gj . For
instance suppose the next two aspect groups Gi = {battery, battery pack} and
Gj = {battery life} are to be joined. The resulting aspect group Gk will be
formed by the three aspects {battery, battery pack, battery life}. Algorithm 4
presents the complete aspect hierarchical clustering algorithm.
We will define now similarity measures over aspects and over groups, used
to select the most similar aspect groups in every iteration of the hierarchical
clustering. The similarity between two groups of aspects Gi and Gj is defined
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Algorithm 4: Aspect Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm
Input: Aspect Groups G;
Output: dendrogram H;
1 repeat
// Find the two most similar aspect groups in G
2 (Gi, Gk) = FindMostSimilarGroups(G);
// Join them together
3 Gk = Join(Gi, Gj);
// Remove old aspect groups Gi, Gj, and add new Gk
4 G.remove(Gi, Gj);
5 G.add(Gk);
// Update dendrogram
6 H = UpdateDendrogram(G);
7 until |G| := 1 ;
8 return H;
as:
Sim(Gi, Gj) =
1
|Gi||Gj |
|Gi|∑
n=1
|Gj |∑
m=1
SimA(an, am)
where an and am are aspects from the aspect groups Gi and Gj respectively.
The similarity measure between two aspects is:
SimA(ai, aj) = α · Γ(ai, aj) + β ·∆(ai, aj) + γ · Λ(ai, aj)
where α, β and γ are weighting parameters in [0, 1] such that α+β+γ = 1. The
values of SimA are in [0, 1]. Functions Γ(ai, aj), ∆(ai, aj) and Λ(ai, aj) estimate
the aspect similarity between aspects ai and aj in three different dimensions:
Semantic similarity, string similarity and PhotoDict similarity. We introduce
them next:
Semantic Similarity (Γ) Compares two aspect co-occurrence vectors to es-
timate the similarity between aspects [Sani et al., 2011; Wiratunga et al., 2006].
The co-occurrents of an aspect are the other aspects that have a first order co-
occurrence with it within a sentence window. By passing this window over the
entire corpus we obtain, for each aspect, a list of its co-occurrent aspects. The
lists of co-occurrent aspects represent the global contexts of words, and we use
it to estimate the semantic word similarity between aspects. That is to say,
we consider that two aspects are semantically close if the co-occurrence vectors
of both aspects with respect to all other aspects in the aspect vocabulary are
similar.
Figure 4.2 shows the co-occurrent relations between some of the top most
frequent aspects in the aspect vocabulary AD. Notice that the figure does not
show the similarity between the co-occurrence vectors, but only the first order
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co-occurrences between the most frequent aspects of AD. The size of the nodes
represent the frequency of occurrence of the aspects over the reviews of KD,
the most frequent aspects are shown in bigger nodes, and the edges represent
the strength of the co-occurrence between aspects, the wider the edge the more
times those aspects co-occur in the same sentence. Notice that, for instance,
aspect ‘lens’ is frequently used in the same sentence as aspect ‘zoom’, aspect
‘shoot’ frequently co-occurs with ‘point’, and aspect ‘iso’ is frequently used with
‘noise’.
For every aspect a, we represent the set of first order co-occurrences between
a and the rest of the aspects in A in a vector space, where the dimensions of
this space are the set of aspects in the aspect vocabulary, and the values that
form the vector are the total of times those aspects co-occur in a sentence in the
reviews. The co-occurrence values that form the vector are then normalized to
facilitate the comparison between aspects with different frequency usage in the
reviews. The vectors are then compared using the cosine similarity, the higher
the cosine similarity the more semantically equivalent are the two aspects.
Table 4.1 shows the co-occurrence vectors for aspects ‘picture’, ‘photo’ and
‘lens’, considering the co-occurrence frequency between the aspects (top), and
the resulting normalized co-occurrence vectors (bottom). Remember that the
co-occurrence vectors contain a co-occurrence value for all aspects of A. In this
example, we reduced the dimensionality of the co-occurrence vectors to only a
subset of 8 aspects as an example. At the top of Figure 4.1 we show the amount
of times the two aspects co-occur together in the same sentence considering the
set of reviews in corpus KD. For instance, aspect ‘picture’ was used in the same
sentence as aspect ‘image’ 140 times, and aspect ‘lens’ was used together aspect
‘zoom’ 529 times. Notice that ‘lens’ and ‘lcd’ were never used together in the
reviews. This sparseness problem is well known and serious in the co-occurrence
statistics. However it is not very common in our corpus, because the aspects
that form the aspect vocabulary were selected after a frequency filter, assuring
that all aspects occur at least enough number of times in the reviews.
The bottom of Figure 4.1 shows the normalized co-occurrence vectors of the
three example aspects. The normalization is done with respect to the total
frequency of the aspect in the reviews of a corpus. If we were to add all co-
occurrence values from the real co-occurrence vectors of one aspect, it would
add to 1. Notice that the co-occurrence vectors of ‘picture’ and ‘photo’ are very
similar. In fact, the semantic similarity between them Γ(‘picture’,‘photo’) =
0.891. On the other hand, the co-semantic similarity between the co-occurrence
vectors of ‘lens’ and ‘picture’ is Γ(‘lens’,‘picture’) = 0.810. That means that the
aspect ‘photo’ is semantically more similar to ‘picture’ than the aspect ‘lens’.
String Similarity (∆) Estimates the similarity of two aspects by using the
Jaro-Winkler string similarity. Jaro-Winkler string similarity is a variant of the
Jaro similarity metric that compares the characters of two strings. The higher
the Jaro-Winkler similarity, the more similar the strings are. Differently from
the Jaro similarity metric, the Jaro-Winkler similarity gives more importance to
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lens
video
picture
shoot
quality
image
focus
photo
feature
iso
light
point
body
price
photography
shooting
sensorbutton
shutter
noise
zoom
Figure 4.2: Co-occurrences between pairs of the most frequent aspects of the
aspect vocabulary AD.
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Co-occurrence frequency vectors
zoom video image shoot lcd noise shutter screen ...
picture 105 248 140 345 71 86 116 98 ...
photo 57 249 162 319 54 49 81 91 ...
lens 529 353 469 333 0 104 129 0 ...
Co-occurrence vectors (normalized)
picture 0.017 0.041 0.023 0.057 0.011 0.014 0.019 0.016 ...
photo 0.012 0.053 0.034 0.068 0.011 0.010 0.017 0.019 ...
lens 0.039 0.026 0.034 0.024 0 0.007 0.009 0 ...
Table 4.1: Co-occurrence vectors for aspects ‘picture’, ‘photo’ and ‘lens’, with
co-occurrent frequency counts (top), and normalized co-occurrence vectors (bot-
tom).
the left-most characters of the aspects to reward aspects with similar lemmas
ϕ, in this work we use ϕ = 3. We use 0.1 as the constant scaling factor for the
prefix ϕ. The Jaro-Winkler similarity between two aspects is defined as:
∆(ai, aj) = (1− J) + (0.1 · ϕ(1− J))
where J is the Jaro distance between two strings. The Jaro distance J is defined
as:
J(ai, aj) =
{
0 if m = 0
1
3 (
m
|s1| +
m
|s2| +
m−t
m ) otherwise
where m is the number of matching characters between the strings, and t is
the number of transpositions needed to form the same word considering only
the matching characters between the two strings. Two characters from a1 and
a2 match, if they are the same character and not farther than
max(|a1|,|a2|)
2 − 1
in their respective aspect strings. Table 4.2 shows the Jaro-Winkler similarity
between aspects, using ϕ = 4 and 0.1 as the constant scaling factor prefix.
a1 a2 ∆(a1, a2)
photo photography 0.89
pic picture 0.87
lens zoom lens 0
lens lens zoom 0.88
video focus 0
Table 4.2: Jaro-Winkler similarity between pairs for aspects using ϕ = 4.
PhotoDict similarity (Λ) Estimates the similarity between two aspects by
exploring the shortest path between the two terms in the PhotoDict taxon-
omy. PhotoDict is a small taxonomy of camera-related terms created in previous
Chapter 3. If two aspects are close in the PhotoDict taxonomy, that means that
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they are related. For two aspects ai and aj in the aspect vocabulary, the length
of the shortest path between them can be determined from one of those three
cases:
• ai and aj are the same aspect. The path length between ai and aj ,
len(ai, aj) = 0, thus the path similarity between them is 1.
• ai and aj are different nodes, and ai is related in the taxonomy with aj .
The similarity between ai and aj is estimated as
1
len(ai,aj)+1
.
• Either ai and aj do not exist in the taxonomy. The similarity between ai
and aj is 0.
Table 4.3 shows some examples using path similarity in PhotoDict taxonomy.
Notice that ‘focus’ and ‘auto focus’ are close in the PhotoDict taxonomy, as
well as ‘lens’ with ‘zoom’, or ‘sensor’ with ‘image sensor’. ‘Image sensor’ and
‘resolution’ are also related in the PhotoDict taxonomy, but the distance between
the two aspects is longer than in the previous examples. Finally, the similarity
between ‘sensor’ and ‘sensor’ is 1, since they are the same aspect.
a1 a2 Λ(a1, a2)
focus auto focus 0.5
lens zoom 0.5
image sensor resolution 0.33
sensor image sensor 0.5
sensor sensor 1
Table 4.3: PhotoDict taxonomy similarity between pairs of aspects.
There is a special treatment of compound nouns in the presented clustering.
Since compounds are formed by two or more words (e.g. image quality), we
group them with the most frequent aspect among the compound forming words.
Figure 4.3 shows a small part of the resulting dendrogram for DSLR, consid-
ering only a representative small subset of uni-gram and bi-grams aspects. Since
hierarchical clustering gives multiple partitions (clusterings) at different levels,
we have to select one single partition to create our concept vocabulary.
The result of the hierarchical clustering is a dendrogram (or clustering tree)
of aspects, where each aspect is grouped with its most similar aspect group. This
way, and according to our semantic and lexical user review analysis, all similar
aspects are grouped together in aspect groups, formed at different levels of the
dendrogram.
Those different aspect groups have different inclusiveness and discrimination,
and it is up to us to find the select the partition of basic level concepts that will
form the concept vocabulary. To do so, we introduce the polarity of judgments
and the concept of sentiment coherence in Section 4.4. Those techniques are
then used in Section 4.5 to select the set of basic level concepts of our concept
vocabulary C.
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Figure 4.3: Representative portion of the DSLR resulting dendrogram.
4.4 Analyzing Judgment Polarity
In this section we present a method to identify the polarity of judgments found in
user reviews. Judgments expressed by users are based on issues they encountered
while using a product or a service, and have a positive, negative or neutral
polarity. Here we show how, by assessing the polarity of the judgments, we can
leverage information about the similarity of usage of those aspects, and thus
select a good partition of basic level concepts.
Assessing the polarity of these judgments is important to determine if the
experiences of the users with respect to the judgment’s issue were positive or
negative, and to determine whether two or more aspects are related with the
same issue, as we will see later in this chapter. The analysis of judgment polarity
is used in Section 4.5 to select partition of basic level concepts, and in Chapter
5 to create the bundles of arguments for each camera under consideration.
For example, people usually complain about the issue ‘battery’ of the camera,
and sentences such “this camera has a short battery life” are commonly found
in camera user reviews. We call such sentences judgments, because they express
facts, from the user point of view, encountered by users while they were actually
using a product or a service. Polarity can be extracted from those facts: As we
can understand from previous sentence, the author of the reviews did not have
a pleasant experience with the battery of the camera.
Assessing the polarity of a judgment falls within a broad task known in the
literature as sentiment analysis. Due to its nature, sentiment analysis is widely
applied to reviews and social media for a variety of applications, such as market-
ing, estimating sales or customer service. There exists numerous approaches to
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extract the subjective sentiment of words in a sentence, mostly of them by com-
bining text analysis and natural language processing techniques. We describe
some of them later in this section.
For instance, in the previous sentence “this camera has a short battery life”,
the adjective short has a negative connotation in the context of the judgment,
and since it appears near to ‘battery’ (the issue of the judgment), we infer that
this judgment shows a negative sentiment polarity over the issue ‘battery’. Now
consider the next judgment, found in a user review for the Nikon D7100 camera:
“The camera auto-focus works well [. . .]”. The user judgment over the issue
(‘auto-focus’) is clearly positive, and the author expresses a positive experience
about the auto-focus of the camera. The perceived polarity of the judgment
could have been more intense if the sentence were to contain the adverb very, as
in “The camera auto-focus works very well”. Note how the adverb very increases
the polarity strength of the sentiment word ‘good’. Adverbs can also diminish
the sentiment strength of a judgment, as in “The camera auto-focus works fairly
well”. Finally, suppose the judgment “The camera auto-focus does not work
good”. With the addition of the negation ‘not’, we completely switched the
polarity of the judgment over the issue auto-focus, from positive to negative.
All those considerations must be taken into account when analyzing the sen-
timent or polarity of the judgments by using sentiment analysis methods. Since
extracting sentiment from natural language constructs is a challenge, lexicons are
often used to ascertain the polarity (positive, negative or neutral) and strength
of sentiment expressed at word-level. SentiWordNet [Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006]
is an example of a sentiment lexicon, where every WordNet synset has three sen-
timent scores associated: positivity, objectivity and negativity. Table 4.4 shows
the positive (PosScore), objective (ObjScore), and negative (NegScore) scores
given by SentiWordNet for some example words. Notice how ‘well’ and ‘love’, as
expected, are words that usually carry a strong positive polarity. On the other
hand, ‘short’ and ‘awful’ carry a predominant negative sentiment, being ‘awful’
(with a negative score of 0.875) considered more negative than ‘short’ by Senti-
WordNet (0.5). The word ‘short’ also has a positive score (0.375), but it is not
as strong as the negative (0.5). Finally, notice how ‘banana’ is not considered a
positive or negative word by SentiWordNet, but purely objective.
Word PosScore ObjScore NegScore
well 0.75 0.25 0
love 0.5 0.5 0
short 0.375 0.125 0.5
awful 0 0.125 0.875
banana 0 1 0
Table 4.4: SentiWordNet polarity scores of example words.
By combining those three sentiment scores, we can assess the sentiment value
of a word. The resulting sentiment value is normally expressed by a normalized
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score [-1,1], being 1 the most positive sentiment score, and -1 the most negative
sentiment score.
Using those word sentiment vocabularies, and analyzing the judgments with
natural language techniques, we can adjust the sentiment of a given term rela-
tive to its environment based on the way sentiment words relate. Words that
intensify, relax or negate the sentiment expressed by the concept, will affect the
sentiment score of the judgment. Returning to previous user judgment “The
camera auto-focus works very well”, ‘well’ has a positive sentiment associated
that is intensified by the adverb ‘very’. As such, the overall sentiment score of
the judgment is clearly positive.
As we have said, those sentiment dictionaries are useful to determine the
polarity of words. However, the subjectivity of words and phrases sometimes
depend on their contexts and the domain of the text. For instance, the judg-
ment “the Canon PowerShot G3 is small”, has a positive polarity, because a
point-and-shoot camera should be easy to carry, and as such, the smaller the
size the better. However, if we say “the television is small” we might be stating a
problem, because, usually, the bigger the television the better. As such, the sen-
timent dictionaries like SentiWordNet should be used carefully, with a previous
evaluation on how correctly the sentiment dictionary applies to our domain. If
necessary, the sentiment lexicon can be adapted to our domain using contextual
semantics [Saif et al., 2014].
In this work, we use a sentiment analysis system named SmartSA [Muham-
mad et al., 2013], to assess the polarity of user judgments. The SmartSA sys-
tem obtains the sentiment score of sentiment-bearing words from SentiWordNet
[Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006]. The score will be modified to take into considera-
tion negation terms and lexical valence shifters such as intensifier and diminish
terms. Furthermore, SmartSA uses contextual information to improve the sen-
timent scores by first identifying the correct senses when extracting scores from
SentiWordNet, and second by adjusting the sentiment scores on the basis of con-
textual analysis to modify prior polarities of documents’ terms. The negative
and positive strength is expressed as a value in the range [-1,1].
Let a be an aspect occurring in sentence x, we define s(a, x) ∈ [−1, 1] as
the sentiment value, estimated using the SmartSA sentiment analysis system, of
aspect a in sentence x. Table 4.5 shows some example judgments whose polarity
is assessed by the SmartSA system. Notice that the SmartSA system correctly
identifies the positive polarity of the first judgment “The shutter speed is im-
pressive” (with a sentiment score of 0.250). The polarity of previous sentence is
increased when we add the intensifier ‘very’ (sentiment score of 0.375). The last
judgment is correctly identified as having a negative polarity (-0.542) as well.
Using the SmartSA system, we assess the polarity of the judgments presented
by people when describing their experiences with digital cameras. In Section 4.5,
we introduce a method to assess the sentiment coherence between aspects by an-
alyzing the average polarity of the sentiments of those aspects among the corpus
reviews. This method is used in the same section to discover the basic level
concepts contained in the aspect vocabularies created in the previous chapter.
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Judgment s(a, x)
“The shutter speed is impressive” +0.250
“The shutter speed is very impressive” +0.375
“All telephoto lens are awful” -0.542
Table 4.5: Example judgments with SmartSA sentiment scores.
4.5 Concept Vocabulary Creation
From the concept dendrogram created in Section 4.3, here we are interested in
selecting a partition that is able to describe the basic level concepts of digital
cameras based on the usage of the aspects occurring in the experiences of our
corpus. The groups of aspects of the dendrogram can be considered concepts at
different levels of granularity, grouped together in Section 4.3 by analyzing the
semantic and lexical information from user reviews. Those issues are found in
user judgments expressed in user experiences. As such, by exploring the user
generated reviews, we can assess the sentiment polarities related to those judg-
ments, and extract the polarity of the experiences users had with the different
granularity issues from the dendrogram. We say that a good level of granularity
for an aspect group, and consequently for a partition, would be that in which the
average polarity of the judgments of all aspects in an aspect group cohere with
respect to the products in our corpus. For instance, let ‘battery’ and ‘battery
life’ be two aspects grouped in the same issue. We consider that the judgments
related to those two aspects over the reviews of a product should have a similar
polarity. It is unlikely that some reviewer would judge ‘battery’ as a positive
feature of a certain camera, and ‘battery life’ as a negative feature of the same
camera. Since, always according to our analysis, both of them are grouped in
the same issue from the dendrogram, the polarities of the judgments related to
those two aspects should cohere.
In this section, we leverage the aspect sentiment information from those
judgments related to the dendrogram issues, to define a sentiment coherence
measure between pairs of aspects of an aspect group. Using this measure, we
estimate the sentiment coherence of a partition by aggregating the sentiment
coherence values of all aspect groups in that partition, and finally select the
partition with the highest aggregated sentiment coherence to form the concept
vocabulary C.
Before continuing, we introduce some notation. Let G be the set of aspect
groups that form the hierarchical clustering dendrogram H, created in previous
Section 4.3. K = {G1 . . . Gn} is the set of possible partitions, formed by aspect
groups Gi ∈ G, from the dendrogram H such that each partition Ki ∈ K is
pairwise disjoint Gi ∩Gj = ∅ for i 6= j, and exhaustive
⋃
i=1...nGi = A. Section
4.5.1 describes a method to assess the sentiment coherence between aspects and
aspect groups, and later, in Section 4.5.2 we select the best partition to create
the concept vocabulary.
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4.5.1 Aspect Sentiment Coherence
We have seen how to assess the polarity of judgments present in user reviews in
the previous Section 4.4. Now, let us considerOcc(p, a), all judgments concerning
aspect a in reviews about a product p. Given two aspects a1 and a2, we are
interested in estimating the degree of coherence between their sets of judgments
Occ(p, a1) and Occ(p, a2), related with a product p. By averaging the polarity
of the judgments in Occ(p, a1) and Occ(p, a2), we can compare the polarity
coherence between the experiences of people with respect to aspects a1 and a2
of product p. We repeat this process for all products in the corpus, with the
intuition that two aspects will have a high degree of coherence if their polarity
of judgments are highly correlated over a set of products ∀p ∈ P.
In our approach, judgment sentiment plays an important role in the creation
of BLCs. We say that the average of the polarity judgments related to the
aspects grouped in the same BLC should correlate when considering the same
product. Consequently, since all aspects grouped in a given BLC are used in
similar contexts representing the same concept, the polarity of the judgments
related to the aspects assembled in the same BLC should be similar over the set
of products of the corpus.
We do so in the following way. Let p ∈ P be a product, a ∈ A an aspect
and Sav(p, a) the average sentiment, of the set of sentences from the reviews of
product p related with aspect a:
Sav(p, a) =
1
M
∑
x∈Occ(p,a)
s(x, a)
where x is a sentence, Occ(p, a) is the set of sentences from the reviews of product
p in which aspect a occurs, and M = |Occ(p, a)|. Remember that s(a, x) assesses
the sentiment of aspect a in sentence x using the SmartSA sentiment analysis
system. Sav(p, a) always returns a sentiment value between [−1, 1].
For each aspect a ∈ A, we create a vector D(a) formed by the normalized
sentiment averages of aspect a over the set of products p in the corpus:
D(a) = (S′av(pi, a))i∈1...|P|
where, S′av(pi, a) is in [0,1] and is estimated over the set of products in P.
By comparing two aspect vectors D(ai) and D(aj), we can assess the polarity
coherence between two aspects ai and aj . The aspect vector D is the polarity
profile of aspect a: it contains the average polarity of aspect a, considering all
user judgments from user experiences, over the set of products in the corpus.
Figure 4.4 shows the judgment average polarity distribution of three aspects
‘battery’, ‘battery life’ and ‘lens’, over a set of products. According to our
analysis, aspects ‘battery’ and ‘battery life’ belong to the same BLC, whilst
‘lens’ does not. As can be observed, the judgment average polarity distribution
of the two aspects grouped in the same BLC, ‘battery’ and ‘battery life’, is
similar over the set of selected products. For instance, the average polarity
of the judgments related to ‘battery’ aspect is slightly negative (-0.31 polarity
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Figure 4.4: Judgment polarity distribution over a set of 9 products for aspects
‘battery’, ‘battery life’ and ‘lens’.
score) for the Nikon D800. Similarly, the average polarity of the aspect ‘battery’
over the set of reviews of Nikon D800 is also negative (-0.04). That means that
the judgments related to those two aspects found in the reviews of the Nikon
D800 and grouped into the same BLC are negative on average. On the other
hand, the average polarity of the judgments related to the aspect ‘lens’ is very
positive (+0.86) for the same camera. People is talking about a different concept
when using the aspect ‘lens’ with respect to the other two aspects, but they talk
about the same concept when using ‘battery’ and ‘battery life’.
Next, we define the polarity similarity measure between two aspect polarity
profiles Di for aspect ai, and Dj for aspect aj . To do so, we compare the two
vectors using the cosine similarity. Since the vector values are normalized, the
cosine similarity returns a similarity value between [0, 1], 1 meaning maximum
orientation similarity, and 0 no similarity:
Sim(Di, Dj) = cos(Di, Dj) (4.1)
Table 4.6 shows the similarity Sim between the polarity profiles of aspects
‘battery’, ‘battery life’ and ‘lens’ from previous example. Notice that the simi-
larity between the polarity profiles of ‘battery’ and ‘battery life’ is high (0.896),
while it is not between ‘battery’ and ‘lens’ (0.423). The polarity similarity
measure between two aspect polarity profiles is used in next section to define a
coherence measure for aspect groups, and then extended to estimate the polarity
coherence of a partition.
4.5.2 Concept Vocabulary
Using the aspect polarity profiles and the similarity Sim defined in the previous
section, here we define a sentiment coherence measure for aspect groups, by
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ai aj Sim(Di, Dj)
battery battery life 0.896
battery lens 0.423
battery life lens 0.594
Table 4.6: Similarity Sim between polarity profiles.
comparing the polarity profiles of all aspects grouped together. Furthermore, by
aggregating the sentiment coherence of the aspect groups that form a partition
K, we obtain a partition score. The partition with highest partition score is
selected, and its aspects groups form the concept vocabulary C.
For instance, let picture, photo and image be three aspects in an aspect
group. If those three aspects are used by people to refer to the same concept
(“picture obtained by my digital camera”), then the sentiment values of those
aspects with respect to the reviews of each product should have a high coherence
degree.
We define the average sentiment similarity IS of a group of aspects G as the
average Sim among the polarity profiles of all pairs of aspects in G:
IS(G) =
1
|G| · (|G| − 1)
|G|∑
i=1
|G|∑
j=1,j 6=i
Sim(Di, Dj)
where Di and Dj are the polarity profiles of aspect ai and aj respectively, and
Sim(Di, Dj) computes the cosine similarity between aspect polarity profiles as
introduced in Section 4.5.1. Aspect groups formed by only one aspect will have
an IS value of 0.
Next, the Partition Ranking score R(K) of a partition K is estimated as
follows:
R(K) =
1
|K|
|K|∑
i=1
IS(Gi)
where |K| is the size of the set of aspect groups that form partition K. The
higher R(K), the better the partition K.
Algorithm 5 presents the method to select the partition of basic level con-
cepts from all possible dendrogram partitions K. Notice that the input variables
maxc and minc correspond to the maximum and minimum accepted size for
a partition. This way we can adapt the partition selection strategy to only
estimate the partition score of partitions with a certain granularity.
The partition K with the highest partition ranking score R(K) is selected.
Now, let us consider Occ(P, G), all judgments concerning the aspects in the
aspect group G in the reviews about all products P in a given corpus. All
aspect groups Gi ∈ K with |Occ(P, Gi)| ≥ 100, form the concept vocabulary C.
This selection is performed to ignore small aspect groups with little similarity to
other aspect groups in the dendrogram, as those are usually formed by spurious
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Algorithm 5: Concept vocabulary partition selection
Input: dendrogram Partitions K, int maxs, mins
Output: Concept Vocabulary C;
// Initialize the partition-score list
1 Ks〈K, score〉 := Ø;
// Select all partitions Ki ∈ K of size minc ≤ |K| ≤ maxc
2 for Ki ← K where minc ≤ |Ki| ≤ maxc do
// Estimate the partition ranking score R(Ki)
3 scorei := R(Ki);
// Add the partition-score pair to the list
4 Ks.add(〈Ki, scorei〉);
// Return the partition K with highest score
5 return Ks〈R, score〉.selectHigestScore;
Concept Name Aspects in Concept
Wireless wireless, wifi
Card card slot, cf card, sd card, card, card memory
Battery life battery, battery life, ion battery, charger, battery, life
Button
button, shutter button, speed shutter, shutter speed,
shutter, button layout, release shutter, button shutter
Table 4.7: Three of the basic level concepts in CD and their aspects.
content that overcame the aspect filtering from previous chapter. In Section 4.6
we give some examples about the aspect groups filtered.
Each c ∈ C is identified with the name of the most frequent aspect grouped
within the concept. Table 4.7 presents a small subset of the concepts obtained
in this section when considering the the aspect vocabulary AD extracted from
the DSLR corpus.
In Section 4.6 we create three concept vocabularies, one for each Amazon
camera type, using the aspects from AD, AC , and AP respectively. We com-
pare the selected partitions of the resulting hierarchical clustering dendrogram
for each camera type, and the aspects that form the concepts in the concept
vocabularies. The concept vocabularies will be used in Chapter 5 to create the
bundles or arguments that will allow the reuse of people’s experiences.
4.6 Analysis of Concept Vocabularies
In this section we create the concept vocabularies for the three camera types:
DSLR (CD), Compact (CC), and Point & Shoot (CP ). We do so by following
the methodology presented in this chapter. Using the aspect vocabularies AD,
AC and AP discovered in Chapter 3, we create three hierarchical clustering
dendrograms (one for each camera type). Afterwards, we select the partition
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Concept Vocabularies |C| ∑i...|C| |ci|
CD 41 225
CC 39 197
CP 39 179
Table 4.8: Concept vocabularies for DSLR, Compact and Point & Shoot cate-
gories.
with with highest R(K) from each dendrogram, removing those groups Gi ∈
K whose |Occ(P, Gi)| ≤ 100, and only considering partitions with 35 to 45
groups, a reasonable concept vocabulary size for our purposes. From the selected
partitions, one for each camera category, we create the concept vocabularies CD,
CC and CP , that determine the set of concepts that model the collection of issues
that are used in the judgments of the reviews from the tree corpus of cameras.
The concept vocabularies for the DSLR (CD), Compact (CC), and Point & Shoot
(CP ) cameras, are presented in Appendix D.
Table 4.8 shows the quantity of concepts and aspects that form the three
selected concept vocabularies CD (formed by 41 concepts), CC (formed by 39
concepts), and CP (formed by 40 concepts). Notice that the quantity of aspects
that form the concept vocabularies of the three camera categories is smaller
than their respective aspect vocabularies. That is because, before creating the
concept vocabulary, we discarded those aspect groups from the selected partition
that were found less than 100 times as review judgments. We interpret the low
occurrence of the elements within those concepts as that they are not deemed
important by people when describing their experiences with digital cameras.
Some of the discarded aspects for DSLR were ‘burst mode’, ‘aspect ratio’ and
‘chromatic aberration’ together with ‘manual’ and ‘auto’. For Compact, some
of the discarded aspects were ‘bargain’, ‘shoot’, and ‘histogram’. On the other
hand, for Point & Shoot, we discarded ‘preset’, ‘speed’, and ‘manual control’,
among others.
Figure 4.5 shows the most frequent aspects that form the top 10 concepts with
more occurrences in DSLR concept vocabulary CD. Each concept has a different
color assigned: Concept ‘picture’ (blue), ‘iso’ (yellow), ‘focus’ (pink), ‘viewfinder’
(light pink), ‘screen’ (teal), ‘sensor’ (brown), ‘resolution’ (dark green), ‘video’
(green), ‘battery’ (light blue) and ‘lens’ (orange). The closer the elements in the
graph, the more similar they are considering the similarity equations presented
in Section 4.3. By observing the figure, we obtain an idea of how the aspects are
used in the reviews of the DSLR corpus. For instance, we observe concept ‘iso’,
according to our analysis, is very similar to ‘picture’. Furthermore, ‘iso’ occurs
often in the reviews, and is selected to form a separate concept from ‘picture’.
Another interesting aspect is ‘image sensor’, found between the concepts ‘picture’
(blue) and ‘sensor’ (brown). In the figure, ‘image sensor’ appears closer to
concept ‘sensor’ than concept ‘picture’, however our analysis considered it should
be clustered in concept ‘picture’. We also observe that ‘focus’, ‘lcd’ and ‘screen’
are similar concepts, as they appear close in the figure. On the other hand ‘lens’,
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Top 10 concepts CD Top 10 concepts CC Top 10 concepts CP
picture image picture
lens lens zoom
video price video
screen video price
focus focus battery
button zoom screen
iso button price
photography screen focus
price battery button
battery sensor flash
Table 4.9: Top 10 most frequent concepts of CD, CC , and CP .
‘video’ and ‘battery’ form very well defined concepts.
Now, we will compare some concepts of the three concept vocabularies CD,
CC and CP . Do people talk about different issues depending on the camera type?
Does the usage of the same aspects vary between the reviews of different cam-
era types, and as a consequence, the resulting concepts vary between categories?
Table 4.9 shows the top 10 most frequent concepts in CD, CC , and CP . The name
of a concept corresponds to the most frequent aspect grouped in that concept.
We observe how the most important issues expressed by users in their experi-
ences are similar for the three camera categories. For instance, concept ‘picture’
(named ‘image’ in CC) is found between the top 5 most frequent concepts of the
three camera types, together with ‘video’ and ‘lens’ (named ‘zoom’ in CP ). Also
notice that ‘price’ is a common concept for the three camera types, ranked 3rd
and 4th for Compact and Point & Shoot cameras respectively, but not deemed
that important for DSLR (ranked 9th).
Let us focus on the aspects that form the concept ‘button’ of the three vocab-
ularies in Table 4.10. In this table, we considered ‘shutter button’ and ‘button
shutter’ as the same aspect. As such, the table only presents the aspect ‘shut-
ter button’. Similarly, we considered ‘shutter speed’ and ‘speed shutter’ as the
same aspect. Notice that, the description of concept ‘button’ has some common
aspects between CD, CC , and CP , however the quantity of aspects grouped in CP
is smaller compared to CD and CC . Furthermore, it is interesting to point that
only the description of ‘button’ in CC includes aspects such as ‘lag’ or ‘shutter
lag’, not present in concept ‘button’ of CD nor CP . This happens because in
both CD and CP , ‘shutter lag’ (or ‘lag’) is considered a concept by itself.
We need to define a measure to assess the similarity between concepts from
different concept vocabularies, and we do so using the Jaccard similarity intro-
duced in Equation 3.2 of previous Chapter 3. Next Tables 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and
4.14 show the Jaccard similarity between four of the most frequent concepts of
the three concept vocabularies CD, CC and CP : ‘picture’, ‘video’, ‘button’ and
‘price’. We compare if the aspects that form those concepts are similar or vary
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iso performance
iso
1080precording
shoot video
video camera
video
video recording
video quality
film
movie
mic
microphone
slow motion
hd video
image sensor
iso image
exposure compensation
priority
jpeg image
spot metering
scene image quality exposure bracketing
tone
photo quality
depth
stabilization
metering
picture quality
manual exposure
focus image
color image
color
exposure metering
sharpness
photograph
exposure
photo
pic
image
picture
iso picture
jpeg
image stabilization
wide aperture
contrast
focal length
zoom
kit lens
lens focus
aperture
macro
lens quality
lense
lens
angle
wide angle
lcd viewfinder
viewfinder
view finder
view
screen resolution
live view
view screen
screen
lcd screen
touch screen
touchscreen
dot
life
battery
ion battery
size sensor
cmos sensor
sensor
full frame
frame
pixel
resolution
megapixel
view focus
focus assist
focus point
focal point
focus
Figure 4.5: Top 10 most important concepts in CD and its aspects, related by
edges.
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CD CC CP
button
button shutter button shutter button shutter
button button button
speed shutter speed shutter shutter
button layout menu button
release shutter lag
shutter shutter lag
shutter
Table 4.10: Aspects grouped in ‘button’ concepts for CD, CC , and CP .
c(picture) ∈ CD CC CP
CD 1 0.6842 0.5833
CC 1 0.6666
CP 1
Table 4.11: Jaccard similarity be-
tween concept ‘picture’ of the three
concept vocabularies.
c(video) ∈ CD CC CP
CD 1 0.8500 0.6363
CC 1 0.7500
CP 1
Table 4.12: Jaccard similarity between
concept ‘video’ of the three concept vo-
cabularies.
c(button) ∈ CD CC CP
CD 1 0.4444 0.5000
CC 1 0.4285
CP 1
Table 4.13: Jaccard similarity be-
tween concept ‘button’ of the three
concept vocabularies.
c(price) ∈ CD CC CP
CD 1 0.0800 0.6666
CC 1 0.0833
CP 1
Table 4.14: Jaccard similarity between
concept ‘price’ of the three concept vo-
cabularies.
between camera types. It is interesting to notice the similarity between the se-
lected concepts of CD and CC (except for concept ‘price’): 0.68 between concept
picture of CD and CC , or 0.85 between concept ‘video’. Similarly as what we
have seen in previous chapter, Point & Shoot also has a slightly different con-
cept vocabulary compared with DSLR and Compact. Finally, notice the high
Jaccard similarity obtained when comparing the concept ‘video’ between the
three concept vocabularies CD, CC and CP . Concept ‘video’ is one of the largest
concepts in all three camera concept vocabularies, and the Jaccard similarities
obtained tell that it is also consistent in all three concept vocabularies.
At this point, we are interested in comparing the concept vocabularies CD, CC
and CP . Equation 4.2 presents a measure that estimates the similarity between
two concept vocabularies Ci and Cj . Notice that the measure is not symmetric,
and aggregates the best Jaccard similarity obtained between the elements of two
concept vocabularies.
SimC(Ci, Cj) = 1|Ci|
|Ci|∑
m=0
max
∀c∈Cj
(J(cm, c)) (4.2)
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CD CC CP
CD 1 0.3885 0.3993
CC 0.4400 1 0.3304
CP 0.4054 0.2798 1
Table 4.15: Concept vocabularies for DSLR CD, Compact CC and Point & Shoot
CP categories.
where concept cm ∈ Ci, concept c ∈ Cj , J(cm, c) is the Jaccard similarity between
concepts cm and c, and max returns the maximum Jaccard similarity considering
concept cm and all concepts ∀c ∈ Cj . Table 4.15 shows the results of estimating
the similarity between all three concept vocabularies. We observe that all three
concept vocabularies are noticeably different from each other. Since the concept
vocabularies represent the important issues found in user experiences, we can
say that people are interested in different issues depending on the camera type.
The most similar concept vocabularies are CD and CC , with an average SimC of
0.4142, and the less similar vocabularies are CC and CP (SimC of 0.3051). This
results are similar to the ones obtained when comparing aspect vocabularies AD,
AC and AP , where AD and AC had a higher similarity than with AP .
We further analyze these vocabulary differences by comparing the most sim-
ilar concepts related to concept picture of the three concept vocabularies in
Figure 4.6. We observe how DSLR and Compact differentiate other picture re-
lated concepts such as ‘iso’, ‘noise’ or ‘resolution’ from ‘picture’. Our analysis
showed that those concepts were popular issues in the reviews of DSLR and
Compact, and as such were selected as concepts. On the other hand, Point &
Shoot reviews do not deem ‘iso’, ‘noise’ or ‘resolution’ that important, and as a
consequence they are grouped in concept ‘picture’.
Table 4.16 shows the concepts where the most frequent aspects where clus-
tered for the three concept vocabularies CD, CC and CP . Notice that the most
frequent aspects are normally grouped in similar concepts without depending on
the camera type concept vocabulary. However, it is interesting to point out that
aspect ‘lens’ is clustered in concept ‘lens’ in CD and CC , however it is clustered
in concept ‘zoom’ for CP . That happens because in CP , ‘zoom’ is more frequent
than ‘lens’, and as such the concept receives the name ‘zoom’ in CP . However, it
is clear that Point & Shoot users talk more about issues related to ‘zoom’ than
‘lens’, contrary as we can see in DSLR and Compact camera types. We can also
observe that ‘iso’ is a concept by itself in CD and CC , however it is clustered inside
concept ‘picture’ in CP . Finally, we observe a strange fact that is ‘photography’
being clustered in concept ‘price’ for Compact concept vocabulary CC .
The evaluation of the concept vocabularies created for the three camera types
cannot be performed in this chapter, since the concepts are not correct or wrong
by themselves but need be useful for the reuse of experiences. In the next chapter,
we analyze the bundles of arguments that define the products of each camera type
using the concept vocabularies created here. There, we will be able to evaluate if
the concept vocabularies correctly represent the most important issues from the
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a) DSLR CD.
b) Compact CC .
c) Point & Shoot CP .
Figure 4.6: Concepts similar to ‘picture’ for the three concept vocabularies CD,
CC i CP
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Clustered in concept
aspect cD cC cP
lens lens lens zoom
picture picture image picture
video video video video
focus focus focus focus
photo picture image picture
image picture image picture
body body body body
iso iso iso picture
price price price price
battery battery battery battery
setting setting setting setting
photography photography price photographer
flash flash flash flash
button button button button
shutter button button button
sensor sensor sensor sensor
screen screen screen screen
Table 4.16: Concepts were aspects are clustered in CD, CC and CP .
user point of view found in their product experiences, and facilitate the reuse of
their experiences.
4.7 Conclusions
We present a methodology to identify the judgment issues found in reviews
of user experiences about products. We do so in two steps: First, we group
the semantically and syntactically similar aspects from an aspect vocabulary
using a hierarchical clustering to create a dendrogram, where each cluster in
the dendrogram represents a judgment issue found in the reviews of products
with a certain level of granularity. Second, we select a partition of issues from
this dendrogram, to create the concept vocabulary. The partition is selected
using the cognitive linguistics notion of basic level concepts, and finding a good
level of concept granularity, in terms of providing good cognitive economy, by
estimating the sentiment coherence between aspects grouped in the same cluster.
Then, we select the partition with higher sentiment coherence from the possible
partitions of the dendrogram. The resulting selected partition forms the concept
vocabulary, which models the important issues used by people when expressing
their experiences in product reviews.
Using these techniques and the aspect vocabularies AD, AC and AP created
in previous chapter, we create three concept vocabularies, one for each camera
type CD, CC and CP (see Appendix D). We observed that the methods presented
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in Section 4.3 to create the hierarchical clustering dendrogram are effective to
cluster the most similar aspects in issues, in the sense that similar aspects are
grouped in similar issues. Furthermore, we consider that using the sentiment
coherence/incoherence of the aspect groups proved to be a good technique to
identify a good level of granularity for the partition, since it leverages the usage
of the sentiment polarity with respect to the aspects of a set of reviews to decide
whether two or more aspects should be grouped together in the same issue. In
both cases, to create the dendrogram and to select a partition, we could not
implement an evaluation because aspects are grouped depending on their usage
in our corpus of user reviews, and as such, the resulting concepts may be different
from the usual concepts found in a more general corpus and clustering approach.
We will evaluate the concept vocabularies in next chapter, by observing if they
are useful to facilitate the reuse of people’s experiences. However, we can see that
the resulting concepts are coherent with what could be expected from a general
camera category classification: all aspects related to ‘picture’ are included in
similar concepts named ‘picture’, concept ‘zoom’ is similar to concept ‘lens’, and
the same for the rest of selected concepts (see Figure 4.5).
By analyzing the resulting concept vocabularies, we noticed that the usage of
aspects and the important issues over the reviews of the three corpus is different
depending on each camera type. The highest similarity between two concept vo-
cabularies SimC (as described in Equation 4.2) is obtained between the concept
vocabularies CD and CC (0.4400), while the lower SimC is obtained between CC
and CP (0.2798). These values show that the concept vocabularies of the three
camera types are very different.
That means that the important issues expressed in the reviews of a user
that bought a DSLR are different than the issues considered important in the
reviews of another user that bought a Compact or a Point & Shoot camera.
For instance, in CP we have concept ‘waterproof’. This concept is not present
neither in CD nor CC , because our algorithm did not consider ‘waterproof’ and
important issues when analyzing the user reviews of our DSLR and Compact
corpus. On the other hand, Figure 4.6 shows the difference between concepts
related with concept ‘picture’, in all three concept vocabularies. Our approach
considered that for CD and CC , the concept ‘picture’ was too general to express
the important issues present in the reviews of DSLR and Compact. As such, we
observe some other ‘picture’ related concepts, such as concept ‘iso’, ‘noise’ or
‘resolution’ in CD and CC . On the other hand, all those concepts are grouped in
concept ‘picture’ of CD. Another interesting difference are concepts ‘gps’, ‘hdr’,
‘usb’ and ’wireless’. Our system did not find strong sentiment coherence between
those aspects, and decided to select them as separate concepts of the concept
vocabulary. On the other hand, the polarity of other aspects such as ‘wireless’
or ‘wifi’ cohered among the judgments of the products, and the system grouped
them into the same concept in CD.
From this point onwards, we use those three concept vocabularies CD, CC
and CP to characterize the set of products of our corpus for each camera type,
and create the argument bundles. Those argument bundles will allow us to reuse
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people’s experiences in Chapter 5.

Chapter 5
Bundle of Arguments
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we are interested in representing the experiential information
found in user reviews as some knowledge structures that are amenable to reuse.
We leverage the experiential knowledge from user’s individual judgments about
some product domain (digital cameras) in order to create new knowledge struc-
tures; these knowledge structures should be in a form that facilitates other users
to make more informed decisions when buying, consulting or searching informa-
tion about those products.
To do so, we use the three concept vocabularies created in previous chapter,
that define the important issues found in the reviews that express the experiences
of users in the three corpora. Then, for each review of each product in a corpus
K, we identify the specific polarity value in [−1, 1] of every sentence related
to one of the concepts in the corpus vocabulary C; we call a judgment the
pairing (concept, polarity) — the concept occurring in a sentence in K with
the corresponding polarity value.
By aggregating the polarity values of judgments related to a specific concept
C ∈ C in the set of reviews Rev(p) of a specific product p, we can assess whether
the user experiences with respect to that concept C are positive or negative
regarding that product p. Repeating the same process over the set of concepts
of C over Rev(p), we can obtain a characterization of that product p based on
the individual experiences of people expressed in the terms of the concepts in C.
We call an argument the result of aggregating the polarity values of user
judgments over a specific concept C over a product p; this way we determine an
overall polarity value for C on p. Arguments can be understood as reasons in
favor (or against) buying a product p. If the overall polarity of the judgments
related to a concept over the reviews Rev(p) is positive, we consider there is a pro
argument for the product p regarding that concept C, in the sense that C plays
a positive role in the decision about why choosing this product over another one.
On the other hand, if the overall polarity of the judgments related to concept
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is negative, we consider there is a con argument for the product p regarding
that concept C. Finally, if the overall polarity of judgments of a concept over
the reviews Rev(p) is not clearly positive or negative, we consider that there is
no conclusive argument in favor or against for that product in relation to the
concept at hand, and we say it is a moot argument on the product.
By considering the pro, con and moot arguments of a product p over every
concept in a vocabulary C, we obtain a characterization about what people like
or dislike about p. We call the bundle of arguments of a product the collection
of pro, con, and moot arguments with respect to all concepts in a concept vo-
cabulary C. That is to say, a collection of pro and con reasons that have been
generated by extracting and analyzing the practical knowledge of user’s expe-
riences from the reviews of a product Rev(p); moreover, the moot arguments
represent the concepts whose judgments are inconclusive and therefore have no
influence on selecting that product over another one.
Argument bundles allow us to reuse the experiential knowledge of past users
for new users (that may have different individual preferences from the past users).
The reason is that a bundle of arguments abstracts the knowledge from the
experiences of multiple users —whose individual preferences also vary— and they
embody the overlapping consensus over specific concepts of the corresponding
product. Furthermore, to support this reuse, we will introduce later the notions
of user query and query satisfaction by a bundle of arguments. A user query
expresses the individual preferences of a user. The degree of satisfaction of a
query by a bundle of arguments is modeled using fuzzy logic and estimates to
which extent a product satisfies the preferences expressed in a query.
To test the approach, we first create the bundles of arguments for all the cam-
eras belonging to the three corpora, Digital Single Lens Reflex cameras (KD),
Compact cameras (KC), and Point & Shoot cameras (KP ). Since we are in-
terested in observing the differences between the bundles of arguments of the
three different camera types, we compare the sets of pros and cons of the DSLR,
Compact and Point & Shoot argument bundles. Then, to evaluate the quality
of the product bundles, we compare the bundles of arguments of the three cam-
era types with the camera descriptions of Dpreview.com, a renowned website
specialized in digital cameras. Specifically, we compare if the lists of pros and
cons created by Dpreview experts agree with the pro and con arguments of the
bundles of products. Finally, we present a ranking measure for bundles. We use
this measure to rank the three sets of products (DSLR, Compact, and Point &
shoot) based on their respective bundles of arguments. Afterward, we compare
the resulting rankings of bundles with the product rankings of Dpreview and
Amazon, analyzing if there is any correlation between the different rankings.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 introduces the notion of
argument, and presents three different argument types based on different po-
larity aggregation methods. Then, Section 5.3 presents the notion of bundle of
arguments for a product. Next, Section 5.4 introduces the user query and the
semantics of query satisfaction by bundles based on fuzzy logic. Bundles of ar-
guments are evaluated against Dpreview experts in Section 5.5, and Section 5.6
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summarizes the approach and the contributions of this chapter.
5.2 From Individual Judgments to Arguments
In this section we analyze judgments occurring in the user reviews of digital
cameras in order to create arguments. Arguments may be understood ae reasons
about why to buy (or not) a camera.
Arguments are created by aggregating the polarities of user judgments over
each specific concept C ∈ C over the set of reviews Rev(p) corresponding to
a product p. With the aggregation of user judgments regarding one concept
C, we are able to exploit the experiential knowledge and create an argument
about C. For instance, if the vast majority of users complain about the ‘grip’
of a certain camera, then we have evidence to believe that the camera’s grip is
bad. Similarly, if everyone praises a camera’s ‘flash’ light, then we know the
manufacturers did a good job with that specific part of the camera.
Let Occ(p, C) be the set of sentences in which the judgments related to
concept C occurring in the set of reviews of product Rev(p). That is to say,
Occ(p, C) denotes all sentences from Rev(p) where a user judgment about any
of the aspects clustered in concept C occurs. The polarity of each judgment
is obtained by applying the SmartSA sentiment analysis system presented in
Section 4.4. We define the vector V (p, C) as the collection of sentiment values
of the judgments in Occ(p, C):
V (p, C) = {s(C, x)|x ∈ Occ(p, C)} (5.1)
where s(C, x) returns the sentiment value in [−1, 1] of sentence x using the
SmartSA sentiment analysis system, and |V (p, C)| = |Occ(p, C)|.
By aggregating the polarity values of the vector of user judgments V (p, C),
we obtain an overall argument sentiment value s = AGG(V (p, C)), where AGG
is some aggregation measure (we will presently discuss three of them). In other
words, the argument sentiment value s is the aggregated sentiment polarity
about a concept C based on the particular experiences of users in Rev(p).
Thus, we define an argument as a tuple formed by a product p ∈ P, a concept
C ∈ C, and an aggregated sentiment value s:
Arg = 〈p, C, s〉
We will use the dot notation Arg.p, Arg.C, and Arg.s to refer to the three
components of an argument Arg.
If the aggregation of the judgment sentiment values in V is clearly positive,
we will create a pro argument. That means that according to our analysis, user
judgments with respect to that specific concept of a product are overall positive.
On the other hand, if the the aggregation of the sentiment values of V is clearly
negative, we will create a con argument. Finally, if according to our analysis the
aggregation of the sentiment values of V is neither clearly positive or negative,
we will create a moot argument. Moot arguments are arguments of little to no
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practical interest in our characterization of the product, since they are considered
inconclusive arguments —the reason being that there was not enough positive
or negative evidence in user experiences to consider them pro or con arguments.
Therefore, depending on the sentiment of the argument Arg.s, we define
pro arguments (Arg+), con arguments (Arg−) and moot arguments (Arg∅), as
follows:
Arg =

Arg+ if Arg.s > δ }
Arg− if Arg.s < −δ }
Arg∅ if − δ ≤ Arg.s ≤ δ}
(5.2)
where δ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter that defines what we consider “clearly” positive
or negative, and thus a pro, or a con argument —and (also implicitely) a moot
argument. Higher values of δ result in more moot arguments, since the criteria
for considering pro and con arguments becomes more strict. On the other hand,
low values of δ result in more pro and con arguments and, consequently, less
moot arguments.
Moreover, sound arguments cannot be created from a small set of user judg-
ments, because when a user expresses an experience with respect to a concept of
a product the user is performing an individual judgment based on her individual
experience, and that experience can be biased towards individual preferences. To
overcome this problem, arguments need to be created from practical knowledge,
obtained by analyzing a set of experiences from a sizable number users that may
have, in principle, different individual preferences. For this reason, the quality
of an argument is directly related to the size of Occ(p, C) —i.e. the quantity
of user judgments about a concept C occurring in the reviews of that product
p. The more user judgments about a certain concept, the less bias towards the
individual user preferences in the acquired knowledge, and the better the quality
of the argument.
For instance, suppose a user who likes interchangeable lenses, and used to
own a DSLR camera. Chances are that the judgments given by this user with
respect to concept ‘lens’ of a Panasonic Lumix ZS50 (a Point & Shoot camera)
will probably be negative, since P&S do not possess good lenses, a big drawback
when comparing this particular concept against her previous DSLR camera. The
practical knowledge we will be able to acquire about this user’s judgments with
respect to concept ‘lens’ will be biased. The only way to overcome individual
bias is to have enough number of judgments that insure enough variety in the
pool of judgments, so that there is a consensual polarity value (or at least a clear
majority regarding the polarity).
In this work we consider three different types of arguments, each one created
using a different aggregation measure over judgment sentiment polarities: the
Gini argument ArgG, agreement argument Argσ, and cardinality argument ArgF .
Moreover, they share a parameter ∆ that works as a threshold value: those
arguments with a set of judgments Occ(p, C) that is smaller in size that ∆ are
considered moot arguments. Since the sentiment aggregation measures used to
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create each one of those types of arguments are different, pro, con and moot
arguments for any given product may also vary depending on the argument type
(ArgG, Argσ, ArgF ).
We will now introduce the three types of arguments ArgG, Argσ and ArgF ,
defined using different aggregation measures over polarity values of judgments.
5.2.1 Gini Arguments
A Gini argument (ArgG) is created by combining the average judgment sentiment
value with respect to a product p concept C with the Gini coefficient [Yitzhaki,
1979], that measures to the inequality of the distribution of these judgments
sentiment values.
The Gini coefficient Gini(p, C) is usually used in economics to measure the
income inequality in an economy. It ranges from 0 (perfect income equality)
to 1 (perfect income inequality), and is calculated from the associated Lorenz
curve, being equal to the area between that curve and the line of perfect income
equality. The Gini coefficient for a set of similar incomes will be close to 0, since
the area between the Lorenz curve generated from this set of incomes and the
perfect income equality will be very small.
In this work, we adapt the Gini coefficient measure to evaluate the sentiment
dispersion (i.e. inequality) over a set of sentiment values instead of monetary
incomes. By estimating the Gini coefficient between the set of sentiment values,
we obtain a value that indicates how similar (or dissimilar) the sentiments of a
set of judgments are. If the estimated Gini coefficient among the judgments of a
concept C in the reviews of product p is close to 0, we know that people judged
concept C similarly (either in a positive, negative or neutral way). On the other
hand, if the Gini coefficient is close to 1, we know that people judged concept C
very differently.
A Gini argument (ArgG) has the form:
ArgG = 〈p, C, SG(p, C)〉
where SG aggregates the sentiment values of concept’s C related judgments
using Sav(p, C) and then we use the Gini Coefficient to penalize the average
judgment’s sentiment according to the degree of dispersion of the polarity values
of the judgments of concept C over product p. This way, given a clearly positive
or negative Sav(p, C) sentiment value, the higher the degree of dispersion of the
polarity values of the judgments of concept C, the closer it will be shifted to
the neutral sentiment value 0. If there is a low degree of dispersion between the
polarity values of the judgments, SG will be similar to the average sentiment
value Sav(p, C).
We define the sentiment average Sav(p, C) of concept’s C related judgments
with respect to the reviews of product p as:
Sav(p, C) =
1
M
∑
x∈Occ(p,C)
s(x,C)
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where x is a judgment, Occ(p, C) is the set of judgments from the reviews of
product p in which any aspect of concept C occurs, M = |Occ(p, C)|, and s(C, x)
assesses the sentiment value of concept C in sentence x using the SmartSA
sentiment analysis system (see Section 4.4). Sav(p, C) always returns a sentiment
value between [−1, 1].
The aggregated Gini argument sentiment SG(p, C) is estimated as follows:
SG(p, C) =
0,
if |Occ(p, C)| < ∆
or − δG < S(p, C) < δG
S(p, C) otherwise
where S(p, C) measures the argument’s sentiment using the Gini coefficient:
S(p, C) = Sav(p, C)(1−Gini(p, C))
Notice that when |Occ(p, C)| < ∆ we consider that we don’t have enough judg-
ments of product p and concept C; thus, we assign the neutral sentiment value
0 to the argument. Similarly, when −δG < S(p, C) < δG we consider that the
judgments average polarity is not strong enough to define an argument as a pro
or a con, and we assign the neutral sentiment value to the argument.
Now we will define Gini(p, C). However, since Gini coefficient can only be
computed with positive values, we need to translate the argument sentiment
values from [-1,1] to [0,1], as we will show later. This is only necessary to
compute the Gini coefficient, the sentiments of the argument bundles are not
modified. Let V (p, C) = {s(C,Occ(p, C))} (Equation 5.1), be an ordered vector
formed by the sentiments of the judgments related with concept C found in
the reviews of product p, such that Vi ≤ Vi+1. The size of the vector is n =
|V (p, C)| = |Occ(p, C)|. We define ~V = {v1, . . . , vn} as another vector formed by
mapping, from [-1,1] to [0,1], the sentiment values of V (p, C), using the function
f(s) = s+12 , such that vi = f(Vi) for i = 1 . . . n.
The Gini coefficient Gini(p, C) between the judgments of concept C of prod-
uct p returns a value in [0, 1], and is defined as follows:
Gini(p, C) =
1
n
(
n+ 1− 2
∑n
i=1(n+ 1− i)vi)∑n
i=1 vi
)
where vi ∈ ~V , and n = |V (p, C)|.
Finally, recall that the parameter δG determines when the argument is consid-
ered a pro, con or moot (see Equation 5.2). We use δG = 0.1 in the experiments
presented in Section 5.5.
5.2.2 Agreement Arguments
An agreement argument (Argσ) is created by estimating, over a number of judg-
ments’ polarity values, whether these values agree (they are clustered closely) or
not (they are scattered).
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Figure 5.1: Judgment sentiment value distribution with respect to (a) button
concept and (b) lens concept for Pentax K-5. Notice that values have a higher
degree of dispersion in (a) than in (b).
Let Dev(p, C) be the standard deviation of the sentiment values of the judg-
ments in Occ(p, C). The agreement sentiment measure Sσ(p, C) is the sentiment
average Sav of the sentiment values of the judgments in Occ(p, C), but only for
those concepts whose Dev(p, C) < δmax (i.e. when values are reasonably clus-
tered together and thus their standard deviation is low).
This measure uses two threshold parameters δmax and δσ. First, δmax spec-
ifies the maximum acceptable standard deviation over the distribution of judg-
ment sentiment values in Occ(p, C): when Dev(p, C) > δmax we consider that
we have no grounds for an informed decision on the overall polarity of C with
respect to product p (the values are too scattered). Second, δσ specifies the
threshold for an argument sentiment value to be considered a pro, a con, or a
moot argument. An agreement argument has the form:
Argσ = 〈p, C, Sσ(p, C)〉
where Sσ is defined as follows:
Sσ(p, C) =
0,
if Dev(p, C) > δmax
or |Occ(p, C)| < ∆
Sav(p, C), otherwise
We use δσ = 0.1 (see Equation 5.2) in the experiments presented in Section 5.5.
Figure 5.1 presents the sentiment value distribution of two agreement ar-
guments of Pentax K-5, button (a) and lens (b). The button argument of the
Pentax K-5 has a sentiment value deviation σ = 0.542, showing a high dispersion
of sentiment values among the judgments of concept button among the reviews
of Pentax K-5. Since the deviation of the sentiment values of button is higher
than δmax, we have no clear overall polarity. On the other hand, the deviation
of the sentiment values of lens is lower than the threshold and has a positive
average sentiment (0.235 > δσ). Therefore, argument lens is considered a pro
argument with respect to Pentax K-5.
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5.2.3 Cardinality Arguments
A cardinality argument (ArgF ) is created by comparing the number of positive
judgments versus the number of negative judgments of a concept C over a prod-
uct p in a set of judgments Occ(p, C). The number of positive (O+) and negative
(O−) occurrences of a concept C in the reviews of a product p are defined as:
O+(p, C) = |{x ∈ Occ(p, C)|s(C, x) > 0}|
O−(p, C) = |{x ∈ Occ(p, C)|s(C, x) < 0}|
where s(C, x) is the sentiment value in [−1, 1] of concept C in judgment x ∈
Occ(p, C). The function that compares the number of positive judgments versus
the number of negative judgments of concept C in the reviews of product p is:
O(p, C) =
(
2 · O
+
O+ +O−
)
− 1
where O+ = O+(p, C) and O− = O−(p, C). A cardinality argument has the
form:
ArgF = 〈p, C, SF (p, C)〉
where SF is defined as:
SF (p, C) =
0,
if O(p, C) = 0
or |Occ(p, C)| < ∆
O(p, C), otherwise
Notice that SF (p, C) takes values on (0, 1] if O
+ > O−, and in [−1, 0) if
O+ < O−. Also, when |Occ(p, C)| < ∆ we consider that we don’t have enough
judgments of product’s p concept C to make an informed decision, and we assign
a neutral value to the sentiment of the argument. In the experiments presented
on Section 5.5 we use δF = 0 (see Equation 5.2) as the threshold parameter.
In this section we explored how to create types of arguments by leveraging
the polarities of the judgments, in user experiences about a product, related
to specific concepts of the concept vocabulary. We presented three types of
arguments, ArgG, Argσ, and ArgF , each one created using a different judgment
sentiment aggregation measure. In next section, we turn to build the arguments
for all concepts relevant to a product p (a bundle of arguments for p), using the
three different argument types presented.
5.3 Bundle of Arguments
In this section we characterize a product p by the collection of arguments relative
to p, which we call bundle. The union of arguments with respect to the set of
concepts in C over a product p ∈ P forms the bundle of arguments of that
product B(p):
B(p) =
⋃
C∈C
Arg 〈p, C, s〉
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Notice that thebundle of arguments B(p) is defined over all concepts of the
concept vocabulary C.
As we introduced in previous sections, arguments can be pros, cons or moots.
Now that we have all arguments with respect to a product p grouped together in
the argument bundle B(p), we obtain a characterization about what people like
or dislike of that product. Therefore, we can distinguish three sets of arguments
Pros, Cons and Moots by grouping the pro, con and moot arguments of a bundle
B(p):
Pros(p) = {Arg+ ∈ B(p)}
Cons(p) = {Arg− ∈ B(p)}
Moots(p) = {Arg∅ ∈ B(p)}
The set Pros(p) contains all favorable arguments acquired from user expe-
riences related to a product p (a digital camera in our experiments). That is,
all possible positive reasons that play a favorable role in the task of choosing
this camera over another from viewpoint of the users’ experiences. Moreover,
the set Cons(p) contains all negative arguments, acquired from user experiences,
that play a negative role in the task of choosing this camera over another. The
set Moots(p) contains the arguments of a product that are inconclusive — those
that could not be considered clearly neither pros nor cons, or those that did not
have a sufficient number of judgments about that particular argument’s concept.
Now, since we have three argument types (ArgG, Argσ and ArgF ), for any
product p we can build three types of argument bundles: the Gini bundle BG(p),
the agreement bundle Bσ(p) and the cardinality bundle BF (p). A Gini bundle
BG only contains Gini arguments ArgG, an agreement bundle Bσ only contains
agreement arguments Argσ, and a cardinality bundle BF only contains cardi-
nality arguments ArgF . Clearly, a bundle of arguments can only be formed
by arguments of the same type, otherwise the bundle would not be consistent
—since it would contain pro, con and moot arguments selected using different
criteria.
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 shows the pros and cons of the Gini bundle of arguments
(BG) for Pentax K-r, and the pros and cons of the agreement bundle of arguments
(Bσ) for Nikon D5300. Note that moot arguments are not represented in the
figures. Each word represents an argument, painted green if it is considered a pro,
and painted red if it is considered a con. The size of the arguments is proportional
to the number of occurrences of that argument in the reviews of that product.
for instance, in Figure 5.2, we observe how arguments ‘picture’, ‘resolution’,
‘display’ and ‘lens’ are considered pro arguments (painted in green), and are
bigger in size compared to the other arguments (meaning that are frequent in
the reviews of the Pentax K-r). The Gini bundle of arguments for Pentax K-
r only has two arguments considered cons: ‘button’ and ‘flash’. That means
that the experiences of people with respect to those two arguments were mostly
negative, as assessed by out system. Furthermore, we can observe a difference
in size between both bundles in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, namely that the agreement
bundle of the Nikon D5300 has a larger number of arguments than that of Pentax
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K-r. As we will see later in Section 5.5, this is due to the nature of the bundles.
Gini pro and con argument sets are, usually, smaller in size than the pro and
con arguments sets of the agreement and cardinality bundles.
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Figure 5.2: Gini bundle of argu-
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Figure 5.3: Agreement bundle of ar-
guments (Bσ) for Nikon D5300.
As a final step to create the bundles, for a given set of products P of a
corpus K, and a concept vocabulary C, we normalize the sentiment values of the
arguments of the collection of product bundles in K. Let Args =
⋃
∀p∈P B(p)
be the union of all arguments that form the bundles of arguments of the set
of products P of a corpus K. The normalization considers the maximum and
minimum sentiment value of the arguments in Args with respect to a concept
C ∈ C. To do so, we first identify those arguments in Args that refer to concept
C. The normalization shifts the sentiment values of the selected arguments
such that the argument with most negative sentiment value with respect to C
is normalized to -1, and the argument with most positive sentiment value with
respect to concept C is normalized to -1. The rest of the arguments of concept
C are normalized proportionally to the most positive sentiment value (if the
argument is considered a pro), or to the most negative sentiment value (if it is
considered a con). This process is repeated for all C ∈ C, until all bundles are
normalized for all set of concepts in C.
This way, after applying the argument sentiment value normalization, the
product with the most positive sentiment value for argument ‘lens’ (for instance),
over the set of product bundles of a corpus B(p) ∀p ∈ P, will have a normalized
sentiment value of 1. This step is necessary for the next sections (as we will see
later in Section 5.4), where we use the arguments’ sentiment values to define the
concept of query satisfaction degree.
To normalize an argument, the function smax(Args, C) returns the highest
positive sentiment value of all arguments in Args related with concept C. Simi-
larly, smin(Args, C) returns the highest negative sentiment value of all arguments
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in Args related with concept C. A normalized argument Arg is defined next:
Arg 〈p, C, s〉 = Normalize(Arg 〈p, C, s〉)
where s = f ′(s, smin(C,Args), smax(C,Args)) as presented in next equation:
f ′(s,min,max) =

s
max if s > 0
− smin if s < 0
0 otherwise
(5.3)
Finally, the normalized bundle of arguments of a product B(p) is formed by
the set of normalized arguments of the bundle of arguments B(p):
B(p) =
⋃
Arg∈B(p)
Normalize(Arg)
For example in Figure 5.4, concerning the concept ‘zoom’ in the DSLR do-
main, the product that has the highest positive sentiment value for this concept
is the Leica D-LUX5 (with a sentiment value of 0.78). As such, after normal-
izing the bundles of arguments of all DSLR products, the sentiment value of
the normalized argument for concept ‘lens’ of B(D-LUX5) is 1. The positive
sentiments of the other normalized bundles are rescaled accordingly to Equation
5.3. For instance, the sentiment of the argument ‘lens’ of the bundle of argu-
ments of the Canon Rebel T5i was 0.30. To normalize it, we apply Equation 5.3,
f ′(s,min,max), where s = 0.30, smin = −0.34 (FinePix HS50 argument senti-
ment for concept ‘lens’), and smax = 0.78 (Pentax K-5 argument sentiment for
concept ‘lens’). Thus the sentiment value for the Canon Rebel T5i normalized
concept ‘lens’ argument is: f ′(0.30,−0.34, 0.78) = 0.38. A similar situation can
be observed for FinePix HS50, the only product in the example with a negative
argument sentiment value for ‘zoom’. Since it has the most negative sentiment
value for concept ‘zoom’, the normalized argument is rescaled to -1.
Finally, the argument bundle characterization of a product facilitates the
reuse of product experiences. Since arguments aggregate the polarity of user
experiences with respect to the product features defined in the concept vocab-
ulary, a bundle of arguments is a good compact representation of what people
experienced with respect to that product. As we will see in next section, this rep-
resentation can be easily adapted and compared against a set of user preferences,
over the concepts of the concept vocabulary.
5.4 User Query over Argument Bundles
A user query defines the preferences of a user expressed using the concept vo-
cabulary C. Since not all preferences are equally important for the user, every
preference over a concept has a utility value. Given a set of products P char-
acterized with their corresponding normalized argument bundles B(p), we can
decide which is the product that has a higher level of satisfaction for a particular
query.
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Figure 5.4: Sentiment normalization of concept ‘zoom’ example for DSLR prod-
ucts.
We define a user query as a set of concept utility pairs:
Q = {(Cj ,U(Cj))}j=1,...,k
where k ≤ |C|. Notice that the there is no need to define a user preference
for every concept in the concept vocabulary to create a user query, but only
to for those concepts deemed important for the user. Each concept utility pair
(Cj ,U(Cj)) expresses a preference from the user over concept Cj with a strength
U(Cj) ∈ [0.5, 1]. For instance in a query Q = {(lens, 0.9), (video, 0.6)}, the user
prefers a good lens and good video, although, a good lens is more important
than good video. Furthermore, a good lens or video are more preferred for the
user than any other feature the camera could possess.
We will now define the Degree of Satisfaction for a query, that determines the
degree in which a bundle satisfies a user query using the notion of fuzzy logic.
Since t-norms and implications in fuzzy logic are defined in the interval [0, 1], we
need to rescale the sentiment values of all arguments that form all normalized
product bundles from [-1,1] to [0,1] by applying the linear mapping ŝ = s+12 . For
example, consider a normalized argument 〈p, lens, 0.83〉 ∈ B(p), the sentiment
of the rescaled argument will be ŝ = 0.915, and the resulting rescaled argument
is 〈p, lens, 0.915〉 ∈ B̂(p). Notice that the neutral value 0 in [-1,1] is mapped to
the neutral value 0.5 in [0,1].
The degree of query satisfaction is defined by aggregating the degrees in which
an argument, with respect to concept C, satisfies a user preference with respect
to the same concept C. Therefore, we first define a concept-wise satisfaction
degree, using the notion of fuzzy implication associated to the t-norm product
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Q1 Preferences (C1, 0.7) (C2, 0.6) DS
B̂F (D7100) 0.75 1.00
B̂F (EOS70D) 0.97 0.50
U(Cj) for B̂F (D7100) 1.00 1.00 1.00
U(Cj) for B̂F (EOS70D) 1.00 0.83 0.83
Q2 Preferences (C1, 0.7) (C2, 0.6) (C3, 0.9) DS
B̂F (D7100) 0.75 1.00 0.64
B̂F (EOS70D) 0.97 0.50 1.00
U(Cj) for B̂F (D7100) 1.00 1.00 0.72 0.72
U(Cj) for B̂F (EOS70D) 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.83
Table 5.1: Degree of satisfaction of two cameras for each requirement and the
overall DS for the query Q1 and the Q2, where C1 = picture, C2 = resolution,
C3 = video, and DS is the degree of Query Satisfaction.
(⇒⊗). The fuzzy implication models this notion of degree of satisfaction: if
the sentiment of an argument related with concept C, is higher than the user
preference with respect to C, we consider that the user preference is fulfilled.
On the other hand, if the user preference with respect to a concept C is higher
than the sentiment provided by an argument, then we consider that the user
preference is not fulfilled:
U(Cj)⇒⊗ ŝj =
{
1, if U(Cj) ≤ ŝj
ŝj
U(Cj)
otherwise
where ŝj is the rescaled sentiment value of argument 〈p, Cj , ŝj〉.
We need now to aggregate these k concept-wise satisfaction degrees into an
overall degree of bundle satisfaction (DS) of a query Q. For this purpose, we do
the conjunction of the resulting concept wise satisfaction degrees between the
arguments of a bundle and the k query preferences. We use the t-norm product
to do so, since conjunctions in fuzzy logic are represented using t-norms:
DS(Q, B̂(p)) =
k∏
j=1
(U(Cj)⇒⊗ ŝj)
where ŝj is the rescaled sentiment value of argument 〈p, Cj , ŝj〉 of the argument
bundle B̂(p), and B̂ is a rescaled argument bundle (either B̂G, B̂σ or B̂F ).
Table 5.1 shows the degree of satisfaction of two user queries Q1 and
Q2 against the cardinality bundles of two cameras: Nikon D7100 and Canon
EOS70D (sentiment values are rescaled). The first query is created by a user
who likes to go hiking and that is looking for a camera to capture landscape
and nature while valuing fine detail. Assume her query is Q1 = {(picture, 0.7),
(resolution, 0.6)} because she wants a camera with good image quality and res-
olution. Table 5.1 shows on the first two rows the argument sentiment values
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Figure 5.5: User preferences for concepts ‘picture’, ‘resolution’ and ‘video’ com-
pared with the bundles B̂F (EOS70D) and B̂F (D7100).
of the two cameras corresponding to the concepts appearing in the query. The
second two rows show the satisfaction degree of the two cameras for each pref-
erence and the overall DS for the query. Notice that satisfaction is 1 when the
argument sentiment value is higher than the query’s utility value for a concept.
The second example is query Q2 = {(picture, 0.7), (resolution, 0.6), (video,
0.9)} (second half of Table 5.1). It is created by a user that, besides hiking, also
loves recording video. Figure 5.5 shows a comparison between the user prefer-
ences regarding concepts ‘picture’, ‘video’ and ‘resolution’, and the sentiment
of the corresponding arguments of the two camera bundles. Now, according
to user reviews, Canon EOS70D has an outstanding video quality (1.0), while
Nikon D7100 has an average quality video (0.64). Because of this newly added
preference now the higher ranking camera for Q2 is Canon EOS70D instead of
Nikon D7100, the best ranking camera for Q1. This is clear when we observe
Figure 5.5, where EOS70D better fits the user preferences.
5.5 Evaluation
In this section we compare and evaluate the different types of bundles of argu-
ments over the three camera types (DSLR, Compact, and Point & Shoot); we
compare the three types of bundles with each other and also with the character-
ization of some cameras written by professional reviewers from Dpreview.com, a
renowned website specialized in digital cameras.
We are keen to study the differences between the sets of pros, cons and moots
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Category KD KC KP
No. of Products 102 95 599
No. of Reviews 7,552 6,334 84,138
Avg. Reviews/Product 74.03 66.67 140.46
Table 5.2: DSLR, Compact and PAS Camera Corpus.
between the three types of bundles of arguments, BG, Bσ and BF , while assessing
the impact that the number of reviews of a product has over the quality of the
bundle of arguments. Moreover, we are interested in observing the differences
between the bundles of arguments of the three camera types (DSLR, Compact,
and Point & Shoot). In addition, we also want to ascertain whether the three
different types of argument bundles (BG, Bσ, and BF ) are consistent among the
product domains of DSLR, Compact and Point & Shoot cameras.
For this purpose we evaluate the precision and recall of the bundles of argu-
ments by comparing them with the expert evaluations of products presented in
Dpreview. Finally, we present a ranking strategy for bundles and compare the
rankings of products obtained with the three bundle types BG, Bσ, BF , with two
ranking of the products (those of Dpreview and Amazon), for DSLR, Compact,
and Point & Shoot cameras.
We have three corpora: the Digital SLR camera corpus KD formed by 102
products, the Compact camera corpus KC formed by 95 products, and the Point
& Shoot camera corpus KP formed by 599 products (see Table 5.2). For every
product in a corpus, we create three types of bundles of arguments as described
in Section 5.3, BG, Bσ, and BF , using the corresponding concept vocabulary of
that corpus. This way, the bundles of arguments of the KD products are created
using the corresponding concept vocabulary CD, the bundles of arguments of the
KC products are created using the corresponding concept vocabulary CC , and
the bundles of arguments of the KP products are created using the corresponding
concept vocabulary CP .
Notice in Table 5.2 that Point & Shoot camera corpusKP has a larger number
of products and of reviews than the other two corpora.
5.5.1 Comparison between Bundle Types BG, Bσ and BF .
Here we study the differences between the the three bundle types BG, Bσ and
BF for the products of each camera corpus KD, KC , and KP . Since the criteria
to establish an argument as pro, con, or moot varies between the three bundle
types, the quantity of pros, cons, and moot arguments obtained by each bundle
type may differ. Table 5.3 presents a comparison between the average quantity
of pros, cons and moot arguments of each bundle type for DSLR cameras KD,
Compact cameras KC , and Point & Shoot cameras KP . Notice that the values
presented in the table are averages between all products of the same corpus. As
we will see later, products with more reviews usually have more pro and con
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Gini
Bundle BG
Agreement
Bundle Bσ
Cardinality
Bundle BF
DSLR (KD)
Avg # pros 11.82 15.61 16.06
Avg # cons 0.59 4.08 3.19
Avg # moots 28.59 21.31 21.75
Compact (KC)
Avg # pros 9.42 12.70 13.16
Avg # cons 0.47 3.66 2.90
Avg # moots 29.11 22.64 22.94
Point & Shoot (KP )
Avg # pros 9.64 18.49 19.01
Avg # cons 0.82 6.59 5.58
Avg # moots 28.54 13.92 14.41
Table 5.3: Average number of pros, cons and moot arguments for the three
bundle types BG, Bσ, and BF for KD, KC , and KP .
arguments —and much less moot arguments.
In Table 5.3, the Agreement and Cardinality bundles have a similar average
number of pros and cons, while Gini bundles are slightly smaller for the three
camera corpora (DSLR, Compact and Point & Shoot). The Gini average tends
to move the argument sentiment value towards 0 when there is dispersion in the
distribution of sentiment values, and thus more arguments tend to be moots.
The highest average quantity of pro arguments in a bundle is obtained with
the cardinality bundle BF of the Point & Shoot corpus KP , whilst the lower
quantity of pro arguments is obtained by the Gini bundle BG of the Compact
camera corpus KC .
On the other hand, the quantity of cons is lower than the quantity of pros for
all bundles BG, Bσ, and BF , for the three camera corpora. Either the SmartSA
sentiment analysis system is biased towards positive sentiments, or the reviews
of our three corpora contain more positive than negative judgments. Notice
that the quantity of pro and con arguments is directly related with the average
quantity of reviews per product, presented in Table 5.2. For instance, the bundles
of arguments of the Point & Shoot category KP , with an average quantity of
reviews per product of 140.46, contain more pro and con arguments than the
bundles of the other two camera corpora KC and KP , with an average quantity
of reviews per product of 74.03 and 66.67, correspondingly.
Next we analyze which concepts are considered pros in the three bundle
types. Figure 5.6 focuses on the the top 50 products with more reviews from the
DSLR corpus KD on the x axis. The y axis shows the quantity of pros shared
by two or three bundle types for each product. The analogous figures for the
Compact corpus and Point & Shoot corpus are presented in Appendix F. Here
“shared” means the intersection, i.e. those pro concepts that appear in the three
bundle types. For instance, concept ‘lens’ is considered a pro argument in the
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Figure 5.6: Quantity of pros shared between the three bundles of arguments
BG, Bσ and BF of the top 50 products with more reviews of DSLR corpus KD,
together with the number of occurrences of the pro concepts in the reviews of
the product.
three bundles types (BG, Bσ and BF ) of the Nikon D7100 DSLR camera, thus
is shared by the three types of bundle of arguments of that product.
The results in Figure 5.6 show that most pro arguments (almost 8 out of 10)
are shared between two or three bundle types of a product, a good indicator of
the consistency of our approach. This means that a concept of a pro argument
in a BG is also likely be present in Bσ pros and in BF pros. Furthermore, the
number of pros (and also cons, not included in this figure because results are
similar) of a bundle is directly related with the quantity of judgments in the
reviews of that product: the more judgments the richer the bundles are. Notice
that we are only analyzing whether a concept is part of a pro argument in more
than one of bundle types of a product; we are not comparing the concrete positive
sentiment values of the arguments.
5.5.2 Argument Bundles Evaluation
To evaluate the quality of bundles, we compared the bundles of arguments of the
15 products with more reviews from the DSLR cameras KD with the product
pros and cons textual descriptions we found in the Dpreview website. The
Dpreview pros and cons of a product are separately formed by lists of judgements
such as ‘good detail and color in JPEGs at base ISO (pro)’ or ‘buggy Live View
/ Movie Mode (con)’. In order to compare the Dpreview pro and con items with
our bundles of arguments, we first manually identify the issues referenced in
each item text and interpret that issue as included in one of the concepts in our
DSLR vocabulary CD, if it exists. For instance, we consider that the Dpreview
sentence ‘good detail and color in JPEGs at base ISO’ refers positively to the
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Precision Recall F2-score Contradictions
Pros
BG 0.567 0.644 0.627 0.004
Bσ 0.506 0.761 0.691 0.135
BF 0.513 0.822 0.733 0.065
Cons
BG 0.333 0.046 0.056 0.046
Bσ 0.285 0.558 0.468 0.132
BF 0.388 0.488 0.464 0.165
Table 5.4: Measure on precision, recall, F2-score and contradictions between
pros and cons of bundles BG, Bσ and BF , of DSLR products from corpus KD,
with respect to Dpreview pros and cons.
concepts jpeg, color and picture, whilst ‘buggy Live View / Movie Mode’ refers
negatively to concepts live view and video. Those sentences from Dpreview that
did not clearly refer to a concept in CD were ignored. By grouping the vocabulary
concepts present in the DPreview pro and con items of a product, we create the
sets of Dpreview pros and cons (Prosdp and Consdp), but without associating
any numeric value of sentiment —only the positive or negative nature of the
polarity expressed in the text. We compare those Dpreview Prosdp and Consdp
sets with the pros and cons of the three different bundles of arguments of each
product —without taking into account the sentiment values, only whether the
concept is selected as a pro or as a con.
Table 5.4 presents the average precision, recall and F2-score between the sets
of pros and cons of the three bundle types and those of Dpreview. We use the F2-
score to weight recall higher than precision, since we are keen to study whether
the three different bundle types identify as pros and cons the same concepts listed
in Dpreview. Furthermore, we analyze the percentage of contradictions, which
are those concepts selected as pros in our bundles of arguments but considered
cons in Dpreview and vice versa. A low rate of contradictions is a good indicator
of the quality of the bundles if we take Dpreview as a standard for comparison.
The bundle of arguments that performs best for the pro arguments of the
selected DSLR products is the cardinality bundle BF , with an average recall of
0.822 and an F2-score of 0.733. This means that the 82.2% of the concepts listed
as pros of product a p in Dpreview also form part of the pros of the cardinality
bundle BF (p). On the other hand, the sets of cons of all three bundles of
arguments perform poorly. The reason is the granularity of the sentences, which
is different between our concept vocabulary and that used in Dpreview. For
us the granularity level is given by our concept vocabulary, while Dpreview
sentences address issues that are at different levels of granularity. Furthermore,
the granularity of Dpreview sentences varies whether the sentence is a pro or
a con. Dpreview pro sentences tend to be more general: ‘camera buttons and
dials are useful and easily configurable’, while con sentences tend to be more
specific: ‘the video dial is not easily accessible’. Although for us both sentences
reference concept button, in this example the Dpreview pro sentence addresses
a more general view of the buttons of the camera than the second one. Table
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5.5 shows some examples of Dpreview sentences in which the granularity varies
between pro and con arguments.
Camera Concept Type Sentence
Canon EOS Rebel t2i
Resolution Pro Excellent detail and resolution
Resolution Con Chroma noise takes a big chunk out of resolution
Sony SLT A-99
Video Pro Good video specifications
Video Con Magnified live view not available in video mode
Canon Rebel SL1
Autofocus Pro AF noticeably improved
Autofocus Con AF illuminator integrated into flash
Table 5.5: Granularity differences in Dpreview pro and con sentences.
Furthermore, notice that the precision values of all bundles are lower than
0.6, suggesting that the sets of pros of the bundles of arguments are richer in
concepts compared to those of Dpreview summaries. This is not surprising,
since the sets of Dpreview pros and cons are not exhaustive but a short list of
the concepts that stand out from their point of view. The average size of the
pros in a bundle is 12-14 arguments, while the average pro set size of Dpreview
identified issues is 7-9. Finally, notice the number of contradictions between
the bundles of arguments and the Dpreview sets is low. Nevertheless, we are
interested in studying which concepts incur more often in contradictions.
The most common contradictions between the bundles and the set of pro
and con extracted from Dpreview for the 15 selected products are: battery
(10), viewfinder (5), recording (5) and button (3). In Dpreview battery is of-
ten selected as a pro, however it is usually selected as a con in the bundles of
arguments. That is because in the reviews people usually complain about the
battery of a camera, while they do not seem to express positive opinions on cam-
eras with a good battery (it would seem it is taken as a given). Other frequent
contradictions are viewfinder, recording and button. This is because in Dpreview
those are commonly selected as cons for having not optimal behavior in certain
types of situations (e.g. ‘the video dial is not easily accessible’) while the overall
opinions about the rest of the buttons are positive. Therefore, our bundles will
capture this average higher granularity sentiment of button. Similar situations
are observed for recording and jpeg concepts.
5.5.3 Bundle Ranking Evaluation
In this section we are interested in comparing the bundles of arguments with the
camera descriptions of Dpreview photography website. We have seen that the
sets of pro and con arguments between the arguments of the DSLR products and
Dpreview characterizations are similar in Table 5.4. Now we want to evaluate
how good our experiential characterizations of products are, compared to those
created by the photography experts of Dpreview.
To do so, we define function Φ(B(pi),B(pj)) that estimates the degree in
which a normalized bundle B(pi) is better or superior to another normalized
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bundle B(pj).
Φ(B(pi),B(pj)) =
1
2|C|
|C|∑
k=1
sik − sjk
where sik and s
j
k are the sentiment values of respective arguments 〈pi, Ck, sik〉
and 〈pj , Ck, sjk〉 in the normalized bundles of pi and pj . Φ is the average of these
differences, a value in [−1, 1]. If the value of Φ(B(pi),B(pj)) is in (0, 1], it means
that B(pi) is superior than B(pj). If the value of Φ(B(pi),B(pj)) is in [−1, 0), it
means that B(pi) is worse than B(pj).
Using Φ, we create five rankings with the products of each camera corpus:
one for each normalized bundle type BG,Bσ and BF , a Dpreview ranking based
on the Dpreview overall score, and an Amazon ranking based on each product
star rating. At the end, we have five different rankings for DSLR cameras (BG
ranking, Bσ ranking, BF ranking, Dpreview ranking and Amazon ranking), five
camera rankings for Compact cameras, and five camera rankings for Point &
Shoot cameras.
In case two or more products of the same camera type had the same Dpreview
score, such as Olympus E620 and Nikon D3100, both DSLR cameras with a score
of 72 out of 100, we only kept the product with most reviews, in this example
the Nikon D3100. This left us with 10 different DSLR cameras, 10 Compact
cameras, and 10 Point & Shoot cameras for the rankings.
Let us now compare the 5 DSLR rankings. The top 3 products for the BG
ranking are Nikon D7100, Pentax K-5 and SonySLT A-55. The top 3 products
for Bσ are Nikon D7100, SonySLT A-99 and SonySLT A-55, and the top 3 ranked
products for BF are Nikon D7100, SonySLT A-99 and Pentax K-5. Notice that
Nikon D7100 is the top product in all three bundles, and it is also ranked 1st
(with a score of 85 points) in the Dpreview ranking, followed by SonySLT A-99
and Pentax K-5. The top products of Compact and Point & Shoot camera types
are also similar between their respective set of bundles and Dpreview.
Table 5.6 shows the Spearman Rank Correlation (Equation 3.3) of the 3 rank-
ings of bundles with the Dpreview score ranking and the Amazon star ranking,
for DSLR, Compact and Point & Shoot cameras. We added a random ranking
strategy to facilitate comparison. The random ranking correlation values were
obtained by averaging the Spearman correlations of 10.000 randomly generated
product rankings with Dpreview ranking and Amazon ranking. The ‘Avg. Dpre-
view Ranking’ of Table 5.6 shows the average Spearman rank correlation between
the Dpreview ranking and the Amazon ranking of the three camera types DSLR,
Compact, and Point & Shoot.
The results show that, for the DSLR camera type, the BG ranking has the
highest Spearman correlation with Dpreview ranking (correlation of 0.80), fol-
lowed by the cardinality ranking BF (correlation with Dpreview of 0.76). For
Compact cameras, BF ranking obtained the highest Spearman correlation with
Dpreview ranking (correlation of 0.68). Finally, for Point & Shoot cameras, the
bundle ranking that obtained the best correlation with Dpreview ranking was
Bσ (correlation of 0.86), closely followed by BF (correlation of 0.83). These
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Dpreview Ranking Amazon Ranking
s
BG Ranking 0.80 0.39
Bσ Ranking 0.70 0.62
BF Ranking 0.76 0.61
Compact Spearman Rank Correlation
BG Ranking 0.65 0.54
Bσ Ranking 0.62 0.55
BF Ranking 0.68 0.57
Point & Shoot Spearman Rank Correlation
BG Ranking 0.57 0.33
Bσ Ranking 0.86 0.32
BF Ranking 0.83 0.16
Avg. Random Ranking 0.27 0.27
Avg. Dpreview Ranking 1 0.23
Table 5.6: Spearman rank correlation between the top 10 DSLR, Compact and
Point & Shoot bundle rankings with Dpreview product ranking and Amazon
star ratings ranking.
values tell us that there is a very strong correlation between Dpreview and the
rankings of our three bundle types, a good indicator of the high quality of the
bundles. This is specially true with the rankings created from the cardinality
bundles BF , which obtained an average Spearman correlation of 0.76 between
the DSLR, Compact and Point & Shoot cameras and the corresponding Dpre-
view rankings. The correlations for Bσ and BG rankings are also strong, being
notably higher than the random ranking correlations.
On the other hand, notice that the ranking correlations between the bundle
rankings and Amazon star rankings are in comparison lower than the average
Spearman correlation between the bundle rankings and the Dpreview ranking.
In fact, the average Spearman correlation between the three bundle rankings
and the Amazon ranking is around 0.40, showing a not very strong similarity
between the star-rating ranking and the rankings of the bundles acquired from
the reviews. Furthermore, the Amazon star-based ranking does not correlate
with the Dpreview score ranking either (Spearman correlation of 0.23), indi-
cating that there exists a notable difference between the star rating ranking of
Amazon and the Dpreview ranking, to the point that the random ranking has a
higher average correlation with Amazon ranking (0.27) than with Point & Shoot
cardinality bundles (0.16). These results may be understandable, since two peo-
ple expressing similar arguments about a product can give different star-rating
values (as an overall score). Nevertheless, that fact is that Amazon’s star rating
seems unsuitable to be used as ground truth to test the quality of the argument
bundles.
The last experiment consists on evaluating the Spearman rank correlation
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between rankings formed by a larger set of products, to prove that the bundles
of arguments correctly elucidate the pro and con arguments not only for top
rated products but for lower rated products as well. We would have liked to
perform this evaluation for all three camera types (DSLR, Compact, and Point &
Shoot), but Dpreview does not have many DSLR and Compact cameras scored,
and without Dpreview scores it is impossible to create the Dpreview rankings.
However, we were able to obtain 30 Point & Shoot Dpreview scores from among
the top 100 cameras that form KP . The Dpreview scores of those cameras range
from 67 (Canon PowerShot SX150) to 83 (Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX100 V). As
such, we are performing this evaluation with those 30 KP products.
The experiment is similar to the one presented before in Table 5.6: we have
5 camera rankings, 3 bundle rankings (BG, Bσ, and BP ), one Dpreview score
ranking, and one Amazon star ranking, each of those rankings for the same
30 products. However, this time we assign fractional ranks to those products
with equal Dpreview scores. In fractional ranking items that compare equal
receive the same ranking number, which is the mean of their ordinal ranking
positions. Notice that this is different from the ordinal rankings of Table 5.6,
where all items receive distinct ordinal numbers (including items that compare
equal) that represent their ranking positions. For instance, suppose product p1
and product p2 are rated with a 79 Dpreview score, and p3 with a 85 Dpreview
score. If we create a Dpreview ordinal ranking from higher to lower score, p3
will be ranked 1st (because it has the highest score), and p1 and p2 will follow
with 2nd and 3rd position indistinctly, because both products have a Dpreview
score of 79. In a fractional ranking, p3 will be equally ranked 1st, but p1 and p2
will be both ranked in position 2.5 (the average of p1 and p2 ranking positions
considering the ordinal ranking). When using fractional rankings, the Spearman
rank correlation is also computed with Equation 3.3. The only difference being
that the ranks of products in fractional rankings can be rational numbers Q (as
in previous example, where p1 and p2 were both ranked in position 2.5), instead
of natural numbers N (for the ordinal rankings).
Using fractional ranking is equivalent to averaging the ranking correlations
over all possible ranking permutations of elements with the same score [Basler,
1988]. At this point, we could have used Kendall τ -b rank correlation [Abdi,
2007] to manage Dpreview score ties, but we decided to use Spearman’s rank
correlation instead so we can compare the results with the ones presented in
Table 5.6.
Table 5.7 shows the Spearman rank correlation between the 5 rankings of
30 Point & Shoot cameras. The correlation between the bundle rankings and
the Dpreview ranking is strong —the cardinality bundle BF ranking has the
highest correlation with the Dpreview ranking (with a 0.77 Spearman rank cor-
relation). This shows that the cardinality bundles of arguments are able to
correctly capture the information expressed in user experiences with respect to
a set of products, and that the resulting bundle of arguments used to character-
ize products correlate with the products scores given by the experts of Dpreview.
BG (Spearman correlation of 0.57) and Bσ (Spearman correlation of 0.75) also
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Dpreview Ranking Amazon Ranking
Point & Shoot Spearman Rank Correlation
BG Ranking 0.57 0.68
Bσ Ranking 0.75 0.48
BF Ranking 0.77 0.43
Avg. Random Ranking 0.061 0.061
Dpreview Ranking 1 0.57
Table 5.7: Spearman rank correlation between bundle rankings formed by 30
Point & Shoot cameras, with Dpreview product ranking and Amazon star ratings
ranking.
correlate stongly with Dpreview ranking, being Bσ very close to the Spearman
correlation obtained by the agreement bundle ranking BF , and the Spearman
correlations obtained in Table 5.6.
A noteworthy result is the change of the correlation degree between the rank-
ings of bundles and the Amazon star rating presented in Table 5.7. Seems that,
since the quality difference between the top 100 Point & Shoot products is more
differentiated than between the top 10 products, Amazon star rating performs
slightly better than in Table 5.6. The same situation can be observed between
Dpreview ranking and Amazon ranking, now having a stronger Spearman corre-
lation of 0.57. Finally, notice that, since the size of the rankings increased to 30
ranked products, the random ranking strategy performs 5 times worst than in
Table 5.6, with an average Spearman’s rank correlation over the 10.000 randomly
generated product rankings of 0.061.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we present a method that reuses the experiences of other people
with products in order to help others make more informed decisions. We achieve
this goal by means of acquiring the practical knowledge from a set of individual
user judgments, to create pro, con and moot arguments that characterize the set
of products in our corpus. Every argument is related with a certain issue of a
product, being the issues defined in the concept vocabulary created in previous
chapter. An argument can be seen as a reason about why to buy or not to buy
a product, obtained from analyzing a set of user experiences.
We define three different types of arguments, each one created using a dif-
ferent sentiment aggregation measure over judgment polarities: Gini arguments,
agreement arguments, and cardinality arguments. Gini arguments are created
by combining the average sentiment values of user judgments with respect to a
product’s concept with the Gini coefficient. Agreement arguments are created
by estimating, over a number of judgment’s polarity values related to a concept,
whether these values agree in the polarity of the sentiment or they are scat-
tered. Finally, cardinality arguments are created by comparing the number of
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positive judgments versus the number of negative judgments of a concept over
the reviews of a product.
Then, a bundle of arguments B(p) is defined as the grouping of all argu-
ments of a product p. The bundles of arguments are compact characterizations
of products based on the set of concepts in a vocabulary C. A bundle is a knowl-
edge structure created from user experiences, that aggregate and organize the
arguments, created from the experiential knowledge found in user reviews about
a given product. A bundle of arguments is formed by pro, con, and moot argu-
ments, and as such, can be seen as the aggregation of reasons about why to buy,
or not, a given product. Since there exist three types of arguments (the Gini,
cardinality, and agreement arguments), we also define three different types of
bundles depending on the argument types that form the bundle. If the bundle is
formed by Gini arguments, we have a Gini bundle BG. If the bundle is formed
by agreement arguments, we have an agreement bundle Bσ and, if the bundle is
formed by cardinality arguments, we have a cardinality bundle BF .
Argument bundles allow us to reuse the knowledge for other users with other
individual preferences, because they abstract the knowledge from multiple user
experiences. To do so, in this chapter we introduce the notion of query and
query satisfaction by a bundle of arguments. A query expresses the individual
preferences of a user, and by means of the fuzzy implication associated to the
t-norm product, we determine the bundles of arguments of products that better
satisfy the user preferences. Notice that, when we query a set of argument
bundles for the product that better satisfies our preferences, we are effectively
reusing the experiential knowledge acquired by our methodology from other
people’s experiences. Notice that the user query cannot be evaluated per se, since
it depends on the preferences of the user. The user determines the preference
value of the different concepts that form the query. Furthermore, the degree
of query satisfaction estimates how much a bundles satisfies the preferences of
a query. It is only a way to model how fulfilled are the preferences of a user
query by a bundle of arguments. Although the degree of query satisfaction can
be modeled using different operators, the elements that need to be evaluated
are the bundles of arguments. If the bundles of arguments are accurate with
respect to the experiences of the reviews, the bundle with a higher degree of
query satisfaction will be the bundle that better satisfies the preferences of the
user query considering the user experiences of the reviews of that product.
In this chapter, an evaluation of the three types of argument bundles is
performed and compared with the expert descriptions of the Dpreview website
for each of the three camera types DSLR, Compact and Point & Shoot. We
show that the quantity of pro and con arguments of the bundle of arguments
is directly correlated with the average number of reviews per product in Table
5.3. The more reviews of a product, the more rich are the bundles of arguments
for that product. Furthermore, in Figure 5.6, we show that the three types of
DSLR bundles BG, Bσ, and BF share a big quantity of pro arguments, a good
indicator of the consistency of our approach. Similar results are obtained in for
Compact and Point & Shoot cameras, presented in the Appendix F.
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We show that the bundles of arguments are very close to the pro and con
features listed in Dpreview, with the cardinality bundles BF obtaining a recall
of 0.822, and F2-score of 0.733 (Table 5.4) when comparing the sets of pros
of the bundles with those of Dpreview. Moreover, the three types of bundles
obtained a high correlation with the overall Dpreview score ranking over the
subset of the most frequent products for DSLR, Compact, and Point & Shoot,
a good indicator of the quality of the bundles and its consistency among the
three camera categories. Specifically, the cardinality bundle BF for Point &
Shoot cameras obtained a 0.77 Spearman rank correlation (Table 5.7) with the
Dpreview score ranking formed by 30 products, 13 times better than the average
random ranking strategy. Amazon star ranking presented small correlations
with bundle rankings and Dpreview rankings in all the experiments, sometimes
slightly better (and once worst) than the random ranking strategy.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and
Future Work
In this chapter we summarize and discuss the research work presented in this
monograph. We first present a summary of this work in Section 6.1, discussing
how we have addressed and solved the challenges stated in the Introduction.
Then we present and discuss the main research contributions of this doctoral
thesis in Section 6.2, and the publications related to those contributions in Sec-
tion 6.3. Finally, we present and discuss several challenging lines for future work
in Section 6.4.
6.1 Summary
The work presented in this monograph tackles the challenge of analyzing and
representing experiences from user-generated content in order to facilitate their
reuse, within the framework of the Web of Experiences. A first main goal in this
research work has been to analyze and discover the practical knowledge contained
in the textual records of experiences of a (large) number of people, experiences
that imply people interacting with entities in the real world. Moreover, a second
main goal has been to acquire and represent that practical knowledge about a
domain in such a way that it is amenable to be reused in helping other people
to make more informed decision dealing with entities of the same domain.
In this section we will draw conclusions by analyzing and discussing how we
have addressed and solved the challenges we set up to address in the Introduction
(Chapter 1). The first challenge we posited is this:
Challenge 1. Identify the set of salient terms, in a given domain, used by people
while writing about their experiences with a concrete entity of that domain.
The first challenge of our work has been to analyze the user experiences to
identify the set of salient terms used by people while writing about their ex-
periences about digital cameras. This challenge has been addressed in Chapter
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3, by creating three aspect vocabularies (AD, AC , and AP ), one for each cor-
pus of digital cameras: DSLR KD, Compact KC , and Point & Shoot KP . The
three aspect vocabularies model the uni-gram and bi-gram words used by people
when expressing their experiences with the three types of digital cameras, and
was created using two different sources: a corpus of user-generated reviews and,
additionally, two professional photography web resources. User reviews provided
the main source for populating the aspect vocabularies, whereas the two pro-
fessional web resources were used to refine it by improving the aspect selection
process with specialized domain knowledge related to digital cameras.
Each aspect vocabulary was created by joining four aspects sets generated by
combining various natural language processing techniques. Moreover, the four
methods used to create the aspect vocabulary are complementary, in the sense
that they discover different set of aspects from user reviews by using different
techniques. Grammatical extraction rules, combined with part of speech tagging
and frequency filtering were used to select a set of aspects from the user reviews
of the corpora in an unsupervised way. This unsupervised aspect extraction ap-
proach was compared against other state of the art aspect extraction techniques
with a manually marked know dataset for testing aspect extraction in Section
3.2.2, and obtained a good precision. Furthermore, we improved the recall of the
aspect vocabularies by using WordNet and PhotoDict, our own photographic tax-
onomy created from Dpreview and Snapsort web resources. The resulting three
aspect vocabularies (AD, AC , and AP ) succeed in capturing the most salient
lexical items found in the reviews of our three corpora (KD, Compact KC , and
Point & Shoot KP ).
During the process of creating an aspect vocabulary using unsupervised as-
pect extraction techniques, we noticed that an important step is the selection
of an accurate frequency filter that removes spurious content and false aspects,
while retaining interesting domain related aspects. Furthermore, we observed
differences between the aspect vocabularies of three Amazon camera types, AD,
AC , and AP : the reviews of the three corpus contain different aspects, and the
individuals define their experiences differently depending on the corpus. There-
fore, from that chapter onwards we decided to work with three separate corpora
(KD, KC , KP ) and three aspect vocabularies (AD, AC , and AP ).
The decision of considering the three camera types as different domains was
important in order to improve the accuracy of the bundles of arguments of
DSLR, Compact and Point & Shoot cameras. If, instead of considering three
separate domains, we considered all cameras to belong to the same domain,
the resulting concept vocabularies and argument bundles would be different and
less accurate, because they would not include specific concepts and arguments
belonging uniquely to DSLR, Compact, or Point & Shoot cameras. This is
an important insight of this monograph: given a corpus about a domain (here
digital cameras) it is not self-evident that it should be one application domain
for the Web of Expertise approach. Therefore, we consider that the task of
determining whether a corpus constitutes one or several domains is important
—specially in the context of this monograph, where user-contributed content
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is the basis by which the vocabularies and the bundles of arguments are built.
The important problem of identifying there are different (sub)domains of a given
corpus is further discussed in the future work presented in Section 6.4.5.
It is interesting to point the limitations of the methods presented to create
the aspect vocabulary from a corpus of user-generated reviews. First of all, we
focused in extracting uni-gram and bi-gram lexical items using the grammatical
extraction rules to create the aspect vocabulary. Our techniques are not fit to
extract n-grams from user-generated reviews, and although n-gram aspects are
not as frequent as uni-gram and bi-gram aspects (and therefore they might end
up being filtered by the frequency filter of the aspect vocabulary), we are missing
some aspects that might be interesting to include in our aspect vocabulary. In
order to extract n-gram aspects, two methods could be implemented on top
of our aspect extraction system: 1) add a new grammatical extraction rules
to facilitate the extraction of n-grams, and 2) modify the methodology used to
create A4 to extract n-grams, instead of focusing only in uni-gram and bi-grams.
Moreover, notice that, differently from opinion mining techniques that ex-
ploit the structure of sentences that contain sentiment bearing words in order
to extract aspects, in our approach aspects are extracted without applying any
sentiment analysis techniques. We create the aspect vocabulary without taking
into consideration the polarity of user judgments, but by exploiting the syntactic
structure of the sentence and the domain knowledge available in two photogra-
phy websites. Sentiment analysis is applied later, after the creation of the aspect
vocabularies, to assess the polarity of the judgments in order to create the con-
cept vocabulary.
The second challenge was to be able to identify and evaluate user judgments
and its polarity, since user judgments contain practical knowledge with respect
to an entity’s issues:
Challenge 2. Identify user judgments and their polarity.
This challenge has been addressed in Chapter 4, by identifying those sen-
tences, from the three corpus of digital camera (KD, KC , and KP ), that refer
to one (or more) of the salient words of the corresponding aspect vocabularies
AD, AC , and AP . That is to say, to identify user judgments in the reviews of
a DSLR camera, we search for those sentences in the DSLR camera corpus KD
that contain an aspect (or more) of the DSLR aspect vocabulary AD.
User judgments are “considered decisions or sensible conclusions” about cer-
tain issues of an entity, and that have a positive, negative or neutral polarity.
However, we do not have explicitly defined the entity’s issues in the text, we just
have the aspects that are related to each entity: those aspects from the aspect
vocabularies. Therefore, in order to identify user judgments, we search, in the
user reviews for sentences that refer to one or more aspects from the aspect
vocabulary.
The polarity of the judgments is estimated using the SmartSA sentiment
analysis system (see Section 4.4). The SmartSA system obtains the sentiment
score of sentiment-bearing words from SentiWordNet, taking into consideration
negation terms and lexical valence shifters such as intensifiers. Therefore, by
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applying the SmartSA system we can determine the polarity of user judgments
with respect to the various aspects referenced in the judgments, belonging to
the three aspect vocabularies.
Although the SmartSA system proved to be effective when estimating the
sentiment polarity of judgments found in user-generated reviews of our corpus,
we found some exceptions in where the SmartSA system did not assess the po-
larity correctly. Those exceptions were basically caused by the prior sentiments
assigned by the SmartSA system to some polarity words specific of the domain of
digital cameras. For instance, adjectives such as ‘small’ or ‘RAW’ digital format
where considered to carry a negative polarity by the SmartSA system, although
in some domains (such as in the domain of digital cameras), they might be con-
sidered to carry a positive or even a neutral polarity since a ‘small’ camera is
easier to carry. Therefore, there is room for improving the sentiment detection
by, for instance, adapting the SmartSA sentiment vocabulary to the domain of
digital cameras, as we discuss later in future work lines on Section 6.4.2.
The third challenge of this dissertation was to identify what were the issues
described in the user experiences about an entity:
Challenge 3. Discover the main issues addressed by people when writing their
experiences and create a concept vocabulary.
This challenge has been addressed in Chapter 4 of this monograph, and has
been overcome by creating three vocabularies of concepts, CD, CC , and CP , one
for each camera corpus KD, KC , and KP , where each concept in those concept
vocabularies models an issue addressed in the textual descriptions of experiences.
To create a concept vocabulary for a given corpus K, we first identify those
aspects from the corpus aspect vocabulary A that are treated as indistinguish-
able in the user judgments found in the reviews of corpus K. That is to say,
to create the concept vocabulary for DSLR cameras (CD), we identify those as-
pects from the DSLR aspect vocabulary (AD) that were used similarly in the
judgments found in reviews of the DSLR corpus (KD).
Therefore, we defined a similarity measure between aspects that takes into ac-
count the semantic and lexical similarities of the aspects of an aspect vocabulary
A, as used in a corpus of camera reviews K. Using that similarity measure, we
created an unsupervised bottom-up hierarchical clustering algorithm that groups
the most similar aspects from an aspect vocabulary A. The result of that clus-
tering process is a dendrogram where each cluster of aspects in the dendrogram
represents a concept found in the reviews of a corpus K, but with different levels
of granularity. The set of aspects clustered in a concept are deemed to refer to
the same issue of the camera, because, according to our analysis, they have the
same (or a similar) intended meaning when used by individuals in the reviews.
From a computational point of view, creating a vocabulary of concepts means
determining a partition of the vocabulary of aspects, where every aspect is as-
signed to one concept only and each concept gathers those aspects whose mean-
ing is very similar or indistinguishable. Therefore, from that dendrogram, we
selected a partition of concepts with a good level of granularity by using the
cognitive linguistics notion of basic level concepts (see Section 4.2), and by es-
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timating the sentiment coherence among aspects grouped in the same cluster.
The selected partition of concepts forms the concept vocabulary C of a corpus
K, where each concept models a relevant issue used by people when expressing
their experiences in the reviews.
We repeated this process for each corpus KD, KC , and KP , resulting in three
concept vocabularies CD, CC , and CP , one for each camera type. By analyzing
the resulting concept vocabularies, we noticed that the concept vocabularies of
the three camera types are quite different: not only the set of concepts varies
between the concept vocabularies of the different camera types, but also the
usage of the aspects and the issues involved in the judgments of the reviews
of the three camera corpus is different. This result supports the decision of
considering the three camera types (DSLR, Compact, and Point & Shoot) as
separate domains, since the set of concepts (and their clustered aspects) used in
the reviews of an entity depends on the domain of the entity.
Notice that, in order to correctly identify those aspects from the aspect vo-
cabulary that are treated as indistinguishable aspects in the reviews of a corpus,
a lot of reviews are necessary. The similarity between two aspects is more ac-
curately estimated if those two aspects are frequently judged in the reviews.
Similarly, the more user judgments with respect to the issues represented in a
concept vocabulary, the more accurate the polarity profiles of the aspects over
the set of products in a corpus, resulting in a better partition selection from the
clustering dendrogram. Therefore, the quantity of reviews and data is important
in the process of creating a concept vocabulary, since we cannot expect to de-
termine the similarity between two aspects or an accurate average sentiment of
user judgments if those aspects are merely used and judged by the individuals.
This problem is an important caveat of our methodology to create a concept
vocabulary, and should be kept in mind when using smaller corpora.
Knowing the set of issues (modeled as concepts) deemed more important by
users when expressing their experiences in entity reviews, and the aspects that
refer to each issue, the next challenge was to study how this knowledge could be
used to characterize a set of entities based on the practical knowledge found in
the experiences from individuals.
Challenge 4. Create the arguments and the bundle of arguments of an entity.
This challenge has been addresses in Chapter 5, where we introduce a method
that leverages the practical knowledge found in the experiences of individuals
with respect to an entity, over the set of relevant issues of a concept vocabulary.
Considering a corpus of digital cameras K, we aggregated the individual judg-
ments over the issues described in a concept vocabulary C, in order to identify
recurring patterns to create arguments. Arguments are knowledge structures
that aggregate the practical knowledge of user experiences with respect to the
different issues of an entity, and can be understood as reasons in favor or against
buying or recommending the entity. Therefore, every argument is related with
a certain issue of an entity, being the issues defined in a concept vocabulary C.
Depending on the aggregated polarity of the argument, we find pro, con
and moot arguments. Pro arguments are those in which the aggregation of the
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polarities of user judgments with respect to an entity’s issue is positive. On the
contrary, con arguments are those in which the aggregation of the polarities of
user judgments with respect to an entity’s issue is negative. Moot arguments
are considered inconclusive: arguments in which there is not enough positive or
negative evidence in the user experiences to consider them pro or con.
Furthermore, we defined three different ways of aggregating the judgment
polarities of an entity with respect to an issue, creating three different types of
arguments: the Gini argument ArgG, the agreement argument Argσ, and the
cardinality argument ArgF .
Gini arguments (ArgG) are created by combining the Gini coefficient with
the average sentiment values of user judgments with respect to an entity’s issue.
If the Gini coefficient is low, meaning that the polarities of the user judgments
with respect to an entity’s issue are similar, the argument average sentiment
is not weakened, while if the Gini coefficient is high then the argument average
sentiment is weakened. Thus, Gini arguments penalize the aggregated sentiment
value if the judgment’s polarities with respect to an entity issue are very different
among the individuals.
Agreement arguments (Argσ) are created by estimating, over a number of
judgment’s polarity values related to a concept, whether these values agree in
the polarity of the sentiment or they are scattered. The aggregation process
is similar to the one of the Gini arguments, however agreement arguments are
defined by a threshold δmax that specifies the maximum acceptable standard
deviation over the distribution of judgment sentiment values of a concept in
the reviews of a product. If the standard deviation of the polarities of set of
user judgment’s is bigger than δmax, the agreement argument is considered a
moot. Otherwise, the arguments are considered pros or cons normally, and the
sentiment strength of the arguments is directly related to the average polarity
of the user judgments.
Finally, cardinality arguments (ArgF ) are created by comparing the number
of positive judgments versus the number of negative judgments of a concept over
the reviews of a product. This type of arguments do not use the polarity value
of judgments as assessed by the SmartSA sentiment analysis system. Instead,
only the quantity of positive user judgments versus negative user judgments is
compared in order to estimate whether the resulting argument is positive or
negative, and to which degree. A strong cardinality bundle will be one in which
the judgment polarities with respect to an entity’s issue are mostly either positive
or negative.
By considering the set of pro, con and moot arguments over the set of rele-
vant issues of the concept vocabulary C with respect to an entity, we obtain the
bundle of arguments B of that entity: that is, a characterization of that entity
based on people’s experiences over the relevant issues described in the individ-
ual judgments. Depending on the type of the arguments (Gini, cardinality, or
agreement) that form the bundle, we can have a Gini bundle of arguments BG,
an agreement bundle of arguments Bσ, or a cardinality bundle of arguments BF .
Since the aggregation of the polarity of the judgments is different for the three
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types of arguments, the resulting bundles of arguments are also, in principle,
different.
Notice that, since arguments are the result of aggregating user judgments
with respect to an issue found in the reviews of an entity, the quality of an
argument is directly related to the quantity of user judgments with respect to
that issue found in the reviews of an entity. The more user judgments, the
more information to identify more accurate recurring patterns in order to create
better arguments. This is a limitation of our approach, since products with few
reviews will most likely have less judgments, resulting in less accurate pro and
con arguments, and more moot arguments. For this reason, our approach can
only be applied meaningfully to domains where the corpus has enough number of
reviews for the entities of that domain, in order to insure the adequate creation
of arguments. Notice that, in Section 3.6.1 where we presented our corpora,
we initially discarded those products with less than 15 reviews. Moreover, to
evaluate the bundles of arguments against the pro and con lists of Dpreview in
Section 5.5.2, we only considered the 15 products of the DSLR corpus KD with
more reviews.
In order to support the reuse of this practical knowledge, we introduce the
notion of user query and degree of query satisfaction. The degree in which a
query is satisfied by a bundle of arguments is defined using fuzzy logic (specifi-
cally, using a fuzzy implication operation). A user query expresses the individual
preferences of a user over the set of relevant issues defined in the concept vo-
cabulary, and the degree of query satisfaction by an argument bundle estimates
to which extent a bundle of arguments satisfies the preferences expressed in the
user query. By estimating the degree of query satisfaction over a set of bundles
of arguments, we can assess which product better satisfies the preferences of a
user on the basis of the practical knowledge we have acquired from a corpus of
reviews.
Moreover, since all bundles of arguments are defined over the set of relevant
issues of the concept vocabulary C, we can estimate the degree in which a bundle
is better or superior to another bundle by comparing its arguments over the set
of issues of the concept vocabulary.
We created and evaluated the three types of bundles of arguments (BG, Bσ,
and BF ) for each of the digital cameras in the three corpus (KD, KC , and KP ),
using their corresponding concept vocabularies (CD, CC , and CP ). We noticed
that the quantity of pro and con arguments of the bundle of arguments is directly
correlated with the average number of reviews of an entity: the more reviews of
an entity, the more rich are the bundles of arguments for that entity. Finally,
we compared the bundles of arguments we created from the user experiences in
the reviews with the camera characterizations of Dpreview, a renowned website
specialized in digital cameras. The results shows that the sets of con and pro
argument of our cameras are very close to the pro and con features listed in
Dpreview.
Moreover, we defined a function to compare two bundles of arguments, and
using it we ranked a subset of the cameras with more reviews for the three corpus,
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KD, KC , and KP , obtaining a high correlation with the overall Dpreview score
ranking. These results are a good indicator of the quality of the bundles and its
consistency among the three camera types.
Finally, notice that the approach presented in this thesis integrates various
state-of-the art tasks related to natural language processing, such aspect extrac-
tion and sentiment analysis, in order to extract knowledge from the experiences
of the individuals to create the bundles of arguments of an entity. Consequently,
the quality of the bundles of arguments of an entity is directly related to the
accuracy of those tasks. Therefore, the approach presented in this monograph
will be able to incorporate these new methods and improve the vocabularies
and bundles of arguments, with these advances that we will surely surface in
upcoming years.
Next section describes and discusses the main contributions of this mono-
graph relevant to aspect extraction, semantic unification and concept creation,
and how to acquire and represent practical knowledge in the framework of the
Web of Experience.
6.2 Contributions
The first contribution of this monograph is related to aspect extraction and the
creation of an aspect vocabulary.
In this monograph we presented an unsupervised aspect extraction method
to create a vocabulary of aspects formed by a set of salient words from a corpus
of user-generated entity reviews. The method used to create the aspect vocabu-
lary presented in this monograph is domain independent; it does not use domain
specific aspect extraction methods, and all aspects are extracted by analyzing
the content of the user-generated reviews of a corpus. Furthermore, all aspects
in the aspect vocabulary are lexical units frequently used in the reviews of the
corpus, since we were only interested in the salient lexical units used by the indi-
viduals when describing their experiences with entities. Therefore, the methods
presented in this monograph can be applied, given a corpus of user-generated
reviews of entities, to create an aspect vocabulary independently of the domain
of the corpus (e.g. hotels, laptops, cars, etc). Finally, as we show in Section 3.6,
the resulting aspect vocabulary of a corpus is a rich aspect vocabulary, similar
to what can be created by a human annotator.
The aspect vocabulary A of a corpus K is created with the union of four
complementary aspect sets, A1, A2, A3, and A4, that combine different natural
language processing techniques to select different sets of aspects from the reviews
of a corpus. For instance the method used to create aspect set A4 (see Section
3.5) focuses on extracting compound aspects that were not extracted by the
techniques used to create aspect sets A1, A2 and A3. Although the best aspect
vocabulary is created when joining the four aspects sets, notice that A1 and
A2 are the aspects sets that contribute most to the final aspect vocabulary (see
Section 3.6.3).
The methodology presented to create an aspect vocabulary is domain inde-
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pendent, albeit it is worth noticing the impact of the domain specific lexicon
used to create aspect sets A2 and A3. However, as we show in Section 3.3,
the creation of the lexicon can also be automated. For instance, in the exper-
iments presented in Chapter 3, we used the PhotoDict taxonomy, a taxonomy
we created from two websites specialized in digital cameras, to identify aspects
such as ‘external microphone’ and ‘exposure compensation’ discarded by the
grammatical extraction rules applied while creating A1.
It is important to notice that in this monograph, differently from opinion
mining approaches such [Dong and Smyth, 2016], the aspect vocabulary A is
created without leveraging the sentiment information of sentences and words,
but only by exploiting the semantic structure of the sentences found in user-
generated reviews.
The second main contribution of this monograph is related to solve the prob-
lem of semantic unification of aspects in the context of corpus reviews. Our
approach is to create a concept vocabulary that intends to model the set of en-
tity issues considered relevant by the individuals that shared their experiences in
textual reviews. Given an aspect vocabulary and a corpus of reviews, a concept
groups a subset of aspects that, according to our analysis, are used in an indis-
tinguishable way (to a certain degree) in that corpus. The concept vocabulary
induces a partition over the aspect vocabulary.
The creation of a concept vocabulary has two main stages. The first stage
performs a hierarchical clustering process over the aspect vocabulary A; the
clustering is based on a semantic and lexical similarity measure. The second
stage uses sentiment polarity analysis of the clusters, and selects the best set of
clusters that (1) create a partition over A and (2) maximizes sentiment polarity
coherence (Section 4.5.1) in the selected clusters.
In the first stage, aspects were grouped by a bottom-up hierarchical clustering
with a similarity function that combined their semantic and lexical similarities
between aspects with the parent-child relations of the PhotoDict taxonomy in
a weighted function. This similarity function is specially interesting because it
captures the way users use the different aspects of the aspect vocabulary in their
reviews. For instance, suppose that a group of individuals frequently used the
word ‘pic’ to describe the pictures of a camera, while others used ‘image’ for
the same purpose. By means of this similarity function, we are able to assess
that, in this particular corpus, the words ‘pic’ and ‘image’ are related, because
those two words are used in similar contexts and similar sentences by different
individuals.
The second stage is based on the idea of sentiment coherence of a concept
(defined in Section 4.5.1). Based on the notion of basic level concepts (BLC),
our goal is to select the partition of concepts with an adequate specificity from
the clustering dendrogram, in order to model the set of entity issues described
in the user experiences of a corpus.
Our assumption is that, if two aspects are referring to the same issue (and
should therefore be part of the same concept), the polarities of the judgments re-
lated to those two aspects should have a high correlation (should cohere) over all
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judgments with respect to each product of a corpus. Therefore, we can identify
the partition that better defines the set of issues addressed by the individuals in
the reviews of a corpus by selecting the partition of concepts with a higher sen-
timent coherence from the clustering dendrogram. The selected partition forms
the concept vocabulary.
Notice that in the process of creating a concept vocabulary we are combining
the semantic, lexical and polarity information found in a set of textual reviews.
That is, we are analyzing in various ways how the individuals use the set of
aspects of the aspect vocabulary in order to group them accordingly. We are first
using the semantic and lexical information to create a dendrogram of concepts,
grouping aspects that are used similarly in the reviews. This clustering process
could lead to clusters with very different granularity: we can have small and
very specific clusters of similar aspects, and on the other hand bigger general
clusters of aspects. Then, in order to select the groups with an accurate level
of granularity, we utilize the sentiment coherence of the concepts from that
dendrogram to select the best partition of concepts.
Moreover, the method used to create the concept vocabulary is fully
parametrized. For instance, the similarity measure between aspects is defined
by three weighting parameters (see Equation 8), corresponding to the semantic,
lexical and PhotoDict similarity between two aspects. Therefore, we can decide
which of these three similarities has more weight when assessing the similarity
between aspects only by changing the corresponding weighting factor. Changing
the similarity measure will lead to different clustering dendrograms, and there-
fore to different concept vocabularies. Our approach also allows the possibility
to specify the minimum and maximum size of a partition.
Notice that in our work, differently from [Izquierdo et al., 2007], we do not
select a set of concepts from an already existing ontology such as WordNet, but it
is an unsupervised, bottom up approach that is aimed at discovering those issues
more often discussed in the texts that describe people’s experiences. When we
create a concept from our set of aspects, we are not using theoretical knowledge
obtained from an external source such as, in the case of cameras, a list of features
defined by the manufacturer that are supposedly significant in characterizing
that camera. Instead, we focus on the interaction of individual people in the
use of an entity, and then analyze their description of those experiences when
dealing with that entity, and the issues they choose to mention and judge, to
create the concept vocabulary.
The third main contribution of this monograph is concerned on how to ac-
quire and represent practical knowledge from the experiences with entities of a
large group of individuals that have different preferences and biases.
In this monograph we present two related notations, the arguments and the
bundles of arguments of an entity. Arguments are constructs formed with the
practical knowledge present in the reviews of individuals, with respect to an
issue of an entity. The problem to address here is that this practical knowledge
expressed in judgments may vary from individual to individual according to their
(in principle different) preferences and biases. Arguments are introduced to ad-
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dress this problem. Arguments are clear and consolidated collective judgments
with respect to an issue of an entity, when they exist. When a collective judg-
ment is inconclusive, we cannot acquire practical knowledge for that issue and
we consider it a moot argument. Otherwise, we are able define pro and con argu-
ments depending on the polarity of the collective judgments with respect to an
issue of an entity: if the overall polarity of the individual judgments with respect
to an entity issue is positive, we consider it a pro argument, if it is negative, we
consider it a con argument.
The next contribution of this monograph are the definition of three methods
to identify clear and consolidated collective judgments considering the biases
and preferences of the individuals. These methods consist in three different
ways of aggregating the polarity of individual judgments and determining when
such aggregation is clear and consistent or not. Each method is used to create
a different type of argument: Gini arguments ArgG, agreement arguments Argσ,
and cardinality arguments ArgF .
A bundle of arguments for an entity is the collection of arguments, over the
set of issues discussed by the individuals in the reviews of a corpus, with respect
to the reviews of that entity. Thus, a bundle of arguments is a characterization
of an entity based on people’s experiences over the relevant issues described
in the individual judgments, and a representation of the practical knowledge
discovered from the individual experiences expressed in those judgments.
Moreover, argument bundles allow us to define the notions of user query
and the satisfaction degree of a bundle by a user query. We show how, using
standard notions from fuzzy logic, we can relate a query to a bundle by a measure
of satisfaction degree. This shows that argument bundles are not only capable of
representing practical knowledge but they are useful to perform inference: given
a set of user preferences specified in a query, the fuzzy measure yields a degree
of satisfaction for each entity’s bundle of arguments. Consequently, we can give
a personalized ranking of all entities with respect to a user query.
Finally, this monograph presents a proposal that includes all aspects of the
Web of Experience framework, focused in textual user-contributed content and
analytical (classification) tasks. From a set of individual user experiences with
a class entities, expressed in textual form, we extracted practical knowledge
and created knowledge structures to characterize each entity. This process was
divided in three main parts, corresponding to the three chapters of this mono-
graph: 1) the creation of an aspect vocabulary, formed by the set of salient
lexical units used by the individuals to describe their experiences with digital
cameras, 2) the creation of a concept vocabulary, built from the aspect vocabu-
lary, that we use to model the set of issues described in the reviews of a corpus,
and 3) the creation of the arguments and the bundles of arguments of entities,
knowledge structures that aggregate the practical knowledge extracted from the
individual’s experiences, and the reuse of that knowledge via fuzzy queries.
Therefore, the results of this monograph, given a corpus of user-generated
reviews of entities, are the aspect vocabulary used by the individuals in the re-
views of the corpus, the concept vocabulary that describes the issues described
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in the set of reviews of the corpus, and the arguments and the bundles of argu-
ments of the entities of a corpus, knowledge structures that facilitate organize
the extracted knowledge and facilitate the selection of the entity that better fits
a set of user preferences.
6.3 Publications
Our first publication focuses in analyzing and identifying the salient words used
by people when defining their own experiences in textual reviews about prod-
ucts, in the context of social recommender systems and case based reasoning in
collaboration with the Robert Gordon University of Aberdeen. In [Chen et al.,
2014]:
• Chen, Y., Ferrer, X., Wiratunga, N., and Plaza, E. (2014). Sentiment and
preference guided social recommendation. In Proceedings of the 22nd Inter-
national Conference on Case-Based Reasoning (ICCBR’14), pages 79–94.
Springer.
we focus on two knowledge sources, user generated reviews of a product and
preferences from purchase summary statistics, to create a formalism by which
we could recommend products.
To do so, we define an unsupervised aspect extraction method to obtain
salient aspects from product reviews, and compare it to three state of the art
aspect extraction techniques, using the manually tagged mobile phone corpus
presented in [Ding et al., 2008; Hu and Liu, 2004a]. The unsupervised aspect
extraction algorithm used in the paper corresponds to one of the first versions
of the algorithm presented in Section 3.2. The salient words identified in the
product reviews are aspects: uni-gram and bi-grams words used by people to
describe their experiences with cameras. Similarly as we do in this thesis, the
polarity of those sentences related to each aspect from the reviews of a product
is estimated using the SmartSA sentiment analysis system presented in Section
4.4, and used to characterize a product. Furthermore, by exploiting the product
preference graph from Amazon, we identify those aspects mostly possessed by
the most preferred products and not by others. We assigned weighting factors to
every aspect accordingly, in a way that the most preferred aspects, those aspects
belonging to preferred products, had more importance when recommending a
product.
By combining and weighting the aspect sentiment information of every prod-
uct together with a preference rank value of a product estimated using the
PageRank, we obtained a product score for every product. This score was then
used to recommend better products based on a query product, and compare the
results with the list of top sellers from Amazon. The results showed that higher
precision in aspect extraction from user reviews was achieved with the grammat-
ical extraction rules, and that aspect weighting and preference knowledge can
be conveniently exploited to recommend based on user experiences.
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In [Ferrer et al., 2014], also in collaboration with the Robert Gordon Univer-
sity of Aberdeen, we used a similar approach to create a set of aspect-sentiment
pairs to characterize the products of our DSLR corpus, analyzing how users’ pref-
erences and interests change over time, and tracing aspect importance trends:
• Ferrer, X., Chen, Y., Wiratunga, N., and Plaza, E. (2014). Preference and
sentiment guided social recommendations with temporal dynamics. In
Research and Development in Intelligent Systems XXXI, pages 101–116.
Springer.
Tracking users preference over time raises unique challenges for recommen-
dation systems, since every product potentially goes through a series of changes
which typically involves functional improvements. What makes a product fea-
ture interesting now may become the accepted standard in the future. Since the
corpus we are using contains products from 2008 to 2014, we decided to study
how time affects the recommendations and characterizations of products, and
formalized an aspect-based sentiment ranking that utilizes both preference and
time contexts.
The benefits were demonstrated in a realistic recommendation setting using
benchmarks generated from Amazon and Cnet1. We show that monitoring as-
pect frequency in user generated reviews allows to capture changes to aspect
importance over time. For instance, Table 6.1 shows the most frequent aspects
used to describe DSLR camera experiences from 2008 to 2012. We observe how
aspect ‘resolution’ was the most used aspect in 2008, however, this aspect’s im-
portance diminished during the following years finally disappearing from the
top 10 in 2010. However, other aspects such as ‘battery’, ‘feature’ and ‘picture’
maintain their positions in the ranking for years. Finally, in this paper we con-
firm that time context can be conveniently exploited by using the recent time
frame to improve recommendations.
In [Chen et al., 2015b], we extended our previous work on aspect extraction
and social recommender systems to harness knowledge from product reviews,
and explored the utility of frequency based approach and supervised Information
Gain (IG) to rank and select the most useful aspects for recommendation:
• Chen, Y., Ferrer, X., Wiratunga, N., and Plaza, E. (2015b). Aspect se-
lection for social recommender systems. In Proceedings of the 23rd Inter-
national Conference on Case-Based Reasoning (ICCBR’15), pages 60–72.
Springer.
In previous papers we found that the quantity of aspects used to characterize
products was very large, and some of the aspects that formed the aspect vocab-
ulary were not related to the photography domain. Furthermore, synonyms
and acronyms were common among the aspects of the aspect vocabulary. Thus
there was a need to further explore the aspect selection algorithms to improve
the aspect vocabularies we used to characterize products.
1https://www.cnet.com/topics/cameras/products/
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
resolution
(0.011497558)
photographer
(0.010162692)
photographer
(0.0102211265)
photographer
(0.010785269)
photographer
(0.009730392)
photographer
(0.010942243)
picture
(0.009932901)
picture
(0.010030088)
picture
(0.010662347)
picture
(0.009580281)
software
(0.010741603)
feature
(0.009924242)
feature
(0.010021289)
feature
(0.010643691)
feature
(0.009560834)
feature
(0.010699623)
battery
(0.009656516)
setting
(0.009714422)
battery
(0.010373606)
battery
(0.009321224)
picture
(0.010689487)
setting
(0.009596125)
battery
(0.009521719)
setting
(0.010341785)
setting
(0.009276917)
battery
(0.01046086)
reason
(0.009533786)
result
(0.009065794)
result
(0.009634106)
result
(0.008670973)
setting
(0.010346161)
resolution
(0.009430549)
photography
(0.008940687)
photography
(0.009578535)
photography
(0.008653971)
reason
(0.010275534)
result
(0.009028885)
reason
(0.008864645)
video
(0.009363669)
video
(0.008407041)
noise
(0.01002432)
photography
(0.008967144)
image
(0.008774484)
capability
(0.009352991)
image
(0.008382303)
result
(0.00971449)
software
(0.008902968)
video
(0.008729932)
image
(0.009333819)
time
(0.008291209)
Table 6.1: Top 10 most used aspects in DSLR reviews, ordered by relative
frequency between 2009 to 2013.
In this paper we decided to explore different ways of reducing the dimension-
ality of the aspect vocabulary, by using information gain and other techniques
to rank and decide which are the most salient aspects. After creating different
aspect vocabularies with the different aspect ranking strategies, products were
recommended, and recommendations evaluated similarly as in previous papers.
In the experiments, we confirmed that aspect selection using feature selection
techniques improved product recommendations, specially when using a small
subset of features selected with the semi-supervised information gain algorithm.
Finally, in this paper we introduced the three distinct camera types that form
part of our actual corpora: DSLR, Compact and Point & Shoot, and evaluated
the similarity between the aspect vocabularies of the three camera types.
The aforementioned papers [Chen et al., 2014, 2015b; Ferrer et al., 2014] par-
tially cover the Challenges 1 and 2 (“Identify the set of salient terms, in a given
domain, used by people while writing about their experiences with a concrete
entity of that domain.” and “Identify user judgments and their polarity.”, re-
spectively). However, the unsupervised aspect extraction and the creation of the
aspect vocabulary from user reviews were improved in Chapter 3 of this mono-
graph by exploiting domain knowledge available in two photography websites in
order to improve the precision and recall of the extracted aspects.
In [Ferrer and Plaza, 2016], we present a complete account of the Web of
Experiences approach, which is based on solving new problems by learning from
past experiences. In this paper, we extend our previous work on aspect extrac-
tion and sentiment analysis and propose a novel approach to create a vocabulary
of basic level concepts with the appropriate granularity to characterize a set of
products. This vocabulary is created from analyzing the usage of the aspects
over product reviews (the experiences of users), finding those product features
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with a clear positive or negative polarity to create bundles of arguments. The
bundles of arguments are collections of pro and con reasons that have been gen-
erated by obtaining and analyzing the practical knowledge of user’s experiences
from the reviews of a product; and allow us to reuse past experiences of users by
means of a user query and a degree of query satisfaction, defined in fuzzy logic.
This work is presented in the following publication:
• Ferrer, X. and Plaza, E. (2016). Concept discovery and argument bundles
in the Experience Web. In Proceedings of the 24th International Conference
on Case-Based Reasoning (ICCBR’16), pages 108–123. Springer.
The aspect vocabulary used in this work is improved from previous publi-
cations, and is the one described in Chapter 3. Furthermore, in this paper we
introduce the idea of concept vocabulary, which models the RELEVANT issues
used by people when expressing their experiences in product reviews. As such,
it partially covers Challenge 3 (“Discover the main issues addressed by people
when writing their experiences and create a concept vocabulary.”). See chapter
4 for a detailed description of the concept vocabulary creation.
Furthermore, we present the arguments, and the bundles of arguments, which
are the knowledge structures created from the user experiences with respect
to a product. As such, this paper also partially covers Challenge 4 (“Create
the arguments and the bundle of arguments of an entity.”). This paper also
introduces the concept of user query and the semantics of query satisfaction by
the argument bundles presented in this monograph, based on fuzzy logic, and
performs an evaluation of the resulting knowledge structures.
6.4 Open Issues and Future Work
In this section we describe several open issues that raise from the research pre-
sented in this monograph, and the corresponding lines of future work that could
address them. The future work lines presented in this section range from improv-
ing the aspect extraction methodology and the detection of judgment polarity,
to study the temporal dynamics of the bundles of arguments.
6.4.1 Improving Aspect and Judgment Detection
In this monograph, the detection of user judgments and the creation of the as-
pect vocabulary play an important role (see Chapters 3 and 4 for reference).
Aspects are identified by means of grammatical extraction rules presented in
[Moghaddam and Ester, 2010], and, although improved to fit the task of ex-
tracting important aspects from user reviews, they are limited to uni-grams and
bi-grams. Improving the aspect extraction rules by considering n-grams will re-
sult in a more rich vocabulary, and would improve the argument bundles of those
products with less reviews (since actually we are missing some aspects such as
‘electronic viewfinder speed’ and similar).
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Furthermore, we consider that we can improve the detection of user judg-
ments by leveraging the particular structures of natural language commonly
found in user reviews [Zhang et al., 2010]. In this dissertation, the techniques
used to identify user judgments are not domain specific, in the sense that can
be used to identify user judgments in a very wide range of texts. However, we
think that better results in the identification of user judgments and the polarity
of those judgments can be achieved by adapting this techniques to our domain,
by, for instance, using a domain specific sentiment vocabulary to determine the
polarity of the judgments (see Section 6.4.2).
6.4.2 Improving Domain Specific Sentiment Analysis
In Chapter 4 we analyze the polarity of user’s judgments in reviews. We use
the SmartSA sentiment analysis system to assess the polarity. SmartSA uses
SentiWordNet, a general sentiment lexicon where every WordNet synset has
three sentiment scores associated, positivity, objectivity, and negativity, to assess
the polarity of words. The positive, negative, and objective sentiment values of
each word in SentiWordNet are related with WordNet synsets. The problem
occurs when we are trying to assess the polarity of a word whose synset is not
found in WordNet, or changes it’s polarity depending on the domain. This
problem is often solved by using the sentiment value associated with the most
common WordNet synset for that word. However, this sentiment value might fail
to correctly identify the polarity of the domain specific word, since we are, in fact,
talking about two different meanings (associated with two different domains) of
the same word.
We studied the impact of this problem in our camera domain by analyzing if
the polarity values given by the SmartSA system correspond with the real polar-
ity, assessed manually, for a small set of domain specific camera related words.
We found that there were not much camera specific words whose polarities were
incorrectly assessed by the SmartSA system. However, some of the incorrectly
assessed polarities were related with important words of the camera domain.
Table 6.2 presents some of those words whose polarity was incorrectly as-
sessed by the SmartSA system. The symbol ‘+’ represents a positive polarity,
‘0’ a neutral polarity, and ‘-’ a negative polarity. For instance, aspect ‘RAW’ is
considered a word with a negative polarity by the SmartSA system, but should
be considered neutral (or maybe even positive) when talking about the RAW
file format of digital cameras. Another example is the word ‘small’. Smaller is a
positive factor in almost all digital cameras, since it allows for easier transporta-
tion, however it is considered a negative factor by the SmartSA system probably
because small has a commonly negative connotation in most domains. The last
three rows of Table 6.2 present sentences with a clearly positive polarity, assessed
as neutral by the SmartSA sentiment analysis system.
In this dissertation we decided to not create a domain specific sentiment dic-
tionary because we observed that the impact of the incorrectly guessed polarities
was not important. Furthermore, sometimes it was not clear if the mistakes in
assessing the polarity of some words and sentences were due to the prior sen-
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Word SmartSA polarity Expected domain polarity
Small - 0 or +
RAW - 0 or +
GPS - 0 or +
Cheaper 0 +
Less shutter lag - +
Faster max shutter speed 0 +
Faster autofocus 0 +
Table 6.2: Comparison between SmartSA polarities and the expected domain
specific polarities of some words considering the domain of digital cameras.
timent information associated to the SentiWordNet sentiment lexicon, or some
problems related with how the SmartSA system analyzes the natural language
structure of the sentences. And moreover, we decided that the creation of a com-
pletely new sentiment analysis system was out of the scope of this dissertation
because of the time constraints we were facing.
However, we consider that the improvement of the sentiment analysis tech-
niques with respect to our particular domain of digital cameras would improve
numerous parts of this dissertation: the aspect vocabulary, the concept vocab-
ulary, and the bundles of arguments. A possible solution would be to create a
domain specific sentiment dictionary related with digital cameras, although fur-
ther analysis on the impact of those incorrectly assessed word polarities would
be necessary.
6.4.3 Creating a More Complex Concept Vocabulary
In this work, we created the concept vocabulary in Chapter 4 by analyzing the
way words are used in the reviews of products and leveraging the idea of basic
level concepts used in cognitive linguistics. However, right now, all concepts of
the concept vocabularies are found at a certain level of granularity. That means
that when a concept is created (by selecting a partition from the hierarchical
clustering dendrogram), the level of granularity of this concept is decided, and
does not change unless a new concept vocabulary is created.
We consider that we can explore the creation of more complex concept vocab-
ularies to better define the bundles of arguments of each camera. For instance,
by combining vocabularies with different granularity when creating the bundles
of arguments.
6.4.4 Modeling Query Satisfaction Using Different Oper-
ators
In Chapter 5 we presented the user query and the concept of query satisfaction
by a bundle of arguments. The degree of satisfaction of a query by a bundle of
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arguments is modeled using fuzzy logic and estimates to which extent a product
satisfies the preferences expressed in a query.
In this dissertation we used the fuzzy implication associated to the t-norm
product (⇒⊗), together with the t-norm product, to model this degree of satis-
faction. However, the degree of query satisfaction could also be modeled using
other implications associated to other t-norms, such as the Lukasiewicz t-norm
or the minimum t-norm. The difference between modeling the degree of query
satisfaction by using different t-norms is that they estimate the degree of sat-
isfaction differently. For instance, the minimum t-norm is less strict than the
Lukasiewicz t-norm. Consequently, different bundles of arguments could be re-
trieved by utilizing different implications associated to other t-norms.
6.4.5 Determining the Domain(s) of a Corpus
Determining if a corpus is formed by one unique domain, or can be split in several
domains, is important in order to create accurate and representative vocabular-
ies, as we have shown in this monograph. However, it is not a straightforward
task: How can you assess the different domains, if more than one, of the entities
in a corpus? Do we need to analyze the entities, review per review, in order to
identify similarities between entities and define different domains?
In this monograph, we analyzed and compared the aspect and concept vo-
cabularies of three camera types (that are commonly used in digital photography
terminology, and not just Amazon). We found that they were noticeably dif-
ferent, and therefore we created three different corpora (KD, KC , and KP ).
However, in other domains the typing of entities may not be clear or consen-
sual in their terminology. Therefore, we consider that further research needs
to be done in this field, considering the impact it might have in the resulting
vocabularies created from user-generated reviews of entities.
6.4.6 Recommending with Hard and Soft Constraints
With our definition of a query and the query satisfaction model presented in
Chapter 5, we cannot define queries such as “I do not want a camera with gps”
or “I want only cameras that cost less than 500 euros”. This caveat makes
impossible the creation of a recommendation system that fully leverages the
knowledge of the bundles of arguments, because a simple query such as “I want
a black camera” cannot be modeled using our query system.
The inclusion of hard constraints in the user query could overcome the actual
limitations of the query system. This way, requirements such as “camera without
gps” could be modeled, discarding automatically those bundles of arguments that
contain the undesired feature when estimating the degree of query satisfaction.
Furthermore, including hard constraints will be the first step to create a
recommendation system. With that being said, it is important to point that
the creation of a recommender system was not the goal of this dissertation,
but we acknowledge that it may be an interesting way to allow the reuse of
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user experiences and the experiential knowledge expressed with the bundles of
arguments.
6.4.7 Bundle Visualization
In this monograph we extracted and modeled practical knowledge from user-
generated reviews about digital cameras to create knowledge structures able
to represent this information. These structures can then be reused in numerous
ways and to various ends by other people interested in the digital camera domain.
However, we think it would be interesting to create an online platform to
present, in a user-friendly way, the bundles of arguments of the different cam-
eras used in this monograph. By creating a bundle visualization tool, we would
facilitate the reuse of the practical knowledge contained in the bundles of ar-
guments, as people will be able to easily understand the positive and negative
arguments associated to every camera and the arguments in each bundle. Fur-
thermore, an online bundle visualization platform will also help disseminating
the research presented in this monograph.
6.4.8 Temporal Dynamics of the Bundles of Arguments
Time is an important variable to consider when working with user reviews, as
it has a remarkable impact on people’s opinions and language: The vocabulary
used in user-generated content and the sentiment of people with respect to the
different aspects of the entities described in user reviews changes over time.
We studied the temporal dynamics of an aspect vocabulary in [Ferrer et al.,
2014]. In Appendix B of this monograph, we present a summary with the most
relevant findings. Based on the results obtained, we think it would be interesting
to further explore temporal dynamics with respect to the argument structures
presented in this monograph. What effect has time on the bundles of arguments?
Do old arguments become invalid to characterize digital cameras in the present?
Or can their knowledge be reused?
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Appendix A
Notation
A.1 Corpora and Products
• K a corpus of reviews; can be one of KD, KC or KP , that correspond to
the three camera types dslr, compact and pas respectively.
• p ∈ P. A product p belongs to the set of products P in a K.
• Rev(p). The set of reviews of a product p.
• K = ⋃i=1...|P|{(pi, Rev(pi)}. Each corpus is formed by a set of product-
reviews pairs, where pi is a digital camera in P, and Rev(pi) is the set of
reviews about camera pi.
A.2 Aspects
• A an aspect vocabulary; can be one of AD, AC or AP , that correspond to
the three camera types dslr, compact and pas respectively.
• A = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3 ∪ A4. The aspect vocabulary is the union of the four
aspect sets.
• a ∈ A. An aspect a belongs to the aspect vocabulary a in a A.
• Occ(p, a). Occurrences of aspect a in reviews of product p, i.e. the sen-
tences from the reviews Rev(p) in which aspect a occurs.
• s(x, a) ∈ [−1, 1]. The sentiment value, ranging from -1 to +1, for aspect a
occurring in sentence x.
• Sav(p, a) = 1M ·
∑
x∈Occ(p,a) s(x, a), where Sav(p, a) ∈ [−1, 1] and M =
|Occ(p, a)|. Average sentiment of an aspect a in the reviews of product p.
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• Dev(p, a) =
√
1
M ·
∑
x∈Occ(p,a) (Sav(p, a)− s(x, a))2 where M =
|Occ(p, a)|. Standard deviation of the sentiment values for aspect a in
the reviews of product p.
A.3 Partitions and Aspect Groups
• G = {a1, . . . , an}. An aspect group G is formed by a set of aspects a ∈ A.
• K = {G1, . . . , Gn}. A partition K is formed by a set of aspect groups G.
The partition with higher R(K) will form a concept vocabulary C.
• Sim(Gi, Gj) = 1|Gi||Gj |
∑|Gi|
n=1
∑|Gj |
m=1 SimA(an, am). The similarity be-
tween two groups of aspects Gi and Gj is defined as the average similarity
between all combinations of aspects of the two groups, where an and am
are aspects from the aspect groups Gi and Gj respectively.
• SimA(ai, aj) = α · Γ(ai, aj) + β · ∆(ai, aj) + γ · Λ(ai, aj). The similarity
between two aspects ai and aj is defined as a weighted addition of the
semantic similarity, string similarity and PhotoDict similarity between two
aspects, where α, β and γ are weighting parameters in [0, 1] such that
α+ β + γ = 1, and the values of SimA are in [0, 1]
• Occ(P, G). Is the set of occurrences of all aspects forming the aspect group
G considering all products in P.
• R(K) = 1|K|
∑|K|
i=1 IS(Gi). The Partition Ranking score R(K) of a parti-
tion K is the average sentiment similarity of all aspect groups G in K.
• IS(G) = 1|G|·(|G|−1)
∑|G|
i=1
∑|G|
j=1,j 6=i Sim(Di, Dj). The average sentiment
similarity IS of a group of aspects G as the average Sim among the polarity
profiles of all pairs of aspects in G, where Di and Dj are the polarity
profiles of aspect ai and aj respectively, and Sim(Di, Dj) computes the
cosine similarity between aspect polarity profiles.
• D(a) = (S′av(pi, a))i∈1...|P| is the polarity profile of aspect a. D is a vector
of normalized sentiment averages of aspect a over the set of products P,
where S′av(pi, a) is in [0,1].
A.4 Concepts
• C a concept vocabulary; can be one of CD, CC or CP , that correspond to
the three camera types dslr, compact and pas respectively.
• C ∈ C. A concept C belongs to the concept vocabulary C.
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• Occ(p, C). Occurrences of concept C in reviews of product p, i.e. the
sentences from the reviews Rev(p) in which any aspect of concept C occurs
Occ(p, C) =
⋃
a∈C Occ(p, a).
• s(x,C) ∈ [−1, 1]. The sentiment value for the aspects of C occurring in
sentence x. s(x,C) = 1∑
a∈C |s(x,a)|
∑
a∈C s(x, a).
• Sav(p, C) = 1M ·
∑
x∈Occ(p,C) s(x,C), where Sav(p, C) ∈ [−1, 1] and M =
|Occ(p, C)|. Average sentiment of a concept C in the reviews of product
p.
• Dev(p, C) =
√
1
M ·
∑
x∈Occ(p,C) (Sav(p, C)− s(x,C))2 where M =
|Occ(p, C)|. Standard deviation of the sentiment value for a concept C
in the reviews of product p.
A.5 Arguments and Bundles
• V (p, C) = {s(x,C)|x ∈ Occ(p, C)}. Collection of sentiment values ranging
from [-1,1] of the judgments found in Occ(p,C) sentences, and |V (p, C)| =
|Occ(p, C)|.
• Arg = 〈p, C, s〉. An argument is a tuple formed by a product p ∈ P, a
concept C ∈ C, and an aggregated sentiment value s.
• An Arg can be one of ArgG, Argσ, ArgF , that corresponds to the three
types of arguments Gini argument, Agreement argument and Cardinality
argument, respectively.
• Arg+ if Arg.s > δ. An argument is considered a pro argument if the ag-
gregated sentiment value is bigger than a threshold parameter δ.
• Arg− if Arg.s < −δ. An argument is considered a con argument if the
aggregated sentiment value is smaller than a threshold parameter −δ.
• Arg∅ if − δ ≤ Arg.s ≤ δ. An argument is considered a moot argument if
the aggregated sentiment is between −δ ≤ Arg.s ≤ δ.
• Gini(p, C) = 1n
(
n+ 1− 2
∑n
i=1(n+1−i)vi)∑n
i=1 vi
)
. The Gini coefficient between
the judgments of concept C of product p returns a value in [0, 1], where
vi ∈ ~V , ~V is the polarity vector V (p, C) ordered from lower to higher
sentiment value, and n = |V (p, C)|.
• O+(p, C) = |{x ∈ Occ(p, C)|s(C, x) > 0}|. The quantity of positive occur-
rences of a concept C in the reviews of a product p.
• O−(p, C) = |{x ∈ Occ(p, C)|s(C, x) < 0}|. The quantity of negative oc-
currences of a concept C in the reviews of a product p.
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• B(p) = ⋃C∈C Arg 〈p, C, s〉. The bundle of arguments of a product p ∈ P is
the union of arguments with respect to the set of concepts in C.
• Pros(p) = {Arg+ ∈ B(p)}. The set of pro arguments of product p of the
bundle of arguments B(p).
• Cons(p) = {Arg− ∈ B(p)}. The set of con arguments of product p of the
bundle of arguments B(p).
• Moots(p) = {Arg∅ ∈ B(p). The set of moot arguments of product p of the
bundle of arguments B(p).
• B(p) = ⋃Arg∈B(p)Normalize(Arg). A normalized bundle of arguments of
a product B(p) is formed by the set of normalized arguments of the bundle
of arguments B(p).
• Normalize(Arg 〈p, C, s〉) = Arg 〈p, C, s〉, where s = f ′(s, smin(C,Args),
smax(C,Args)). A normalized argument Arg is created by normalizing the
sentiment s of an argument Arg with f ′:
f ′(s,min,max) =

s
max if s > 0
− smin if s < 0
0 otherwise
(A.1)
• Φ(B(pi),B(pj)) = 12|C|
∑|C|
k=1 s
i
k− sjk. Degree in which a normalized bundle
B(pi) is better or superior to another normalized B(pj), where s
i
k and s
j
k are
the sentiment values of respective arguments 〈pi, Ck, sik〉 and 〈pj , Ck, sjk〉
in the normalized bundles of pi and pj .
• B̂(p) = ⋃Arg∈B(p)Rescale(Arg). A rescaled bundle of arguments of a prod-
uct B̂(p) is formed by the set of rescaled arguments of the bundle of argu-
ments B(p). Normalized bundles B(p) can also be rescaled.
• Rescale(Arg 〈p, C, s〉) = Ârg 〈p, C, ŝ〉, where ŝ = s+12 . A rescaled argument
Ârg is created by rescaling the sentiment s of an argument Arg. Normalized
bundles B(p) can also be rescaled.
• Sp(r1, r2) = 1 − 6
∑
d2i
n(n2−1) is the Spearman rank correlation between two
rankings r1 and r2, d = r1(ai) − r2(ai) is the difference between the two
ranks of the same element ai in r1 and r2, and n is the quantity of common
elements between the two aspect vocabularies.
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A.6 User Query and Degree of Satisfaction
• Q = {(Cj ,U(Cj))}j=1,...,k where k ≤ |C|. A query Q is formed by a set
of concept-utility pairs (Cj ,U(Cj)) that express the user preferences over
concept Cj , and where C ∈ C.
• U(C) ∈ [0, 1]. A utility function U assigns a user preference value to a
concept C ∈ C.
• The Satisfaction degree in which an argument with respect to concept Cj
satisfies a user preference related with CJ :
U(Cj)⇒⊗ ŝj =
{
1, if U(Cj) ≤ ŝj
ŝj
U(Cj)
otherwise
where ŝj , is the rescaled sentiment value of argument 〈p, Cj , ŝj〉.
• DS(Q, B̂(p)) = ∏kj=1(U(Cj) ⇒⊗ ŝj). Degree of bundle satisfaction (DS)
of a query Q over a rescaled bundle B̂(p). DS is the conjunction of the
resulting concept wise satisfaction degrees between the arguments of a
rescaled bundle and the query preferences of a user, using the t-norm
product.

Appendix B
Aspects Over Time
In this appendix we present an evaluation about how the aspect vocabulary
and user preferences change over time in the context of user-generated reviews
and temporal dynamics [Ferrer et al., 2014]. Temporal dynamics is a crucial
dimension for both content and collaborative approaches, because what makes
a product feature interesting now may become the accepted standard in the
future. The vocabulary used in user-generated reviews of products, and more
importantly, the individual criteria when evaluating or describing the different
aspects of a product in a review, may change influenced by the temporal di-
mension. Therefore, temporal dynamics are of great interest in the context of
the Web of Experiences and those systems that leverage the information from
user-generated content.
In this work, we create a social recommender system using sentiment rich
user generated product reviews and temporal information. Specifically we inte-
grate these two resources to formalize a novel aspect-based sentiment ranking
that captures temporal distribution of aspect sentiments and so the preferences
of the users over time. We demonstrate the utility of our proposed model by con-
ducting a comparative analysis on data extracted from Amazon.com and Cnet.
We show that considering the temporal preferences of users leads to better rec-
ommendation, and that preferences and the vocabulary of users change over
time.
B.1 Social Recommendations with Temporal
Dynamics
Recommender systems traditionally provide users with a list of recommended
items based on users preferences. The huge success of these systems in the re-
tail sector demands innovative and improved recommendation algorithms. The
dawn of the social web has created opportunities for new recommendation algo-
rithms to utilize knowledge from such resources and so the emergence of social
recommender system. These systems harness knowledge from user generated re-
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views to generate better recommendations by incorporating sentiment expressed
in opinions to bias the recommendation list [Dong et al., 2013b]. Similarly
preference knowledge and temporal dynamics have also separately been applied
to influence recommendations [Hong et al., 2012; Vasudevan and Chakraborti,
2014].
Purchase choices are based on comparison of artifacts; which implicitly or
explicitly involve comparison of characteristics or aspects of these artifacts. In
particular a user’s purchase decision hints at the aspects that are likely to have
influenced their decision and as such be deemed more important. Additionally
it is also not unusual to expect that the criteria used for this comparison may
also change with time. For example, in the domain of Cameras, the LCD display
may have been an important aspect users were interested in the past but now
this is given in almost every camera and so is likely to be an aspect of contention.
In recent work [Chen et al., 2014] we explored how preference knowledge
can be captured and exploited within a social recommendation application. Our
findings suggested that preference knowledge allows us to extract important as-
pects from reviews, in terms of those that are likely to have influenced the users’
purchase decision. However, would recency of reviews have an impact on aspect
weights? How far back in time must we go before extracted weights improve
the recommendations? Our main focus in this paper is to study temporal and
preference context for social recommendations with a view to integrate these
contexts with aspect-based sentiment analysis.
Our contribution is three-fold: firstly we demonstrate how sentiment distri-
bution analysis can impact the quality of recommendations; and secondly show
how a preference-based algorithm can be incorporated to derive rankings on the
basis of preference relationships; and finally provide a formalism to combine
sentiment and temporal information. Our results confirm that incorporating
temporal information in aspect-based sentiment analysis is comparable to pref-
erence knowledge.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section B.2 we present the
background research related to this work. Next in Section B.3 we describe aspect
preference over time and how preference graphs can be generated by using a case
study from Amazon.com. The process of aspect extraction and weight learning
for sentiment analysis is presented in Section B.4. Finally, our evaluation results
are presented in Section B.5 followed by conclusions in Section B.6.
B.2 Related Work
Social recommender systems recognize the important role of sentiment analy-
sis of user reviews [Dong et al., 2013b]. Instead of relying on user logs and
sessions to model user preference [McCarthy et al., 2010], in this paper we in-
fer aspect preferences from comparing the sentiment-rich content generated by
users. However, extracting sentiment from natural language constructs is a chal-
lenge. Lexicons are often used to ascertain the polarity (positive or negative)
and strength of sentiment expressed at word-level (e.g. SentiWordNet [Esuli and
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Sebastiani, 2006]). However sophisticated methods are needed to aggregate these
scores at the sentence, paragraph and document level to account for negation
and other forms of sentiment modifiers [Muhammad et al., 2013]. Increasingly
aggregation is organized at the aspect level, since the distribution of a user’s
sentiment is typically mixed and expressed over the aspects of the artifact (e.g.
I love the color but not too keen on size). Hu and Liu [Hu and Liu, 2004a]
propose an association mining driven approach to identify frequent nouns or
noun phrases as aspects. Thereafter sentences are grouped by these aspects and
sentiment scores assigned to each aspect group [Moghaddam and Ester, 2010].
Whilst there are many other statistical approaches to frequent noun extraction
[Popescu and Etzioni, 2007]; others argue that identifying semantic relationship
in text provides significant improvements in aspect extraction [Moghaddam and
Ester, 2012]. Here we explore how semantic based extraction can be augmented
by frequency counts.
Temporal dynamics is a crucial dimension for both content and collaborative
approaches. Initial work on concept drift was applied to classification tasks with
focus on optimising the learning time window [Kolter and Maloof, 2003]. More
recently with recommender systems, temporal knowledge in the form of rules
was used to predict purchase behavior over time [Cho et al., 2005]. Similarly
the temporal influence on changes in user ratings has been observed on the
Netflix movies [Koren, 2010], and short and long-term preference changes on
products [Xiang et al., 2010]. The association of importance weights to aspects
according time is not new [Ding and Li, 2005]. Here they generate aspect weights
that are a function of time. Whilst our work also acknowledges the need for
time-aware aspect weight learning, we exploit knowledge from both user review
histories and preferences for this task.
B.3 Social Recommendation Model
An overview of our proposed process appears in Figure B.1. The final out-
come is a recommendation of products (hitherto referred to as artifacts) that
are retrieved and ranked, with respect to a given query product. Central to
this ranking are aspect weights, which are derived from two knowledge sources:
sentiment rich user generated product reviews and preferences from purchased
summary statistics. Generally preference knowledge is captured in a graph ac-
cording to purchase behavior and reviews depending on recency will influence
both weight extraction and ranking algorithms. Here, we are interested in ex-
ploring how aspects can be weighted. Accordingly alternative aspect weight
functions, AWi, will be explored by taking into account the time and preference
contexts of aspects. These in turn will influence the sentiment scores assigned
to each extracted aspect, ASi. Therefore the final ranking of products is based
on an aspect weighted sentiment score aggregation.
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Figure B.1: Social recommendations with temporal dynamics
B.3.1 Time context
New and improved product aspects grow over time. While there are product
aspects that are continuously improving, others stabilize when a majority of
the products possess them. We can observe such trends on a sample of data
collected from Amazon between 2008 and April 2014 (see Table B.1). Here we
summarize the statistics of aspect frequency and show the top 10 most frequently
mentioned aspects. In 2008, resolution was most frequent, however, this aspect’s
importance diminished during the following years finally disappearing from the
top 10 in 2010. On the other hand, aspects like picture or battery remain in
the top 10 list. Resolution might have been an important aspect for a camera
in 2008, but it is no longer a determinant as the majority of the SLR cameras
are now equipped with high resolution. On the contrary, users keep seeking for
better pictures or longer battery life in SLR cameras.
Another interesting observation is that the number of aspects grows with
time (see Table B.1). This is not surprising as manufacturers introduce new
product features every year (e.g. HD video, creative image function etc.) to
attract customers. This situation also explains the top aspect weights presented
in Table B.1 decreasing over time: a higher number of aspects per year means
a lower aspect average frequency. Accordingly such situations challenge exist-
ing recommendation systems, calling for adaptive extraction and weighting algo-
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rithms that can leverage temporal information from product reviews for product
recommendation.
Top 10 aspects
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 until
April
resolution photographer photographer photographer photographer photographer picture
photographer picture picture picture picture picture feature
software feature feature feature feature feature photographer
feature battery setting battery battery setting battery
picture setting battery setting setting battery setting
battery reason result result result result photography
setting resolution photography photography photography photography image
reason result reason video video image result
noise photography image capability image video time
result software video image time time quality
# Aspects
315 557 672 721 866 934 896
Table B.1: Top 10 aspects and total of aspects (#aspects) ordered by frequency
between years 2008 until April 2014
B.3.2 Preference Context
Like time, the product preference behavior of users also paints a picture about
what aspects are likely to be important when making purchase decisions. For
instance if we know which product was preferred over which other product then
by comparing the product aspect differences we can infer a degree of aspect
importance. To do this we need to establish preference knowledge and thereafter
quantify product aspect differences on the basis of sentiment.
We acquire preference knowledge from preference graph generated from
viewed and purchased product pairs. The weight of an aspect is derived by
comparing the sentiment difference between node pairs in the graph. A prefer-
ence relation between a pair of products denotes the preference of one product
over the other through the analysis of viewed and purchased product relation-
ships. A preference graph, G = (P, E), is generated from such product pairs
(see Figure B.2). The set of nodes, pi ∈ P, represent products, and the set of
directed edges, E , are preference relations, pj  pi, such that a directed edge
from product pi to pj with i 6= j represents that, for some users, pj is preferred
over product pi. For any pi, we use E i to denote in-coming product sets, and Ei
for outgoing product sets.
Figure B.2 illustrates a preference graph generated from a sample of Amazon
data on Digital SLR Camera. The number of reviews/questions for a product is
shown below each product node. It is not surprising that such products appear
in Amazon’s Best Seller ranking (e.g. B003ZYF3LO is amongst Amazon’s top
10 list). In our recent work [Chen et al., 2014], we observed that the higher the
number of incoming edges (quantity) from preferred products (quality), the more
preferred is a product. However we also observed that while our assumption is
true with most studied products, it is not always the case that a product with
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higher number of incoming edges will also have a higher rank in Amazon’s Best
Seller. This motivates the need to leverage further dimensions of knowledge
sources such as sentiment from product reviews.
Figure B.2: Preference graph for Amazon DSLR Cameras, showing the products
ids (i.e. B003ZYF3LO) and the quantity of incomeing and outgoing edges for
each product (i.e. 420/76)
B.4 Aspect Weighted Sentiment-based Ranking
User generated product reviews contain user opinion in the form of positive and
negative sentiment. Strength of sentiment expresses the intensity with which
an opinion is stated with reference to a product [Turney, 2002]. We exploit
this information as a means to rank our products, such that products ranked
higher denote higher positive sentiment. The product sentiment (ProdSenti) of
a camera p, given a set of related reviews, is a weighted summation of sentiment
expressed at the aspect level:
ProdSenti(pi) =
|Ai|∑
j=1
AW (aj , t) ∗AS(pi, aj)
|Ai| (B.1)
AS(p, a) =
∑
r∈Occ(p,a)
s(r, a)
|Occ(p, a)| ∗ (1−Gini) (B.2)
Where Occ(p, a) is the set of sentences from the reviews of product p related to
aspect a, AW is a function of a’s weight over time t, and Ai is the set of unique
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aspects extracted from the reviews of product pi. s(r, a) is the sentiment of
aspect a in sentence r, a value between [-1,1] generated by the Smart sentiment
analysis system [Muhammad et al., 2013]. The negative and positive strength is
expressed as a value in the range [-1:1]. It allows the sentiment of product, p, to
be associated with individual aspects a ∈ Ai where Ai ⊆ A, being A the set of
unique aspects extracted from the reviews of all products in P.
These sentiment instantiated values for product aspects allow the compar-
ison of product pairs in terms of sentiment. We exploit this further to derive
aspects weights based on preference and sentiment knowledge. We use Gini in-
dex [Yitzhaki, 1979] to acknowledge higher sentiment scores to an aspect when
there is consensus on the distribution of the sentiment and otherwise penalized
accordingly.
Aspects of products are extracted by using Algorithm 8 presented in Sec-
tion 3.2 of this monograph. Aspects are extracted by applying a set of gram-
matical extraction rules [Moghaddam and Ester, 2012] that operate on depen-
dency relations in parsed sentences parsed using the Stanford Dependency parser
[De Marneffe et al., 2006]. Rules involving negations are not included because
the SmartSA system already takes this into consideration when generating sen-
timent scores.
B.4.1 Time-dependent Aspect Weight
The first of our weighting schemes assumes that an aspect is deemed important
when it is frequently mentioned by the authors of the reviews. This allows us to
monitor aspect trends in straight forward manner as reviews can be fairly easily
grouped into seasonal time windows. Based on this principle, an aspect weight
is derived by the relative aspect frequency at time window t.
AW (aj , t) =
Freq(aj , t)∑
ai∈A
Freq(ai, t)
(B.3)
Where Freq returns the frequency of an aspect a in a given time window t
into which reviews have been grouped. Frequency here is the number of times
a term appears in a specified group of reviews. Table B.2 shows an example of
aspect weight calculations in two different time windows i.e. 2008 and 2011. We
observe that although the aspect frequency of ‘megapixel’ has increased over-
time, its relative weight compared to all other aspects decreased significantly.
Therefore, we suggest that the importance of the aspect ‘megapixel’ has dropped
over the years. Whilst frequency of aspects over time allows us to infer global
trends about aspect usage, it does so without considering the relationship be-
tween aspects from preferred products. Therefore an alternative approach is to
compare aspects shared between preferred products.
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Year Freq(a, Y ear)
∑
a∈A Freq(a, Y ear) AW(a, Y ear)
2008 434 1.4 · 106 3 · 10−5
2011 504 4.5 · 106 1.1 · 10−5
Table B.2: Time-dependent megapixel aspect weight in 2008 - 2011
B.4.2 Preference Aspect Weight
A product purchase choice is a preference made on the basis of one or more
aspects. The notion of aspect importance arises when the same set of aspects
contribute to similar purchase decisions. Using this principle, aspects weights are
derived by comparing the aspect sentiment score differences between purchased
and viewed product pairs (px, py), where px 6= py.
AW (aj) =
∑|P|
x=1
∑|P|
y=1 δ(aj , px, py)
|d| (B.4)
where either px  py, or py  px, or both, and d ∈ E is the set of product pref-
erence pairs whose products have aspect aj . The preference difference between
any pairs of products is computed as:
δ(aj , px, py) = |Lmin(A, E)|+ δ′(aj , px, py) (B.5)
δ′(aj , px, py) = AS(aj , px)−AS(aj , py) (B.6)
Here |Lmin(A, E)| is the least minimum preference difference scores obtained
over all aspects and product preference pairs, and AS(aj , px) is the sentiment
associated to aspect aj of product px.
Therefore, to compute the preference aspect weight (AW ) of an aspect a, we
search all those product preference pairs (px, py) whose products possess aspect
a and estimate δ(aj , px, py). Higher values of δ for an aspect contribute to higher
aspect weights AW for that aspect. This indicates that aspect a may have played
an important role in the selection of a preferred product. indicating that one of
the reasons product pi was preferred was because of aspect a, .
Since δ′ computation can result in negative scores, we use |Lmin(A, E)| to
bound the lowest value to zero. Thereafter we normalize δ(aj , px, py) such that
it is in range [0,1].
B.5 Evaluation
In this section we evaluate our proposed integration of time and preference
guided aspect weight extraction applied to product recommendation. we eval-
uate how well the recommendation system works in practice on Amazon and
Cnet data using two derived benchmark rankings.
For the experiments, we use the DSLR corpus of digital cameras (KD) in-
troduced in this monograph in Section 3.6.1. Since we are not focusing on the
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cold-start problem, newer products and those without many user reviews are
removed
The aspect extraction algorithm that uses dependency extraction rules
(FqDPrules) extracted 981 unique aspects, 128 aspects on average per prod-
uct. Importantly more than 50% of the products shared at least 70 aspects,
while 30% shared more than 90 aspects on average. The fact that there are
many shared aspects is reassuring for product comparison when applying Equa-
tion B.1.
B.5.1 Ranking Strategies
The retrieval set of a query product consists of products that share a similar num-
ber of aspects. This retrieval set is ranked using the following sentiment-based
recommendation strategies considering only the k top shared aspects between
the retrieved and the query product. The comparative weighting schemes used
in our experiments are as follows:
• Base: recommend using aspect sentiment analysis without considering
aspect weights presented in Equation B.2;
• PrefW : same as Base but with the additional preference aspect weighting
component from Equation B.4;
• TimeWt: same as PrefW but considering the time context for aspect
weighting component (instead of preference) presented in Equation B.3.
It is worth noting that Amazon only provides the current snap shot of prefer-
ences. Therefore we are unable to explore the impact of time on preference-based
aspect weight extraction. We will present the TimeWt strategy considering all
reviews created between three different time windows: 2008-2014, 2011-2014 and
2014.
B.5.2 Evaluation Metrics
In the absence of ground truth data and individual user specific purchase trails,
we generated two different benchmark lists according to the following dimensions:
• Popular : Derived from Amazon’s reviews, questions and timeline data.
Products are ranked based on its popularity computed by means of Equa-
tion B.7.
Popular(p) =
nReviews + nQuestions
days online
(B.7)
where nReviews and nQuestions refer to the number of reviews and ques-
tions of a product respectively, and days online is the number of days the
product has been on Amazon’s website. We found that this formula has
some correlation with the top 100 Amazon Best Seller ranking (Spearman
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correlation of -0.4381). Unlike Amazon’s benchmark this allows us to ex-
periment with query products that may not necessarily be in the Amazon
top 1001. Using a leave-one-out methodology, the average gain in rank
position of recommended products over the left-out query product is com-
puted relative to a benchmark product ranking.
%RankGain =
∑n=3
i=1 benchmark(Pq)− benchmark(Pi)
n ∗ |P − 1| (B.8)
where n is the size of the retrieved set and benchmark returns the position
on the benchmark list. The greater the gain over the query product the
better.
• Precision: Derived from Cnet.com expert recommendations for DSLRs
cameras2. This ground-truth is divided in three subcategories (entry-level
DSLRs, midrange DSLRs, and professional DSLRs), each containing a list
of cameras recommended by Cnet experts.
Precision =
n∑
i=1
TopNcat ∩ Cnetcat
n
(B.9)
In the absence of a defined Cnet ranking per category, we use a leave-one-
out methodology to evaluate the capacity of our strategies to recommend
the expert-selected cameras in each category. We compute the precision
by means of Equation B.9, where TopNcat is the list of the top n recom-
mended products for category cat, and Cnetcat is the list of Cnet expert
recommended cameras for that category.
B.5.3 Results - Amazon
Here we present results from our exploration of aspects trends in terms of weights
over time followed by a comparison of the two weighting schemes.
Importance of Time on Aspect Weighting
Figure B.3 shows the weight of the aspects ‘megapixel’, ‘autofocus’ and ‘battery’
computed by using strategy TimeWt for years between 2008 and 2014. We
observe that ‘megapixel’ was an important aspect in 2008 with a frequency
weight of close to 0.009. However, its importance decreased dramatically during
the following years, reducing its weight up to five times in 2011. In contrast,
with ‘autofocus’, we see an increasing trend. A different trend can be observed
for ‘battery’ in Figure B.3. Here it is interesting to note that the aspect weight is
maintained over the years. Whilst there is a negligible loss in the raw score this
is explained by the difference in number of unique aspects in the time period.
1http://www.amazon.co.uk/Best-Sellers-Electronics-Digital-SLR-Cameras
2http://www.cnet.com/uk/topics/cameras/best-digital-cameras/
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For example, in 2008 we found approximately 250 aspects whilst in 2014 this
had increased to 900.
Figure B.3: Aspects weight over time
(in years)
Figure B.4: ProdSenti on Popular
benchmark
In Figure B.4, we use TimeWt with t = 2008-2014, 2011-2014 and 2014 to
rank the recommendations for increasing number of shared aspects (k) on bench-
mark Popular. In general, we observe that weights learned using TimeW2014
perform up to a 15% better for k = 30 when recommending actual products.
TimeW2011 falls close to the recommendations made by TimeW2014, being the
weights learned by TimeW2008 the ones that perform worst. These results in-
dicate that considering the most recent time frame for computing the aspect
weights improves the recommendations made by the system, and that aspect
frequency over time is a good indicator of what users care most when consider-
ing cameras.
Time vs Preference Weighting
In Figure B.5 we compare the three strategies, TimeW2014, PrefW and Base
using the Popular benchmark. We include the strategy agnostic of aspects
weights, Base, in order to compare the impact that weights have on the recom-
mendations while considering preferences and time weighted aspects.
As we can observe, TimeW2014 and PrefW strategies outperform Base by
more than 10% on average. On the other hand, we observe that PrefW out-
performs TimeW2014 for all values of k comprised between 30 and 100. This
suggests that preference weights used by PrefW are able to recommend better
products for the Popular benchmark since they represent the most recent snap-
shot of the current users preferences. We also observe that there seems to be a
sweet spot in terms of the number of shared aspects (k), with PrefW achieving
best results with k=30, and a gradual decrease thereafter.
However, the rank improvement obtained by considering time in TimeW2014
should not be ignored as it performs 15% better than PrefW with smaller
subsets of shared aspects (e.g. k = 20) and obtains a similar rank improvement
with increased numbers of shared aspects (e.g. k ≥ 100). Close examination
of TimeW2014’s performance suggests that the retrieval set consisted of a high
number of products (85% ) with k = 20 shared aspects. This is in contrast
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Top 10 aspects for Top 10 aspects for
TimeW2014 PrefW
Aspect Weight Aspect Weight
picture .00982 shutter .00229
feature .00974 photography .00181
photographer .00956 point .00179
battery .00948 system .00176
setting .00942 video .00166
photography .00877 setting .00165
image .00857 picture .00158
result .00847 advantage .00152
time .00843 sensor .00150
quality .00842 manual .00150
Table B.3: Top 10 aspects for TimeW2014 and PrefW
to its poorer performance with higher values of k. This suggests that with
less frequently occurring aspects the frequency based weight computation of
TimeW2014 is likely to be less reliable compared to PrefW .
Figure B.5: Comparison of different strategies
Table B.3 presents the top 10 aspects extracted by means of TimeW2014 and
PrefW and its correspondent weight. Here the lists and weights of the top
aspects obtained by the two strategies are different except for aspects ‘picture’,
‘setting’ and ‘photography’. Although occupy different ranking positions and are
weighted differently, both strategies seem to agree on their importance. Also, the
weight distribution of each strategies is different. For example, TimeW2014 gives
almost five times more weight to ‘picture’ (0.00982) than PrefW does to its top
aspect ‘shutter’ (0.00229). We also notice that there are several semantically
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related aspects that appear in the top 10: ‘image’ represents a similar concept
to ‘picture’ and ‘photography’; similarly ‘system’ and ‘settings’. It is likely that
mapping such related aspects to a common concept is able to generate more
accurate aspect weights.
B.5.4 Results - Cnet
Next we compare our recommendations using weights extracted from Amazon
sources against expert advice. For this purpose we use Cnet expert advice on
DSLR camera recommendations. We divided all cameras from our dataset in
three subsets, corresponding to entry-level, midrange and professional categories
presented on the website, based on price (see Table B.4). Table B.4 also shows
the number of products included in every subset and the number of Cnet prod-
ucts used as the gold standard.
Entry-
level
Mid-
range
Professional
Price range ($) 0-1k 1k-2.2k 2.2k-7k
#productscat 60 14 6
#productscat ∩ Cnetcat 7 8 3
Table B.4: Cnet dataset classification for Entry-level, Mid-range and Profes-
sional
Table B.5 shows the average precision of TimeW2014, PrefW and Base for
every Cnet category and different recommendation set sizes (n=1 and n=3)
computed by means of Equation B.9. We included a strategy that randomly
recommends products, Random, to facilitate understanding of the results.
As we observe in Table B.5, strategies that are aware of aspect sentiments
are able to improve precision in every category. In Popular dataset, PrefW is
the strategy that performs better: for the Cnet Entry-level subset, it is able to
recommend a Cnet top product 37% of the time for n=1 and a 24% for n=3 on
average. These results are promising considering that the probability of recom-
mending a top Cnet product amongst the entire subset in this category is 20%
and 7% respectively. Precision results for all three strategies are much higher
when applied to smaller Cnet datasets; Mid-range and Professional, achieving
a precision of close to 85% and 80% for n=1 respectively and doubling the pre-
cision of the random recommender. Overall, since our system recommendations
closely match with Cnet expert’s recommendations, we conclude that the aspect
weights learned from Amazon are likely to correspond with criteria that the
Cnet expert’s might have implicitly used. However, we cannot accurately verify
this without manually demanding user trial. Nevertheless it is interesting that
consensus knowledge discovered from social media seem to closely echo views of
the domain experts.
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Strategy Entry-level Mid-range Professional
n=1 n=3 n=1 n=3 n=1 n=3
Random 0.203 0.077 0.461 0.376 0.2 0.277
Base 0.220 0.146 0.769 0.423 0.4 0.377
TimeW2014 0.254 0.128 0.846 0.444 0.8 0.4
PrefW 0.372 0.243 0.846 0.461 0.6 0.422
Table B.5: Precision for different retrieved set sizes n in Cnet.
B.6 Conclusions
Tracking users preference over time raises unique challenges for recommendation
systems. Every product potentially goes through a series of changes which typ-
ically involves functional improvements resulting in a broader range of aspects
which in turn will be echoed in changes to user preferences. Our previous find-
ings suggested that preference knowledge allows us to identify aspects that are
important to users but lacks the capability to trace aspect importance trends.
In this paper, we formalize a novel aspect-based sentiment ranking that utilize
both time and preference contexts. The benefits are demonstrated in a realistic
recommendation setting using benchmarks generated from Amazon and Cnet.
We show that monitoring aspect frequency in product reviews allows to capture
changes to aspect importance over time. Importantly, we confirm that time
context can be conveniently exploited by using the recent time frame to improve
recommendations.
We compare the performance of aspect-based sentiment ranking in the con-
text of time and preference. We observed that both contexts perform well in
different number of shared aspects, further work is needed to study the benefit of
integrating both contexts in ranking algorithm. Moreover, our results show that
similar aspects were mentioned using different terms and further work is needed
to study how sparsity problems might impact the difference calculations. Fi-
nally, it would be interesting to integrate trending information within the aspect
weight computation to infer their importance.
Appendix C
Aspect Vocabularies AD,
AC, and AP
In this appendix we create the aspect vocabularies for DSLR cameras (AD),
Compact cameras (AC), and Point & Shoot cameras (AP ), from the three cam-
era corpora KD, KC , and KP . The three aspect vocabularies were created as
described in Chapter 3, using the frequency threshold determined in Section
3.6.2.
Table C.1 contains the 266 aspects that form the DSLR aspect vocabulary
AD. The Compact aspect vocabulary is formed by 268 aspects and is presented
in Table C.2. Finally, the Point & Shoot aspect vocabulary is presented in Table
C.3, and is formed by 199 aspects. The aspects are ordered in frequency in the
tables from left to right and top to bottom. That means that aspect ‘lens’ is
more frequent than aspect ‘picture’, and ‘picture’ more frequent than ‘view’, in
the reviews of the DSLR corpus KD presented in Table C.1.
Notice that, event if the aspect vocabularies are created from three different
corpus, the most frequent aspects of the three vocabularies are similar. Aspects
such as ‘lens’, ‘picture’, and ‘battery’ are found between the most frequent as-
pects in the reviews of all three camera corpora KD, KC and KP , indicating that
those aspects are similarly used in the reviews of the three types of cameras. On
the other hand, the differences between the three aspect vocabularies are clear
when not considering the top 10 most frequent aspects. The occurrences of as-
pects such as ‘live view’ or ‘price’ clearly vary between the reviews of different
camera corpus. For instance, aspect ‘waterproof’ is only found in the Point &
Shoot cameras aspect vocabulary AP .
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DSLR aspect vocabulary AD
lens card memory light situation user interface
picture view distortion focus manual
shoot megapixel tone shutter lag
video photograph stabilization body camera
shot scene photo quality dslr user
focus white balance layout lens selection
photo compact iso setting slow motion
feature hdr focus issue button shutter
image evf cam iso level
body hd video stereo shutter speed
point focus point dot lcd viewfinder
iso slr camera menu system cmos sensor
price depth lag flash picture
quality landscape crop sensor lens aperture
battery audio focus lens view focus
setting firmware light capability iso image
photography contrast variety lens quality
shooting macro raw image exposure bracketing
flash accessory composition camera system
button video camera detection iso light
auto shoot video thrill flash control
manual mount gps manual exposure
shutter stick touchscreen lens telephoto
sensor sharpness liveview proof weather
screen build quality video feature lcd panel
photographer 1080p lens work ratio aspect
zoom spec timer camera quality
noise image stabilization mic external focus image
speed touch screen daylight speed write
viewfinder angle magnification speed shutter
bit ergonomics sync wide aperture
image quality mic lcd display hdr feature
kit lens iso performance array ion battery
menu metering slr cameras jpeg image
color memory storage flash exposure
size multiple iso range menu setting
autofocus shooter zoom lens chromatic aberration
function camcorder videographer iso picture
level video quality length image light
card priority lens mount lens point
system wireless exposure compensation macro lens
raw view finder image sensor focus movie
lcd telephoto cf card quality video
live view raw file frame sensor exposure metering
frame wifi focus motor raw processing
exposure adapter mode burst screen resolution
grip enthusiast button layout lens macro
weight noise reduction lens zoom focus assist
detail card slot image iso flash photo
aperture light performance iso button focus autofocus
dial custom battery life release shutter
film functionality lens canon mount lens
cost jpg remote control focus picture
life price range raw format spot metering
performance video capability manual focus pixel sensor
full frame wide angle view screen color image
movie charger lens focus
resolution recording grip hand
pic interface lens nikon
lcd screen lense external microphone
lighting frame camera zoom range
sd card focal length video shoot
pixel manual control quality lens
filter hobby size sensor
display film camera life battery
entry level video recording crop factor
picture quality mirrorless iso capability
jpeg usb focus screen
value microphone lcd monitor
dslr camera focus system focal point
Table C.1: DSLR aspect vocabulary AD.
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Compact Aspect vocabulary AC
lens interchangeable portability usb cable
shoot lcd screen lens zoom lens pancake
picture pancake film camera video button
focus value photo quality frame sensor
photo lighting iso performance focus system
shot depth spec quality lens
flash build quality memory view screen
image card camera sensor raw format
feature touchscreen daylight lens focus
video accessory mft shutter lag
point scene rangefinder life battery
quality view finder hd video mode burst
price image stabilization tone lens option
button hdr distortion dslr user
size video camera bokeh mic external
sensor macro lens mount panel control
iso contrast manual focus menu button
battery pixel dof screen protector
body photograph recording button shutter
setting stick camcorder end dslr
zoom sd card noise reduction light capability
shutter charger port iso image
image quality white balance raw image end point
manual landscape layout nex lens
viewfinder menu system variety jpeg engine
auto wide angle focus manual lens manual
shooting priority ovf lens aperture
screen video quality focus lens slow motion
menu lug video recording grip hand
photography download user interface sync speed
kit lens card memory iso setting card slot
bit ergonomics iauto flash picture
speed shooter camera system focal point
color sharpness size camera macro lens
system dslr camera lens selection lcd viewfinder
evf light performance brightness menu setting
photographer lens adapter length hood lens
dial jpg histogram upgrade firmware
noise custom hotshoe shutter speed
function focal length battery charger jpeg image
lens camera multiple slr camera lens quality
weight interface stereo chromatic aberration
aperture manual control kit zoom focus picture
lcd focus point bargain flash photography
touch screen stabilization timer focus autofocus
autofocus cam microphone manual exposure
level raw file beauty external microphone
mirrorless angle metering speed shutter
mount thirds nfc system lens
adapter wireless ipad lens interchangeable
firmware lag dot ratio aspect
raw telephoto image sensor focus image
grip megapixel customization video shoot
performance smartphone internet size sensor
cost oly finder best quality
life detection large sensor aperture lens
exposure zoom lens facebook lens macro
detail focus speed panny
picture quality body camera quirk
full frame functionality lense
wifi audio composition
display usb versatility
frame exposure compensation hood
resolution sensor size frame camera
film shoot video lens system
pic handling video capability
view 1080p focus assist
jpeg mic mount lens
movie live view remote control
filter ibis crop factor
Table C.2: Aspect vocabulary AC of Compact camera corpus KC .
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Point & Shoot aspect vocabulary AP
picture stick focus point
zoom pixel minimum
photo lcd screen sync
battery megapixel raw image
lens video quality raw format
video image stabilization cmos sensor
shot photograph focus picture
feature grip size sensor
quality recording button shutter
price autofocus ratio aspect
point multiple gps feature
flash landscape image sensor
setting photo quality manual focus
focus view finder quality picture
image lag flash photo
manual jpeg focus manual
size manual control ion battery
button depth large sensor
auto white balance picture flash
pic video camera live view
color 1080p color picture
screen sharpness best quality
shutter priority large screen
bit contrast pic quality
shooting hdr zoom feature
picture quality build quality picture focus
function gps lens focus
iso touchscreen remote control
speed mount quality video
menu port feature zoom
image quality focal length speed write
photographer freeze color photo
sensor angle card slot
photography stabilization photo flash
card wireless picture color
viewfinder custom quality photo
noise length focus image
movie mode burst pic flash
card memory variety mic external
macro view screen best photo
charger lense chromatic aberration
performance description grip hand
cost timer focus photo
lcd full frame manual exposure
resolution detection lens point
detail raw file overall quality
body shutter lag iso image
powershot battery life lithium battery
scene zoom lens lens mount
waterproof life battery focus assist
display flash picture color quality
view mirrorless point price
sd card lithium file format
lighting microphone jpeg image
weight capacity video recording
wifi optics overall picture
aperture mic focus lens
usb iso setting battery lithium
system storage lcd viewfinder
level exposure compensation
film preset
exposure interchangeable
touch screen tone
raw slow motion
coolpix saturation
filter lens zoom
hd video dot
wide angle shoot video
memory taking
value video button
Table C.3: Point & Shoot aspect vocabulary AP .
Appendix D
Concept Vocabularies CD,
CC, and CP
In this appendix we show the resulting concept vocabularies for DSLR (CD),
Compact (CC), and Point & Shoot cameras (CP ). The three concept vocabularies
were created as described in Chapter 4, using the DSLR aspect vocabulary
AD and the DSLR corpus KD to create the DSLR concept vocabulary (CD),
the Compact aspect vocabulary AC and the Compact corpus KC to create the
Compact concept vocabulary (CC), and the Point & Shoot aspect vocabulary
AP together with the Point & Shoot corpus KP to create the Point & Shoot
concept vocabulary (CP ).
Table D.1 shows the complete DSLR concept vocabulary CD. It is formed by
41 concepts that contain 225 different aspects (considering that aspects such as
‘shutter speed’ and ‘speed shutter’ are the same aspect, thus not counting them
twice). The Compact concept vocabulary CC is presented in Table D.2, and
it is formed by 39 concepts that contain 197 different aspects. Finally, Table
D.3 shows the complete Point & Shoot concept vocabulary CP , formed by 39
concepts and 179 different aspects.
Notice that the concept vocabularies of the tree camera types (CD, CC , and
CP ), are different. Since the concept vocabularies model the important issues
used by people when expressing their experiences in product reviews, that means
that a user that bought a DSLR camera considers important different issues than
another user that bought a Compact or a Point & Shoot. For instance, in CP we
have concept ‘waterproof’, but this concept does not exist in any of the other
two vocabularies CD or CC . However, aspects such as ‘picture’, ‘iso’ and ‘noise’
form different concepts in the concept vocabularies CD and CC , but are grouped
in the same concept in the Point & Shoot concept vocabulary CP . The system
considered that “picture” was too general to express the important issues present
in the reviews of DSLR and Compact cameras, but not for Point & Shoot.
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Concept Aspects in Concept
autofocus auto focus, autofocus, focus auto
battery life battery, battery life, ion battery, charger, battery
life
body body camera, body
build quality build quality
button button, shutter button, speed shutter, shutter speed, button shutter
shutter, button layout, release shutter
card card slot, cf card, sd card, card, card memory
detail detection, detail
display lcd display, display
dslr camera entry level, dslr camera
enthusiast enthusiast, hobby
filter filter, adapter, telephoto, accessory, distortion
flash flash control, flash exposure, flash
focus
manual focus, focus autofocus, screen focus, focus screen, focus
view focus, focus assist, focus issue, focal point, focus point
focus manual, autofocus focus, focus movie, focus system, focus motor
function
layout, magnification, composition, custom, function
functionality, camcorder, audio, sync, cam
grip grip hand, grip
hdr hdr feature, hdr, feature hdr
iso iso level, iso performance, iso button, iso, iso capability
iso range, iso setting
jpg jpg
lag lag, daylight, shutter lag
lens
aperture lens, lense, mount lens, lens, lens nikon
lens mount, lens selection, zoom range, lens macro, angle
focal length, macro, lens focus, wide angle, zoom lens
length, lens canon, lens work, focus lens, lens zoom
zoom, aperture, lens quality, contrast, wide aperture
kit lens, lens aperture, macro lens, quality lens
light situation light capability, light situation
memory memory, storage
menu menu, menu system
mount mount, mirrorless
noise noise, noise reduction
performance light performance, performance, evf, interface, liveview
user interface
photography variety, array, videographer, photographer, photography
picture
photo quality, picture focus, flash picture, tone, jpeg image
stabilization, color, raw image, focus picture, image focus
image jpeg, focus image, pic, picture quality, iso picture
scene, image iso, quality image, photo flash, metering
exposure metering, jpeg, sharpness, quality photo, exposure bracketing
image, exposure compensation, iso image, image sensor, spot metering
photo, image stabilization, priority, flash photo, quality picture
picture, picture iso, image color, image quality, photograph
depth, exposure, manual exposure, color image, image light
price cost, price, price range
raw raw file, raw processing, raw, raw format
resolution megapixel, pixel, resolution
screen
view, live view, view screen, dot, screen
lcd screen, touch screen, touchscreen, screen resolution, screen view
sensor
crop sensor, frame camera, frame sensor, sensor, full frame
pixel sensor, cmos sensor, size sensor, sensor size, frame
setting menu setting, setting
size size, weight
stereo timer, stereo
usb usb
video
hd video, recording video, video recording, movie, shoot video
mic, video camera, recording, video quality, video shoot
video capability, film, video, 1080p, video feature
feature video, external microphone, quality video, microphone, slow motion
film camera
viewfinder lcd viewfinder, view finder, viewfinder, viewfinder lcd
white balance white balance
wireless wifi, wireless
Table D.1: DSLR concept vocabulary CD.
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Concept Aspects in Concept
autofocus auto focus, autofocus, focus auto
battery life battery, battery life, battery charger, battery, life
body portability, body, body camera
bokeh bokeh
button button, speed shutter, shutter button, lag, shutter speed
button shutter, shutter, menu button, shutter lag
cam camcorder, cam
card card slot, sd card, card
custom custom
dot dot
flash flash photography, flash
focus
picture focus, manual focus, focus autofocus, focus picture, focus
focus assist, focal point, speed focus, focus point, focus manual
autofocus focus, focus speed, focus system
hdr hdr
image
flash picture, photo quality, stabilization, tone, jpeg image
color, raw image, image focus, focus image, image jpeg
pic, picture quality, scene, image iso, quality image
metering, raw format, sharpness, quality photo, image
exposure compensation, iso image, sensor image, image sensor, raw
photo, image stabilization, priority, quality picture, picture
image quality, raw file, photograph, depth, exposure
manual exposure, picture flash
interface interface, user interface
iso iso performance, iso, iso setting
jpeg jpeg engine, jpeg
lcd touch screen, touchscreen, lcd
lens
lens camera, lens option, aperture lens, lense, mount lens
system lens, nex lens, lens, lens mount, lens selection
lens macro, manual lens, hood lens, zoom lens, lens focus
lens adapter, lens zoom, focus lens, lens hood, lens quality
lens system, kit lens, lens aperture, lens manual, quality lens
macro lens
megapixel megapixel
memory memory
menu menu, menu system
noise noise reduction, noise
port port
price
detection, grip, cost, adapter, telephoto
display, functionality, mount, light performance, filter
thirds, performance, charger, evf, variety
price, function, handling, photographer, detail
accessory, photography, mirrorless, build quality
resolution pixel, resolution
screen view screen, screen protector, screen, lcd screen, screen lcd
screen view
sensor frame sensor, sensor, large sensor, camera sensor, sensor size
size sensor
setting daylight, menu setting, setting
size ibis, size, size camera
smartphone smartphone
usb usb, usb cable
video
hd video, recording video, video recording, movie, shoot video
mic, recording, video quality, video camera, video shoot
film, video capability, video, 1080p, quality video
external microphone, microphone, video button, film camera, slow motion
view view, live view
viewfinder lcd viewfinder, view finder, viewfinder, finder
weight weight
white balance white balance
wifi wifi
wireless wireless
zoom
macro, aperture, wide angle, contrast, kit zoom
length, angle, zoom, focal length, interchangeable
Table D.2: Compact concept vocabulary CC .
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Concept Aspects in Concept
battery life battery, ion battery, lithium, lithium battery, battery lithium
battery
body filter, coolpix, body, mount, mirrorless
build quality build quality
button button, shutter button, button shutter, shutter
card card slot, sd card, card, card memory
charger charger, freeze
chromatic aberration chromatic aberration
description description
detail timer, display, detail, taking
detection detection
dot dot
flash pic flash, flash
focus manual focus, auto focus, focus point, focus manual, focus
focus assist, autofocus, focus auto
full frame full frame
function function
gps feature gps, gps feature, gps
grip grip, grip hand
lag lag, shutter lag
lcd lcd viewfinder, view finder, viewfinder, viewfinder lcd, lcd
memory memory, storage, capacity
menu menu
minimum minimum
performance performance
photographer photographer, photography
picture
photo quality, flash picture, picture focus, iso, stabilization
raw image, focus picture, image focus, image jpeg, pic
picture quality, scene, saturation, raw format, sharpness
image, iso image, image sensor, raw, flash photo
priority, quality picture, stabilization image, exposure manual, image quality
photo focus, exposure, color quality, color, jpeg image
tone, overall picture, focus image, picture color, image iso
focus photo, quality image, photo flash, noise, jpeg
photo color, quality photo, exposure compensation, quality pic, sensor image
photo, image stabilization, picture, photograph, raw file
color photo, depth, pic quality, color picture, manual exposure
best photo, picture flash
powershot powershot, weight
price cost, price
remote control remote control
screen
view, live view, view screen, screen, lcd screen
touchscreen, touch screen, large screen, screen lcd, screen view
sensor megapixel, sensor, large sensor, cmos sensor, pixel
setting iso setting, setting
size size, size sensor, sensor size
sync sync
usb usb, port
video
video recording, recording video, hd video, movie, shoot video
mic, video quality, video camera, recording, pic
film, video, resolution, 1080p, quality video
microphone, video button, slow motion
waterproof waterproof
white balance white balance
wifi wifi, hdr, wireless
zoom
macro, zoom lens, wide angle, lens focus, feature zoom
lense, length, lens zoom, focus lens, zoom
mount lens, lens point, optics, lens, interchangeable
lens mount, aperture, contrast, angle, focal length
zoom feature
Table D.3: Point & Shoot concept vocabulary CP .
Appendix E
Bundle Examples
In this appendix we show the bundles of arguments of various digital cameras
from the three corpora KD, KC , and KP , created by following the methodology
presented in this dissertation. The objective is to show the reader the pro and
con arguments of the different types of bundles of arguments BG, Bσ, and BF ,
for a selection of cameras, in order to help understand the tasks faced in this
monograph and the results obtained.
This appendix is structured as follows: Every section presents the bundles of
arguments, together with other information, of a digital camera belonging to one
of the three corpora KD, KC , and KP . We start every section by introducing
some data about the camera: when did the camera come out to the market,
Amazon.com star rating, and the Dpreview score (if any). We also show, for
every concept in the corresponding concept vocabulary CD, CC , and CP , how
many concept occurrences were found in the reviews of that specific camera.
Notice that cameras belong to one of the three corporaKD, KC , andKP , and the
concept vocabularies CD, CC , and CP , vary accordingly. Moreover, since the set
of camera reviews varies between cameras, the quantity of concept occurrences
may also vary between digital cameras. Furthermore, some features may be
preferred over others depending on the digital camera, and consequently it may
be more likely to find those features occurring in the reviews of certain products.
Concept occurrences are also presented in a visual way, for every product, in a
word-cloud like figure. More frequent concepts are larger, while less frequent are
smaller.
Finally, we present the three bundles of arguments of the corresponding prod-
uct BG, Bσ, and BF , together with a visual representation for each of the bundles
of arguments. Bundles are created using δ = 0.1 to select the pro and con argu-
ments (see Equation 5.2). In the figures persenting the bundles, pro arguments
are painted green, while con arguments are red. The size of the arguments cor-
responds to the strength of the argument sentiment. For pro arguments, a larger
size means a more positive polarity, while for con arguments, a larger size means
a more negative polarity. Moot arguments are not shown in those figures.
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E.1 Nikon D7100 (DSLR)
Figure E.1: Nikon D7100 DSLR camera.
Name: Nikon D7100
Type: Digital SLR
Date Online: 13/09/2010
Reviews: 908
Amazon Score : 4.5/5
Dpreview Score: 85/100
Table E.1: Information about Nikon D7100 DSLR camera.
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Figure E.2: Concept occurrences found in the reviews of camera presented in
Table E.1 (larger means more frequent).
Concept Occurrences Concept Occurrences
picture 2107 menu 143
lens 1510 memory 101
video 951 viewfinder 101
focus 772 filter 94
iso 504 grip 78
card 498 display 60
button 460 white balance 59
sensor 412 detail 56
body 357 dslr camera 53
battery 353 enthusiast 37
photography 348 mount 29
screen 327 build quality 28
price 315 hdr 20
setting 285 jpg 19
performance 210 wireless 16
raw 208 light situation 16
flash 207 daylight 15
function 201 stereo 14
noise 174 usb 11
autofocus 171
resolution 170
size 162
Table E.2: Quantity of concept occurrences in the reviews of camera in Table
E.1.
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Figure E.3: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.1. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Gini Argument Bundle BG
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
build quality 0,4947 pro filter 0,1425 pro
price 0,2982 pro photography 0,1415 pro
performance 0,2699 pro mount 0,1397 pro
white balance 0,2352 pro body 0,1346 pro
size 0,2193 pro focus 0,1337 pro
noise 0,2187 pro enthusiast 0,1224 pro
lens 0,2030 pro grip 0,1214 pro
memory 0,2008 pro sensor 0,1192 pro
card 0,1837 pro dslr camera 0,1148 pro
autofocus 0,1811 pro setting 0,1113 pro
display 0,1695 pro picture 0,1095 pro
iso 0,1641 pro function 0,1053 pro
jpg 0,1641 pro usb -0,1865 con
flash 0,1488 pro
Table E.3: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.1 showing an ar-
gument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.4: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.1. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
build quality 0,5870 pro iso 0,2583 pro
mount 0,5840 pro jpg 0,2260 pro
detail 0,5225 pro display 0,2170 pro
autofocus 0,4877 pro filter 0,2046 pro
price 0,4467 pro picture 0,1992 pro
body 0,3600 pro enthusiast 0,1835 pro
sensor 0,3586 pro video 0,1773 pro
flash 0,3283 pro function 0,1600 pro
white balance 0,3270 pro grip 0,1600 pro
noise 0,3180 pro dslr camera 0,1505 pro
performance 0,3082 pro menu 0,1300 pro
focus 0,2907 pro screen 0,1080 pro
memory 0,2805 pro stereo 0,1015 pro
battery 0,2768 pro raw -0,2450 con
size 0,2760 pro usb -0,2590 con
lens 0,2713 pro hdr -0,4715 con
Table E.4: Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ of camera in Table E.1 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.5: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.1. Pro
arguments are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds
with the strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Cardinality Argument Bundle BF
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
build quality 0,8571 pro mount 0,3103 pro
price 0,5871 pro flash 0,3000 pro
white balance 0,5593 pro stereo 0,2857 pro
performance 0,5024 pro sensor 0,2808 pro
lens 0,4829 pro enthusiast 0,2778 pro
memory 0,4747 pro filter 0,2766 pro
jpg 0,4737 pro focus 0,2685 pro
noise 0,4682 pro function 0,2551 pro
card 0,4590 pro setting 0,2500 pro
size 0,4500 pro viewfinder 0,2277 pro
display 0,4035 pro picture 0,2188 pro
autofocus 0,4000 pro detail 0,1786 pro
body 0,3484 pro grip 0,1688 pro
photography 0,3431 pro video 0,1674 pro
dslr camera 0,3208 pro hdr 0,1000 pro
iso 0,3172 pro usb -0,4545 con
Table E.5: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.1 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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E.2 Canon EOS Rebel T4i (DSLR)
Figure E.6: Canon EOS Rebel T4i DSLR camera.
Name: Canon EOS Rebel T4i
Type: Digital SLR
Date Online: 07/06/2012
Reviews: 732
Amazon Score : 4.6/5
Dpreview Score: –/100
Table E.6: Information about Canon EOS Rebel T4i DSLR camera.
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Figure E.7: Concept occurrences found in the reviews of camera presented in
Table E.6 (larger means more frequent).
Concept Occurrences Concept Occurrences
picture 216 stereo 13
lens 199 viewfinder 13
video 159 white balance 11
focus 147 grip 11
screen 118 filter 10
button 54 menu 9
iso 50 detail 9
noise 48 mount 7
autofocus 41 resolution 5
function 37 memory 4
sensor 27 display 3
photography 25 jpg 2
body 24 dslr camera 2
performance 23 build quality 1
raw 23 enthusiast 1
price 22 daylight 1
battery 21 usb 1
flash 19 wireless 1
setting 18
card 15
size 14
hdr 14
Table E.7: Quantity of concept occurrences in the reviews of camera in Table
E.6.
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Figure E.8: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.6. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Gini Argument Bundle BG
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
performance 0,2129 pro screen 0,1388 pro
filter 0,2105 pro focus 0,1348 pro
card 0,1624 pro lens 0,1312 pro
noise 0,1567 pro price 0,1275 pro
setting 0,1548 pro white balance 0,1071 pro
Table E.8: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.6 showing an ar-
gument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.9: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.6. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
card 0,3800 pro noise 0,1880 pro
performance 0,3740 pro white balance 0,1410 pro
lens 0,3715 pro picture 0,1104 pro
filter 0,3655 pro iso -0,1087 con
focus 0,3604 pro price -0,1980 con
photography 0,2975 pro function -0,1989 con
setting 0,2300 pro button -0,2945 con
autofocus 0,2255 pro raw -0,3243 con
video 0,2155 pro viewfinder -0,4295 con
Table E.9: Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ of camera in Table E.6 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.10: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.6. Pro
arguments are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds
with the strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Cardinality Argument Bundle BF
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
performance 0,7391 pro iso 0,2653 pro
card 0,6000 pro screen 0,2414 pro
noise 0,5000 pro focus 0,2245 pro
white balance 0,4545 pro battery 0,1429 pro
setting 0,4118 pro size -0,1429 con
filter 0,4000 pro hdr -0,1429 con
price 0,4000 pro flash -0,2632 con
lens 0,3613 pro
Table E.10: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.6 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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E.3 Pentax K-5 (DSLR)
Figure E.11: Pentax K-5 DSLR camera.
Name: Pentax K-5
Type: Digital SLR
Date Online: 20/09/2010
Reviews: 147
Amazon Score : 4.7/5
Dpreview Score: 83/100
Table E.11: Information about Pentax K-5 DSLR camera.
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Figure E.12: Concept occurrences found in the reviews of camera presented in
Table E.11 (larger means more frequent).
Concept Occurrences Concept Occurrences
lens 465 card 20
picture 419 resolution 18
iso 153 grip 15
sensor 105 filter 15
button 97 viewfinder 13
focus 97 detail 12
video 88 hdr 10
price 85 build quality 7
body 69 display 6
photography 57 enthusiast 6
screen 54 white balance 5
noise 47 stereo 5
performance 46 memory 5
battery 42 light situation 5
menu 38 daylight 3
function 37 dslr camera 3
size 36 jpg 2
setting 35
mount 30
raw 28
autofocus 24
flash 22
Table E.12: Quantity of concept occurrences in the reviews of camera in Table
E.11.
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Figure E.13: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.11. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Gini Argument Bundle BG
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
price 0,3781 pro setting 0,1950 pro
viewfinder 0,3372 pro picture 0,1715 pro
grip 0,2933 pro noise 0,1641 pro
function 0,2738 pro focus 0,1533 pro
sensor 0,2687 pro flash 0,1517 pro
size 0,2586 pro mount 0,1486 pro
performance 0,2581 pro photography 0,1481 pro
lens 0,2546 pro menu 0,1335 pro
body 0,2453 pro detail 0,1171 pro
iso 0,2315 pro resolution 0,1110 pro
raw 0,2027 pro screen 0,1078 pro
Table E.13: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.11 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.14: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.11. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
photography 0,6312 pro mount 0,3585 pro
function 0,6016 pro size 0,3445 pro
flash 0,5995 pro body 0,3380 pro
iso 0,5740 pro video 0,2815 pro
detail 0,5470 pro screen 0,2766 pro
lens 0,5328 pro menu 0,2685 pro
sensor 0,5106 pro focus 0,2554 pro
autofocus 0,5060 pro button 0,2444 pro
price 0,4757 pro setting 0,2420 pro
noise 0,4695 pro picture 0,1442 pro
grip 0,4140 pro hdr 0,1030 pro
battery 0,4090 pro filter -0,1192 con
raw 0,3770 pro resolution -0,1783 con
performance 0,3647 pro viewfinder -0,2270 con
Table E.14: Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ of camera in Table E.11 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.15: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.11. Pro
arguments are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds
with the strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Cardinality Argument Bundle BF
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
price 0,6941 pro hdr 0,4000 pro
viewfinder 0,6923 pro picture 0,3525 pro
body 0,6765 pro menu 0,3514 pro
raw 0,6429 pro detail 0,3333 pro
setting 0,6000 pro mount 0,3103 pro
grip 0,6000 pro focus 0,3053 pro
sensor 0,5728 pro card 0,3000 pro
performance 0,5652 pro filter 0,2857 pro
function 0,5556 pro flash 0,2727 pro
size 0,5429 pro noise 0,2340 pro
lens 0,5216 pro screen 0,2222 pro
photography 0,4386 pro resolution 0,1111 pro
iso 0,4305 pro
Table E.15: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.11 show-
ing an argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and
argument polarity (pro or con).
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E.4 Olympus OMD E-M5 (Compact)
Figure E.16: Olympus OMD E-M5 Compact camera.
Name: Olympus OMD E-M5
Type: Compact cameras
Date Online: 07/02/2012
Reviews: 256
Amazon Score : 4.6/5
Dpreview Score: 80/100
Table E.16: Information about Olympus OMD E-M5 Compact camera.
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Figure E.17: Concept occurrences found in the reviews of camera presented in
Table E.16 (larger means more frequent).
Concept Occurrences Concept Occurrences
image 21649 weight 785
lens 15720 resolution 784
price 14086 jpeg 534
video 5806 wifi 499
focus 5700 interface 367
zoom 5038 memory 339
button 4586 hdr 287
battery 3115 cam 265
screen 3075 usb 245
sensor 2839 white balance 238
flash 2707 custom 183
iso 2437 wireless 181
size 2435 megapixel 173
lcd 2186 smartphone 167
viewfinder 2157 bokeh 113
setting 2123 port 106
body 2106 dot 78
menu 1907
noise 1069
card 1059
autofocus 1054
view 977
Table E.17: Quantity of concept occurrences in the reviews of camera in Table
E.16.
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Figure E.18: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.16. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Gini Argument Bundle BG
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
custom 0,2340 pro sensor 0,1461 pro
bokeh 0,2305 pro jpeg 0,1451 pro
lens 0,2140 pro noise 0,1439 pro
weight 0,1902 pro body 0,1427 pro
dot 0,1843 pro cam 0,1396 pro
white balance 0,1838 pro zoom 0,1366 pro
price 0,1626 pro image 0,1320 pro
size 0,1574 pro iso 0,1315 pro
focus 0,1550 pro lcd 0,1223 pro
interface 0,1544 pro video 0,1103 pro
Table E.18: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.16 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.19: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.16. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
autofocus 0,3343 pro price 0,1987 pro
bokeh 0,3000 pro sensor 0,1968 pro
custom 0,2880 pro interface 0,1955 pro
lens 0,2702 pro body 0,1833 pro
iso 0,2610 pro zoom 0,1816 pro
weight 0,2340 pro cam 0,1660 pro
white balance 0,2310 pro lcd 0,1613 pro
screen 0,2297 pro menu 0,1510 pro
dot 0,2240 pro setting 0,1190 pro
size 0,2130 pro smartphone 0,1160 pro
image 0,2056 pro jpeg 0,1145 pro
focus 0,2028 pro memory 0,1070 pro
noise 0,2005 pro megapixel 0,1060 pro
Table E.19: Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ of camera in Table E.16 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.20: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.16. Pro
arguments are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds
with the strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Cardinality Argument Bundle BF
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
custom 0,5519 pro image 0,2889 pro
lens 0,5063 pro lcd 0,2719 pro
weight 0,4802 pro jpeg 0,2692 pro
bokeh 0,4643 pro memory 0,2619 pro
dot 0,4545 pro video 0,2445 pro
white balance 0,4359 pro smartphone 0,2393 pro
interface 0,3881 pro autofocus 0,2320 pro
focus 0,3866 pro setting 0,2120 pro
price 0,3683 pro menu 0,2013 pro
size 0,3612 pro screen 0,1985 pro
sensor 0,3331 pro megapixel 0,1481 pro
body 0,3285 pro wireless 0,1461 pro
noise 0,3258 pro viewfinder 0,1452 pro
cam 0,3154 pro wifi 0,1399 pro
zoom 0,3108 pro card 0,1094 pro
iso 0,3075 pro port -0,1346 con
Table E.20: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.16 show-
ing an argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and
argument polarity (pro or con).
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E.5 Samsung NX3000 (Compact)
Figure E.21: Samsung NX3000 Compact camera.
Name: Samsung NX3000
Type: Compact cameras
Date Online: 08/05/2014
Reviews: 31
Amazon Score : 4.4/5
Dpreview Score: –/100
Table E.21: Information about Samsung NX3000 Compact camera.
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Figure E.22: Concept occurrences found in the reviews of camera presented in
Table E.21 (larger means more frequent).
Concept Occurrences Concept Occurrences
image 251 iso 14
price 158 menu 13
lens 131 smartphone 11
button 80 autofocus 6
video 75 noise 6
screen 67 white balance 5
zoom 63 memory 4
card 62 megapixel 4
flash 50 cam 4
focus 45 port 4
battery 36 weight 3
setting 27 interface 2
lcd 27 jpeg 2
sensor 25
wireless 23
size 22
usb 20
body 19
viewfinder 18
view 17
resolution 15
wifi 15
Table E.22: Quantity of concept occurrences in the reviews of camera in Table
E.21.
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Figure E.23: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.21. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Gini Argument Bundle BG
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
wifi 0,2972 pro focus 0,2108 pro
lens 0,2912 pro usb 0,1952 pro
menu 0,2705 pro zoom 0,1697 pro
smartphone 0,2619 pro setting 0,1082 pro
sensor 0,2206 pro lcd 0,1022 pro
price 0,2119 pro
Table E.23: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.21 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.24: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.21. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
menu 0,5650 pro usb 0,3335 pro
iso 0,5630 pro card 0,1767 pro
sensor 0,5565 pro lens 0,1608 pro
viewfinder 0,5370 pro image 0,1507 pro
wifi 0,4500 pro setting 0,1410 pro
lcd 0,4107 pro focus -0,1685 con
price 0,4086 pro body -0,4175 con
smartphone 0,4060 pro resolution -0,4855 con
battery 0,3637 pro
Table E.24: Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ of camera in Table E.21 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.25: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.21. Pro
arguments are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds
with the strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Cardinality Argument Bundle BF
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
wifi 0,8571 pro zoom 0,3968 pro
lens 0,6031 pro focus 0,3778 pro
smartphone 0,6000 pro price 0,3503 pro
menu 0,5385 pro lcd 0,2308 pro
usb 0,4444 pro iso 0,1429 pro
sensor 0,4167 pro body 0,1111 pro
setting 0,4074 pro image 0,1093 pro
Table E.25: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.21 show-
ing an argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and
argument polarity (pro or con).
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E.6 Sony a7 (Compact)
Figure E.26: Sony a7 Compact camera.
Name: Sony a7
Type: Compact cameras
Date Online: 15/10/2013
Reviews: 83
Amazon Score : 4.3/5
Dpreview Score: –/100
Table E.26: Information about Sony a7 Compact camera.
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Figure E.27: Concept occurrences found in the reviews of camera presented in
Table E.26 (larger means more frequent).
Concept Occurrences Concept Occurrences
lens 552 jpeg 19
image 458 wifi 19
price 426 card 17
focus 221 view 17
button 177 usb 15
battery 172 hdr 12
sensor 113 memory 9
zoom 112 custom 8
video 112 megapixel 8
iso 82 cam 5
body 67 smartphone 4
menu 63 port 4
size 56 bokeh 3
noise 47 white balance 3
viewfinder 43 wireless 3
screen 38 interface 2
flash 37 dot 2
setting 36
lcd 32
resolution 29
autofocus 25
weight 22
Table E.27: Quantity of concept occurrences in the reviews of camera in Table
E.26.
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Figure E.28: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.26. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Gini Argument Bundle BG
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
view 0,3291 pro viewfinder 0,1543 pro
weight 0,3159 pro card 0,1525 pro
lens 0,2569 pro zoom 0,1499 pro
focus 0,2390 pro video 0,1395 pro
jpeg 0,1947 pro size 0,1121 pro
sensor 0,1649 pro image 0,1028 pro
body 0,1627 pro usb -0,1061 con
price 0,1573 pro hdr -0,1357 con
Table E.28: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.26 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.29: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.26. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
view 0,5610 pro image 0,1877 pro
lens 0,5313 pro focus 0,1714 pro
sensor 0,5278 pro card 0,1505 pro
weight 0,4700 pro battery 0,1220 pro
viewfinder 0,3985 pro body -0,1053 con
zoom 0,3584 pro usb -0,1455 con
iso 0,2940 pro hdr -0,2230 con
price 0,2762 pro size -0,3177 con
Table E.29: Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ of camera in Table E.26 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.30: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.26. Pro
arguments are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds
with the strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Cardinality Argument Bundle BF
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
view 0,8824 pro autofocus 0,2000 pro
weight 0,8182 pro image 0,1938 pro
lens 0,6015 pro video 0,1892 pro
focus 0,4909 pro jpeg 0,1579 pro
viewfinder 0,4884 pro menu 0,1111 pro
card 0,4118 pro resolution -0,1429 con
sensor 0,3982 pro wifi -0,1579 con
iso 0,3659 pro battery -0,2096 con
price 0,3398 pro usb -0,2308 con
body 0,2836 pro flash -0,2571 con
size 0,2500 pro hdr -0,3333 con
zoom 0,2364 pro
Table E.30: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.26 show-
ing an argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and
argument polarity (pro or con).
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E.7 Canon PowerShot ELPH 300 HS (Point &
Shoot)
Figure E.31: Canon PowerShot ELPH 300 HS Point & Shoot camera.
Name: Canon PowerShot ELPH 300 HS
Type: Point & Shoot Digital Cameras
Date Online: 06/02/2011
Reviews: 1112
Amazon Score : 4.2/5
Dpreview Score: –/100
Table E.31: Information about Canon PowerShot ELPH 300 HS Point & Shoot
camera.
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Figure E.32: Concept occurrences found in the reviews of camera presented in
Table E.31 (larger means more frequent).
Concept Occurrences Concept Occurrences
picture 2922 body 42
video 1567 charger 36
zoom 1003 lag 23
battery 341 white balance 20
price 265 usb 16
flash 257 build quality 13
button 252 wifi 9
screen 248 waterproof 8
size 237 detection 6
setting 231 description 5
focus 217 chromatic aberration 4
powershot 210 sync 3
card 200 minimum 2
sensor 168 dot 1
photographer 101 gps 1
memory 97 remote control 1
function 89
menu 88
detail 79
lcd 66
performance 43
grip 42
Table E.32: Quantity of concept occurrences in the reviews of camera in Table
E.31.
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Figure E.33: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.31. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Gini Argument Bundle BG
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
price 0,3369 pro photographer 0,1215 pro
build quality 0,2149 pro white balance 0,1119 pro
grip 0,1565 pro card 0,1020 pro
size 0,1351 pro
Table E.33: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.31 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.34: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.31. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
memory 0,5707 pro white balance 0,1610 pro
build quality 0,4230 pro photographer 0,1605 pro
card 0,4140 pro sensor 0,1462 pro
body 0,3585 pro video 0,1342 pro
price 0,3000 pro performance 0,1240 pro
size 0,2773 pro powershot 0,1185 pro
battery 0,2390 pro charger 0,1185 pro
grip 0,2060 pro focus 0,1042 pro
picture 0,1924 pro button -0,1350 con
setting 0,1710 pro
Table E.34: Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ of camera in Table E.31 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.35: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.31. Pro
arguments are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds
with the strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Cardinality Argument Bundle BF
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
build quality 0,8333 pro picture 0,2039 pro
price 0,6604 pro white balance 0,2000 pro
size 0,3391 pro body 0,1707 pro
grip 0,3171 pro lag 0,1304 pro
memory 0,2708 pro powershot 0,1275 pro
photographer 0,2292 pro focus 0,1111 pro
video 0,2291 pro zoom 0,1043 pro
charger 0,2222 pro detail 0,1026 pro
card 0,2222 pro usb -0,2000 con
Table E.35: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.31 show-
ing an argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and
argument polarity (pro or con).
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E.8 Panasonic Lumix DMC-GH3K (Point &
Shoot)
Figure E.36: Panasonic Lumix DMC-GH3K Point & Shoot camera.
Name: Panasonic Lumix DMC-GH3K
Type: Point & Shoot Digital Cameras
Date Online: 17/09/2012
Reviews: 88
Amazon Score : 4.5/5
Dpreview Score: –/100
Table E.36: Information about Panasonic Lumix DMC-GH3K Point & Shoot
camera.
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Figure E.37: Concept occurrences found in the reviews of camera presented in
Table E.36 (larger means more frequent).
Concept Occurrences Concept Occurrences
picture 384 flash 13
video 305 full frame 7
zoom 229 memory 6
button 96 build quality 6
focus 75 white balance 5
screen 62 usb 5
body 56 charger 3
battery 41 remote control 3
price 40 description 2
detail 39 dot 2
photographer 36 minimum 1
size 34 lag 1
lcd 33
sensor 28
setting 26
card 25
function 25
wifi 24
performance 20
menu 16
powershot 16
grip 15
Table E.37: Quantity of concept occurrences in the reviews of camera in Table
E.36.
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Figure E.38: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.36. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Gini Argument Bundle BG
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
price 0,3093 pro screen 0,1612 pro
performance 0,2356 pro zoom 0,1510 pro
setting 0,2279 pro video 0,1380 pro
powershot 0,1963 pro body 0,1192 pro
size 0,1877 pro picture 0,1161 pro
focus 0,1760 pro
Table E.38: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.36 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.39: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.36. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
setting 0,6520 pro powershot 0,2470 pro
focus 0,5062 pro body 0,2357 pro
screen 0,4864 pro menu 0,1340 pro
price 0,3405 pro photographer 0,1315 pro
performance 0,3020 pro picture 0,1240 pro
sensor 0,2930 pro grip -0,1140 con
size 0,2520 pro lcd -0,2820 con
Table E.39: Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ of camera in Table E.36 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.40: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.36. Pro
arguments are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds
with the strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Cardinality Argument Bundle BF
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
setting 0,6154 pro detail 0,3333 pro
price 0,5500 pro photographer 0,3143 pro
size 0,5152 pro sensor 0,3077 pro
performance 0,5000 pro picture 0,2368 pro
powershot 0,5000 pro flash 0,2308 pro
zoom 0,4779 pro screen 0,2258 pro
focus 0,3514 pro lcd 0,2121 pro
body 0,3455 pro card 0,1200 pro
video 0,3333 pro battery -0,1000 con
Table E.40: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.36 show-
ing an argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and
argument polarity (pro or con).
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E.9 Fujifilm FinePix Real 3D W3 (Point &
Shoot)
Figure E.41: Fujifilm FinePix Real 3D W3 Point & Shoot camera.
Name: Fujifilm FinePix Real 3D W3
Type: Point & Shoot Digital Cameras
Date Online: 27/08/2010
Reviews: 285
Amazon Score : 4.5/5
Dpreview Score: –/100
Table E.41: Information about Fujifilm FinePix Real 3D W3 Point & Shoot
camera.
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Figure E.42: Concept occurrences found in the reviews of camera presented in
Table E.41 (larger means more frequent).
Concept Occurrences Concept Occurrences
picture 1414 performance 11
video 622 lag 9
screen 444 powershot 8
zoom 344 grip 4
battery 155 build quality 4
card 153 sync 3
price 124 minimum 3
detail 123 dot 3
photographer 95 waterproof 3
setting 94 white balance 2
lcd 90 wifi 2
focus 73 description 1
flash 65 detection 1
sensor 60
button 56
memory 47
size 38
usb 32
body 19
menu 17
charger 14
function 11
Table E.42: Quantity of concept occurrences in the reviews of camera in Table
E.41.
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Figure E.43: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.41. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Gini Argument Bundle BG
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
price 0,3024 pro detail 0,1153 pro
body 0,1748 pro charger -0,1059 con
memory 0,1269 pro performance -0,1434 con
card 0,1188 pro
Table E.43: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.41 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.44: Gini Argument Bundle BG of camera in Table E.41. Pro arguments
are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds with the
strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
body 0,3283 pro picture -0,1278 con
price 0,2125 pro charger -0,1550 con
zoom 0,1928 pro card -0,2283 con
memory 0,1903 pro performance -0,2520 con
usb 0,1155 pro lcd -0,2818 con
sensor -0,1030 con focus -0,3173 con
menu -0,1060 con
Table E.44: Agreement Argument Bundle Bσ of camera in Table E.41 showing an
argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and argument
polarity (pro or con).
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Figure E.45: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.41. Pro
arguments are presented in green and con arguments in red. Size corresponds
with the strength of the argument sentiments, the larger the stronger.
Cardinality Argument Bundle BF
Concept Sentiment Argument Concept Sentiment Argument
price 0,5806 pro sensor -0,1034 con
card 0,4172 pro screen -0,1116 con
body 0,3684 pro charger -0,1429 con
memory 0,3617 pro menu -0,1765 con
detail 0,2881 pro battery -0,1812 con
photographer 0,1915 pro performance -0,2727 con
focus 0,1507 pro function -0,4545 con
setting 0,1494 pro
Table E.45: Cardinality Argument Bundle BF of camera in Table E.41 show-
ing an argument at each row composed of concept name, sentiment value and
argument polarity (pro or con).
Appendix F
Bundle Comparison for
DSLR, Compact, and Point
& Shoot cameras
In this appendix we show the quantity of pros shared by two or three bundle
types (BG, Bσ and BF ) for each of the top 50 DSLR, Compact and Point &
Shoot products with more reviews. Here “shared” means the intersection, i.e.
those pro concepts that appear in the three bundle types of a product p. For
instance, concept “sensor” is considered a pro argument in the Gini bundle BG,
the agreement bundle Bσ, and the cardinality bundles of arguments BF of the
Nikon D5300. As such, we say that pro argument is “shared” between the three
bundles of arguments of the Nikon D5300.
Figure F.1 focuses on the top 50 products with more reviews from the DSLR
corpusKD. The x axis corresponds with the product names, and the y axis shows
the quantity of pros shared by two or three bundle types for each product. The
results show that almost 8 out of 10 pro arguments are shared between the three
types of bundles of the top 50 DSLR products with more reviews, indicating a
strong consistency between the three types of bundles of a product. This means
that a concept of a pro argument in a BG is also likely present in the Bσ pros and
the BF pros. Furthermore, we show that the quantity of pro arguments (and
also con arguments, not included in this figure because results are similar) of a
product p is directly related with the quantity of concept occurrences Occ(C, p)
in the reviews: the more reviews the richer in pro and cons the bundles are. With
more user judgments related to the various concepts of the concept vocabulary,
we have more knowledge to make an informed decision to consider an argument
as a pro or con instead of a moot. Notice that we are only analyzing whether
a concept is part of a pro argument in more than one of bundle types of a
product, but we are not comparing the concrete positive sentiment values of the
arguments.
Figure F.2 studies the relation between the quantity of user judgments in the
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reviews of DSLR products and the quantity of moot arguments in the bundles
of that product. The x axis corresponds with the product names, the left y axis
shows the total added quantity of moot arguments of the three types of bundles
of arguments of each product, and the right y axis shows the number of concept
occurrences Occ(C, p) in the reviews of each product. The total added quantity
of moot arguments corresponds to the union of all moot arguments of the three
bundles of arguments BG, Bσ, and BF of a product. Since the DSLR concept
vocabulary CD has 41 different concepts, and in each of the three bundles of
arguments of a DSLR product we define an argument per each concept in CD,
the maximum quantity of moot arguments, considering that all arguments are
moots, is 123 (41 arguments per bundle type).
The results show that there is an inverse correlation between the quantity of
user judgments and moot arguments in the bundles of arguments of a product.
For instance, the reviews of the Canon EOSM contain 275 judgments related
to the concepts of the DSLR concept vocabulary CD. This quantity of user
judgments is low if we compare them with the quantity of judgments of other
cameras in the figure. As a consequence, most of the arguments of the three
bundles of arguments of the Canon EOSM (121 arguments) are moot arguments,
because we do not have enough evidence to define those arguments as pro or cons.
On the other hand, the reviews of the Nikon D7100 contain 11.652 judgments
related to the concepts of the concept vocabulary CD. Considering the three
bundles of arguments of that product, only 16 arguments out of 123 are moots.
The rest of arguments are either pro or con arguments.
Figure F.3 focuses on the top 50 products with more reviews from the Com-
pact corpus KC . We observe similarities between the results for Compact cam-
eras presented in Figure F.3 and the results for the DSLR cameras presented
in Figure F.1. Almost 70% of pro arguments are shared between two or three
different bundles of arguments of products, and the quantity of pro arguments
is also directly correlated with the quantity of concept occurrences in the re-
views of the products. For Compact cameras, the product with more concept
occurrences is the Olympus OMD EM5 (6.195 concept occurrences), with 26 pro
arguments (out of 39 concepts in the Compact concept vocabulary CC) shared
between two or three bundles BG, Bσ, and BF . Notice that the reviews of this
product contain almost half of the concept occurrences of the Nikon D7100, the
DSLR product with most concept occurrences (11.652). However, the difference
of pro arguments shared by two or more bundles between those cameras is only
7 (26 for the Olympus OMD EM5, and 33 for the Nikon D7100).
Finally, Figure F.4 shows the top 50 products with more reviews from the
Point & Shoot cameras corpus KP . As expected, we also have a strong consis-
tency between the bundles of arguments of Point & Shoot cameras, being more
than 8 out of 10 pro concepts shared between bundles. Notice that, since we have
more reviews for Point & Shoot cameras than for Compact, the product with
less concept occurrences of the Point & Shoot top 50, the Fujifilm X20 (with
3.262 concept occurrences), has more than 6 times the concept occurrences of
the Nikon 1 AW1 (495), the Compact camera with less concept occurrences of
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the ranking presented in Figure F.3. As such, the bundles of arguments of the
top 50 Point & Shoot cameras have, in average, more pro and con arguments
than the bundles of arguments of the top 50 Compact cameras, and a similar
average quantity of pro concepts than the bundles of arguments of the DSLR
cameras.
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